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1. FOREWORD
Each process of transitioning from obsolete to modern networks of Automatic Weather
Stations (AWSs), or of a renewal of already existing automated networks, includes
development of relevant specifications for purchasing the equipment. Many National
Meteorological and Hydrological Services (NMHSs) have already extensive processes in
place to support procurements, but there are also NMHSs that still seek additional
guidance for tendering processes. Another stakeholder in a tendering process, a
manufacturer or a bidder, also experiences, from time to time, some difficulties in
interpretation of tender requirements, particularly those related to instrument
specifications, as well as in providing all necessary details in the instrument data
specification sheets.
Aiming at providing a guidance to all stakeholders of a tendering process and
development of the related specifications, the Association of Hydro-Meteorological
Equipment Industry (HMEI), with support from the World Bank, initiated development of
a generic AWS tendering specification document. After many revisions, the document
was finalized recently, in close collaboration of experts from WMO and HMEI.
The document’s primarily intent is for use by NMHSs to guide their procurement of
AWSs, but also to assist vendors to provide required instrument specifications. The
document describes a tendering process, based on international experience of the
authors, and aims not at replacing NMHS’s existing good practice, but to guide NMHS, as
well as other stakeholders, though the process, and possibly help to improve their
tendering processes in use.
It is anticipated that the document will assist NMHS to ensure their requirements align
with international best practice and stakeholder requirements, and help equipment
vendors to provide products that are applicable around the world.
On behalf of the Commission, I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere
gratitude to the authors of this report, as well as to the SC-MINT and HMEI for
developing this excellent document that should support vendor and NMHS to work
together towards fit-for-purpose observations from their AWS network solutions.

President of the Infrastructure Commission

Michel Jean
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3. DOCUMENT OUTLINE
This document is primarily intended for use by National Meteorological and Hydrological
Service (NMHS) to guide their procurement of an Automatic Weather Station (AWS)
Network solution to meet the needs of the Network Stakeholders.
An AWS Network solution will typically comprise three main aspects:
- Automatic Weather Station and Sensors
The hardware that is usually placed in the location where the measurement is
made.
- Meteorological Information Processing System (MIPS)
The IT systems, often placed in the NMHS Head Office, centralised location or
(increasingly) the cloud, that process, manage and store the data provided by
field equipment.
- Lifecycle Management
The (largely administrative) processes, backed up by supporting hardware, field
maintenance/inspection/verification, facilities and training, that ensures the AWS
Network meets the User Requirements from the first day and into the future.
This document, however, does not assume that all the aspects will be procured in all
procurements.
The document layout broadly steps through the procurement process:
- Establishing Requirements,
- Guidance on:
o Lifecycle Management,
o MIPS,
o AWS and Sensors,
- Guidance on Evaluation of Procurements,
- Annex A: Example Procurement Documents,
- Annex B: Example Statement of Requirement/Tender Clauses.
It is recognised that many NMHS will already have extensive processes in place to
support procurements and it is not intended that these examples would replace those
processes – instead the intent is that the information will act to guide, inform and
(possibly) improve these processes based on international experience.
With the aim of improving outcomes for all NMHS, this document has extensive Annexes
containing examples of key Procurement Documents and Tender Requirements.
The example Tender Requirements, in particular, has been developed to provide a
common set of requirements that are both vendor neutral and based on WMO Guidance.
This has a number of advantages:
- NMHS can ensure their requirements align with international best practice and
stakeholder requirements;
- Equipment vendors can provide products that are applicable around the world.
In this way, Vendor and NMHS can work together to get Fit-for-Purpose Observations
from their AWS Network Solution.
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4. AWS NETWORK LIFECYCLE
4.1

A NEW AWS NETWORK SOLUTION: WHY?

Meteorology is not “Observations Stamp Collecting”– the purpose of upgrading or
expanding an AWS Network is not about collecting observations from new/exotic/hostile
locations. It is about gaining a better understanding of the environment, to enable
decisions that will impact the safety and livelihoods of real people [the AWS Network’s
key/ultimate Stakeholders]. This priority should guide all the decisions throughout the
procurement and operation of the AWS Network Solution.
4.2

AWS NETWORK LIFECYCLE PHASES

The key steps in an AWS Network Lifecycle are shown (in the ‘V Diagram’ of Systems
Engineering) in Figure 1, with some of the key activities in each stage expanded in
Figure 2.

Figure 1. Key Stages in AWS Procurement
The following phases can be identified:
1) Preparation Phase:
In this phase an analysis is made of what is required to meet the identified User
Requirements. This analysis may include:
a) Scope: Is this a new network or are (some) existing sites being reused/upgrade?
b) Network Architecture,
c) Data Communications,
d) Required Sensor Performance/Characteristics,
e) Budget,
- 10 -

f) Roles/Responsibilities/Accountabilities of Supplier/Tenderer and Customer/NMHS
(and if/when/how these change over time),
g) What is being procured: Is this just hardware, if so, how will this equipment be
supported into the future?
2) Procurement Phase:
This usually starts with preparing the requirement specifications for the systems to
be procured. However, there are additional documents needed, for example, a
statement of work, a concept agreement, and evaluation procedure, concept test
plans. This documentation may require negotiation/agreement before
implementation.
3) Implementation Phase:
a) After building the system by the Supplier, it has to be tested before installation
(factory?, site?),
b) Once tested, some equipment (particularly sensors) may require calibration by
the manufacturer, WMO RIC Laboratory or NMHS lab where appropriate,
c) After acceptance, it is installed, tested, users have to be trained,
procedures/documentation needs to be developed/adapted, and
d) After site acceptance and commissioning, the system can be declared operational.
This phase may also include removing old equipment from station sites.
4) Operational Phase:
This is the period that the observation network is providing data for operational use.
During this phase, the system owner has to:
a) maintain (preventive/corrective maintenance, calibration) the system,
b) maintain the station and the installation sites,
c) maintain the instrumentation, the electronics, the data processing systems, etc.
This phase usually lasts between 10 to 15 years, much longer than the
procurement and installation phases together. The owner of the system may
handle the maintenance and support activities themselves, or support can be
(partially) outsourced to third party (private) companies.
5) Decommissioning/Disposal Phase:
At the end of the operational lifetime of the network equipment, it is replaced and
any equipment/infrastructure at sites is removed and disposed of.
The phases will be considered in greater detail in the following sections.
4.3

PREPARATION PHASE

4.3.1 Concept of Operations
Too often an AWS Network Solution Procurement concentrates on obtaining new
hardware (AWS/Sensors/MIPS) and invests too little in its future (lifecycle) management.
The consequence is that, soon after the network is commissioned, the hardware is out of
calibration and/or broken and there is no knowledge or resources to fix it.
To obtain the best outcomes, an AWS (Network) procurement should ideally start, not
with the specification of the hardware, but with a broad understanding of what a
successful procurement would produce. This understanding, often agreed in a document
called a ‘Concept of Operations’, describes the key aspects of the system to be procured.
It should consider both the performance on install as well as how this performance will
continue into the future.
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Figure 2. The different phases in purchasing, installing and operating an
observation network

4.3.2 User Requirements
Once the key aspects have been established in the Concept of Operations, the more
detailed, User Requirements can be developed.
The user requirements can be based on several sources of information, either in isolation
or in combination so that the best overall set is achieved for the specific user. Typical
information sources include, but are not limited to, the following:
1) Many NMHS have user requirements established over many years of discussion with
Customers and End Users, and refinement based on available hardware and lessons
learnt from previous procurements.
2) In addition, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has an ongoing Rolling
Requirements Review (RRR) Process. As described in (1) Part II 2.3, the RRR
process has 4 stages:
a) A review of user requirements for observations, within an area of application
covered by WMO Programmes;
b) A review of the observing capabilities of existing and planned observing systems;
c) A Critical Review of the extent to which the capabilities (b) meet the
requirements (a);
d) A Statement of Guidance based on c).
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Figure 3. From Concept of Operations to User Requirements to Tender
Specification
The RRR outcomes are available from the Observing Systems Capability Analysis and
Review (OSCAR) 1 Tool. This currently lists Requirements for the following Application
Areas 2:
- Aeronautical Meteorology,
- Agricultural Meteorology,
- Global Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP),
- High Res NWP,
- Hydrology,
- Nowcasting/Very Short-Range Forecasting (VSFR),
- Ocean Applications,
- Sub-Season to Longer Prediction (SSLP),
- Space Weather.
3) Many meteorological services have, as a key information source, some form of NWP
model (either produced by the NMHS or sourced from another agency). The NWP
model data input requirements (either Global NWP or High Res NWP) often form a
good starting point for user requirements, particularly in the absence of specific RRR
guidance for an application area 3.
Ideally, User Requirements should be technology free – that is, they are about the End
User/Customer data requirements, not specifying the equipment/sensors required.
1
https://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/observingrequirements.
2 The following Application Areas are also listed, but currently contain no data: Providing Atmospheric
Composition Information, Monitoring Atmospheric Composition, Forecasting Atmospheric Composition, Climate
Applications, Climate Science, Climate Monitoring (GCOS).

Care should be taken with applying the NWP requirements without consideration of the overall user
requirements – some NWP requirements, for example, spatial density, may not be achievable.
3
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4.3.3 Observation Requirements
User Requirements are often in terms of outputs/products at the end of the
measurement/processing chain. In the Observation Requirements step, the performance
of the upstream components which are needed to deliver the outputs are
examined/unpacked.
Some Examples:
User
Requirement
Outcomes

User
Requirement
Outcomes

4.4

Observational data sufficient to produce a Synoptic
Observations Report
A required list of sensors to meet (at least) the mandatory content
A reporting frequency
Algorithms/Processes/Procedures that need to be applied to the
data and metadata.
AWS/IT Infrastructure (new or existing) where these
algorithms/processes/procedures are applied
AWS/IT Infrastructure (new or existing) where Synoptic
Observations message content is generated
IT Infrastructure (new or existing) where data/metadata are stored
and archived
Communications requirements to get data from sensors to IT
Infrastructure
Staff, appropriately trained and equipped, to maintain the
equipment so that it continues to produce quality data.
Training, calibration, maintenance, inspection, sustainability
requirements
Temperature measurements to support a Climate Archive
Performance requirements for temperature sensors and screen
Siting requirements for temperature observations
QC/QA processes (automated or manual)
Data storage requirements

PROCUREMENT PHASE

4.4.1 Tender Specifications
The final ‘specification stage’, then involves translating the individual components into
statements that can be included in tender content – that is, statements that:
- specify a requirement clearly,
- contain only the essential information for that requirement,
- are written in a way that enables the response to be evaluated.
o For example:
 Yes/No: Does the tendered equipment/service have the required
capability?
 Performance Measure:
• Values in a particular range are acceptable,
• Values in another range are good, etc.
 Compliance Requirements:
• Is meeting this requirement mandatory or optional?
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4.5

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

4.5.1 Implementation Management
The implementation of the new observation stations and data processing/storage
equipment is a Project and requires Project Management documentation. A typical
implementation project includes the following activities:
- Kick-off meeting with Supplier,
- System design by Supplier,
- Review(s) by Buyer (NMHS),
- Approval of system design,
- Building/integration of the system (hardware, software),
- Testing by Supplier,
- Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) document, to be approved by Buyer,
- FAT,
- Shipping of the equipment to the NMHS,
- Installation of the data processing/storage system,
- Integration (if required) with existing NMHS infrastructure,
- Installation of the stations and instrumentation:
o Pilot/Test network?
- Testing of the data processing/storage system, stations and instrumentation, data
communication,
- Site Acceptance Test (SAT) document, to be approved by Buyer,
- SAT,
- User training (with certification and documentation if required),
- Change of ownership to customer.
The NMHS may execute some of these activities (for example, station installation), but
most of these activities require activities from the Supplier. All these activities are
defined in a project plan, which is shared and agreed on with the Supplier. The Buyer has
to define this project plan, although FAT and SAT test plans usually are provided by the
Supplier, and they are only accepted by the buyer once the content describes testing
that is satisfactory for the Buyer. The Buyer is strongly advised to include a Statement of
Work with the tender documents that unambiguously describes what is expected from
the Supplier and what are the responsibilities for the buyer.
4.6

OPERATIONAL PHASE

During the operational phase of the observation network, the most important things are
the availability and quality of the data/metadata. To achieve the best results for both, a
number of operational support activities are required. They are shown below.
These activities usually have to be executed by the NMHS, although some support
activities are provided by the Supplier of the systems or by others.
Operational Management is the most important set of processes and activities for an
operational observation network. If this is not planned and arranged properly during the
relevant phases, the NMHS may end up with an excellent quality observation network,
but after a few months/years this network will not be capable of providing good quality
observations anymore.
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What
Operational Management Plan
Define how activities below are going to be
handled in NMHS

Who

Remarks

NMHS

Implement Operational Management planning and
tracking system

NMHS

NMHS to define how
they intend to manage
their observation
network for the next
10-15 years to
guarantee the highest
availability and the best
data quality.

Station management
The topics below are based on best practices from an NMHS itself; WMO provides
some guidance on how to manage and maintain stations. Instrument manufacturers
usually provide guidance on calibration periods and procedures, but these also depend
on local conditions and NMHS experience.
Instrument/station Preventative maintenance
NMHS
Guidance/instructions
to be provided by the
manufacturers of the
instruments and
equipment to meet
user requirements.
Instrument/station Corrective maintenance
NHMS
Guidance/instructions
to be provided by the
manufacturers of the
instruments and
equipment to meet
user requirements.
Site maintenance (fence, mowing grass, cleaning
NMHS
NMHS staff or local
of equipment and equipment, removing insects
Contractor (with
and spiders, etc.)
appropriate training)
Site inspections
NMHS
Calibrations/Verifications
Laboratory calibration procedures

Field calibration/verification/check procedures
Tracking of calibration history
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NMHS/
Supplier

NMHS
NMHS

NMHS has to decide
how the instruments
are going to be
calibrated. In house
calibrations require
skilled staff and
calibration equipment.
If applicable

Spare Parts Strategy
Spare parts can be purchased to be used for calibration swapping of instruments
(preventative maintenance) and to quickly replace instruments when they break. The
strategy on how to deal with this, has to be defined by the NMHS. The Supplier of
instruments and equipment can provide a spares part list based on the Spare Parts
Strategy from the NMHS.
Calibration swapping
NMHS
Replacing broken sensors
NMHS
Quantities for what period
NMHS/
Supplier
Inventory, locations
NMHS
Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC)
QA/QC at station level

System/instrument QA/QC

NMHS/
Supplier

NMHS/
Supplier

Data QA/QC
QA/QC in MIPS

NMHS

Spatial validation

NMHS

Advanced QA/QC procedures

NMHS
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Basic QA/QC should be
executed on the “raw”
data in the stations.
The NMHS must
provide the
algorithms/procedures.
During the system
configuration these
have to be
implemented in the
AWS.
Basic QA/QC should be
executed on the system
health in the stations.
The NMHS must
provide the
algorithms/procedures.
During the system
configuration these
have to be
implemented in the
AWS.
In MIPS, more
sophisticated QA/QC
procedures.
In MIPS, more
sophisticated QA/QC
procedures.
In MIPS, more
sophisticated QA/QC
procedures.

Maintenance agreements/Service Level Agreements with Supplier
When an observation network system is purchased, it is good practice to ask the
Supplier for a Service Level Agreement (SLA). In this SLA the Supplier has to specify
the warranty procedures, and also any additional support services they can provide
during and after the warranty period. The SLA should list the services, the prices,
hourly rates for support, inflation correction, etc.
Software updates, WMO/ICAO and other
NMHS/
NMHS to sign SLA with
regulations
Supplier Supplier.
Software customization
NMHS/
NMHS to sign SLA with
Supplier Supplier.
First, second and third level Supplier support
NMHS/
NMHS to decide which
Supplier levels of support they
are able to provide
itself. Sign SLA with
Supplier if additional
support is required.
Support availability
NMHS/
NMHS to agree on in
Supplier SLA with Supplier. May
be a combination of
24/7 and/or business
hours, depending on
agreement.
Response procedures/times
NMHS/
NMHS to agree on in
Supplier SLA with Supplier.
Support procedures
NMHS/
NMHS to agree on in
Supplier SLA with Supplier.
Support prices for 10-15 years
NMHS/
NMHS to agree on in
Supplier SLA with Supplier.
4.7

DECOMMISSIONING/DISPOSAL PHASE

Equipment decommissioning can occur for a range of reasons:
- Individual equipment (AWS, Sensor) is replaced by a unit with better
performance.
- Equipment or Infrastructure (anemometer masts, equipment cabinets) is replaced
due to degradation (for example, corrosion at marine sites) or failure of
verification/calibration checks.
- Whole sites may decommission due to change in observation requirements or
changes in the site surroundings (for example, encroachment of buildings) mean
that the site is no longer representative.
The Decommissioning/Disposal phase should be included in the Concept of Operations to
enable key aspects of this (final) phase to be included in the earlier phases.
For example:
- Use of recyclable materials (or at least, non-hazardous for disposal) in site
infrastructure and sensors.
- Funds kept in reserve to pay for any work required to return the location to (as
near as possible) its original condition.
4.8

EXAMPLE DOCUMENTS

Specification of activities is a very complex and challenging task. Annex A contains some
example documents for life cycle management.
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Table 1. Example documents for Life Cycle Management
Document
Statement of Work
Training and
Documentation
Test Procedures
Maintenance
Conditions
Recommended
Spare Parts List

Function Description
Section
Describes activities and responsibilities for NMHS and
Supplier
Describes how training and documentation can be
requested in a tender.
Describes how factory testing and site testing can be
requested in a tender.
Describes how maintenance and support can be requested
in a tender.
Describes what spares are required to guarantee the
operations of the network for a period of time.

The aim of the example documents is to provide guidance. Most NMHS have their own
documents/templates/formats that should be used for this purpose. Their inclusion in
this document allows NMHS to check their own documentation against the examples to
ensure their Procurement considers the relevant aspects.
The Annex A documents have not been checked or approved by WMO legal.
They are provided as examples only and should not be used without specific
endorsement by the NMHS’s own legal departments.
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5. GUIDANCE ON OPERATIONAL/MAINTENANCE (LIFECYCLE
MANAGEMENT) REQUIREMENTS
A typical procurement for an AWS Network will have a significantly longer Operational/
Maintenance Phase than the total time for all the other phases. Key considerations:
Activity
Warranty

Options

Routine/ Preventative/
Periodic Maintenance

Vendor or
Contracted 3rd party
NMHS

Installation

Vendor or
Contracted 3rd party
NMHS

Corrective
Maintenance/Repair

Vendor or
Contracted 3rd party
NMHS

Calibration/ Verification

Vendor or
Contracted 3rd party

NMHS

Spare Parts

Software/ Firmware

Bug Fixes
Improvements
Security Patches

Obsolescence
Management

AWS components
Sensors or
Communications
Technologies

MIPS Operation
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Requirements
• Duration
• Exclusions
• Statement of Work
• Service Level Agreement
• Maintenance Documentation
• Drawings/Circuit diagrams
• Recommended Maintenance
Plan/Schedule
• Training
• Specialised Tools
• Statement of Work
• Service Level Agreement
• Installation Documentation
• Drawings/Circuit diagrams
• Training
• Specialised Tools
• Statement of Work
• Service Level Agreement
• Repair Documentation
• Drawings/Circuit diagrams
• Training
• Specialised Tools
• Statement of Work
• Service Level Agreement
• Accreditation
• Documentation/Certificate
requirements
• Calibration/Verification
Documentation
• Training
• Specialised Tools or Facilities
• Accreditation
• Response/Delivery Times
• Availability after last AWS
order
• Recommended Spare Parts List
• Service Level Agreement
• Software Support Contract
• Software update
documentation
• Software update training
• Capable of being remotely
applied?

• Documentation
• User Training

6. GUIDANCE ON METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION PROCESSING
SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
The main functions of a MIPS are:
-

Acquisition/Collection of meteorological data/metadata
Meteorological data are acquired from the AWS. Sometimes data from other
sources also have to be ingested by the MIPS. The MIPS needs to have a
“recovery mechanism” as well, that is, a system that retrieves older data from
the AWS that, for example, was missing due to failing data communication.

-

Processing and storage meteorological data/metadata
Much of the data has to be processed and initially stored in the MIPS, for
example, in a file system or in a database. This initial storage period should be
limited to what is required to generate reports and to be used for real time
weather monitoring and forecasting applications. The MIPS is not
intended/designed for long term storage of data. For that purpose, and for giving
access to other users of the data (climatology, scientists), the data should be
copied to another database system. The MIPS also has to store metadata (station
data, instrument data, calibration information, etc.) to guide/inform the
processing of the data.
The processing should also include QC/QA activities on the data and metadata.

-

Generation of meteorological reports
The MIPS may automatically generate meteorological reports. Depending on the
recipient, this can be BUFR (NWP, WIS), METAR/SPECIs (aviation) and NMHS
specific formats (for internal/domestic Stakeholders).

-

Distributing meteorological data/metadata and reports
The MIPS shall be able to automatically distribute meteorological data and
reports. Synoptic reports usually have to be sent to a message service switch
(MSS). The MIPS also must have the capability to interface to other external
systems to send data to or to receive data from.

-

Observation network management and system configuration
The control, management and configuration of a meteorological observation
network today can be done remotely using computers and data communication
technology. The MIPS is the system for this management of the network.
Moreover, the processing of data, the data files or database structure and
contents, the report generation and distribution of data/reports has to be
managed from the MIPS.

-

“Real time” usage of meteorological observation data
In forecasting rooms there may be various positions for the different types of
weather forecasting: aviation, marine, public safety, flood. When the observation
network is collecting the data in semi-real time, such forecaster positions may be
equipped with the display systems making the observations available for
monitoring the weather. In airport meteorological offices the observers need
access to this real time data as well. Many other applications can (and should)
use the real time meteorological observations, when available.
The Observation Network Management may also include
storage/archive/reporting for maintenance, inspection and calibration.
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In many NMHS, the MIPS functionality outlined above is spread across interacting subsystems, which may, for historical, functionality or compatibility reasons, come from
different vendors and have been developed/installed at different times.
In addition to the user requirements, there may be additional requirements related to
the system itself, such as:
- System redundancy,
- Data communication methodology (Ethernet, TCP/IP and other protocols, GPRS,
satellite, land line), bi-directional between the MIPS and AWS,
- Interfaces with external systems.
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7. GUIDANCE ON AWS AND SENSORS
Many existing Observation networks utilize a variant of the following design [Figure 4]:
- At the site of the observation is a collection of sensors (analog, digital and
intelligent 4).
- These sensors are attached to equipment that does local processing of the data
(sometimes referred to as the datalogger or local processing unit (LPU)).
- The output of this local processing is sent to a central/common location (often the
NMHS Head Office or computer centre, however this may also be Cloud based),
where additional processing may occur. In Figure 4, this is called the MIPS and
consists of:
o National Message Generation,
o AWS Network Management/Control,
o Network Metadata Management,
o Measurement Data Archive.
The requirements for this aspect of an Observation Network are described in 6.
Guidance on Meteorological Information Processing System Requirements and B.3
MIPS Tender Requirements.
- The NMHS infrastructure then facilitates access to the data to meet local, national
and international requirements.
This “Traditional” AWS Network architecture has been widely implemented as:
- Co-located sensors and processing enables the sharing of power and
communications infrastructure.
- Enables Stakeholders in the near vicinity to the AWS to have Observations in
near-real time, unimpacted by communications outages.
In contrast, Figure 5 to Figure 7 show a range of other AWS Network layouts which may
be more appropriate than the “Traditional” configuration to meet Stakeholder
requirements. In each of these configurations, there is the same functionality as in
Figure 4, but the equipment and network topology changes.
These Figures are indicative, but not totally inclusive of all the AWS network layout
variations in use around the world, and are provided to stimulate creative thinking about
the best way to respond to technology change, for example:
- Improvement in capacity and reliability of communications,
- Cheaper solar/renewable power generation and energy storage options,
- Cloud based or distributed data processing.
Similarly, it is also likely that an AWS network may not require all the modules or
functions listed.

4 Throughout this document sensors which provide an output that is proportional to the parameter to be
measured are described as Analog. For example, a platinum resistance thermometer is an Analog sensor as it
provides a resistance that is proportional to Temperature.
A Digital sensor provides outputs that can only have one of 2 states. A TBRG or a grey code are examples of
digital sensors.
An Intelligent sensor provides a text-based output of the observed parameter, often with additional
calculations, statistics, alarms and warnings. Intelligent sensors include ceilometers, visibility meters.
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Figure 4. "Traditional” AWS with data logger and central MIPS

Figure 5. "Traditional" AWS configuration, with local MIPS
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Figure 6. Partial IOT Configuration

Figure 7. Full IOT Configuration
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7.1

AWS FOR AN APPLICATION

The WMO Manual on the WMO Integrated Global Observing System (2), Attachment 5.1,
provides guidance on the observations required for a range of applications (summarized
in Table 2 below). In the Table, three types of AWS are listed:
Table 2. AWS Types
Surface
synoptic/basic
observations on
land
Surface
observations for
climate
applications

Basic station to meet WMO
requirements for weather and
climate applications.

Aeronautical
Meteorological
Station

Includes all sensors required by
ICAO (3)

Provides significantly greater
number of observations, in
support of representing the
climate characteristics of the
location.

Strong sensor quality and
exposure performance
requirements so that accurate
forecasting can be performed.
Very stringent sensor quality
and exposure performance
requirements so that
observations can be used for
climatology and accurate
forecasting can be performed.
Strong sensor quality and
exposure performance
requirements so that accurate
forecasting can be performed in
support of aviation operations.

In the absence of User Requirements, these three common station configurations provide
a useful starting point in determining the User Requirements for different applications.
It should be noted that, while the Table 3 represents the minimum sensor suites to meet
defined standard requirements, there are many reasons to deploy an AWS Network - an
AWS may have only 1 or 2 sensors, or an entirely different configuration to those listed
in Table 2/Table 3, yet still be Fit for Purpose for an NMHS.
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Table 3. AWS Sensor List based on Application
Manual on the WMO Integrated Global
Observing System (2), Attachment 5.1
Surface
Surface
synoptic/basic
observations for
observations on
climate
land
applications
Atmospheric
Pressure
Air Temperature
Humidity
Surface Wind
Present/Past
Weather
Lightning
Cloud Amount
Extinction
Profile/Cloud Base
Height
Visibility
Precipitation
Amount
Precipitation
Intensity
State of the
Ground
Snow Depth
Soil Temperature
Soil Moisture
Sunshine/Solar
Radiation
Key:
Required
Optional
Not Required
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(3) Table A3-2
Aeronautical
Meteorological
Stations

Sufficient to enable
Thunderstorm
detection
Cloud Base Height

Sufficient to
determine
precipitation
intensity

7.2

AWS SITING

The WMO-No.8 (4) Volume I, Chapter 1, Annex 1.D provides extensive guidance on the
siting of individual sensors.
It should be noted that the siting requirements refer, not just to the surroundings of the
Meteorological Equipment Enclosure, but to the other equipment in the enclosure. The
following references provide some examples of the particular care that must be taken to
ensure correct measurement:
Requirement
Temperature/solar radiation equipment is not shaded
The airflow around radiation shields/screens,
Temperature/
precipitation gauges and wind measurement
Humidity
equipment are not significantly impacted
Precipitation
Wind
Temperature/solar radiation equipment is not located near heat
sources
Solar Radiation equipment is not placed so that
Global/Diffuse
reflected radiation from other equipment impacts
Radiation
the measurement
Direct
Radiation/
Sunshine
Duration
Maintenance of equipment (particularly anemometer masts) can be
done safely and without unduly impacting other observations
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Relevant
Guidance
(4) Annex 1.D, 2
(4) Annex 1.D, 2
(4) Annex 1.D, 3
(4) Annex 1.D, 4
(4) Volume I, 5,
5.9.2
(4) Annex 1.D, 2
(4) Annex 1.D, 5
(4) Annex 1.D, 6

(2) 2.4.1.7

7.3

WMO GUIDANCE ON OBSERVATIONS

The WMO provides guidance specific to the measurement of individual variables,
primarily in the WMO-No. 8 (4).
Observation

Exposure/Siting

Air Temperature

(4) Volume
2.1.4.2.1
(4) Volume
7.2.2
(4) Volume
7.3.3
(4) Volume
2.3.2.2
(4) Volume
4.1.4.2
(4) Volume
7.4.4
(4) Volume

Direct Solar
Radiation
Global and Diffuse
Sky Radiation
Grass Temperature
Humidity
Long Wave
Radiation
Precipitation
Amount/Intensity
Pressure
Snow Depth
Soil Temperature
Sunshine Duration
Surface Wind

I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I,
I, 6.2

(4) Volume I,
3.1.4.2
(4) Volume 2, 2.2
(4) Volume I,
2.1.4.2.2 and
2.2.3c
(4) Volume I, 8.3
(4) Volume I,
5.9.2

Suitable
Sensors
(4) Volume
2.1.4.1
(4) Volume
7.2
(4) Volume
7.3
(4) Volume
2.1.4.1
(4) Volume
4.1.4.1
(4) Volume
7.4
(4) Volume
6.5
(4) Volume
3.2
(4) Volume
2.3.2
(4) Volume
2.2.3c

Available Technologies
I,

Electrical Resistance

I,

Pyrheliometer

I,

Pyranometer

I,

Electrical Resistance

I,
I,

Capacitive/Resistive/Electrical
Psychometric
Pyrgeometer

I,

TBRG/Weighing/Float Gauges

I,
2,

Variable Capacitive/PiezoResistive/Resonance
Ultrasonic/Optical(laser)

I,

Electrical Resistance

(4) Volume I,
8.1.4
(4) Volume I,
5.4-5.6

Pyrheliometer/Pyranometer
(may require solar tracker)
Speed: Cup/Propeller
Direction: Vane
Both: Ultrasonic

Note: Most WMO Guidance on observation performance is hardware agnostic – that is, the requirements
specify the performance of the measurement not the specific hardware. In contrast, solar radiation
observations are very closely linked to specialised hardware used to perform the measurement and the
requirements are derived from ISO (5) and WMO (4) guidance on this hardware.
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7.3.1 Sensor/Siting Performance
This Table summarizes the current WMO Guidance for Sensor/Siting Performance. Many NMHS have their own Measurement Range which reflect local conditions/climatology.
Observation
Installation Height
Measurement Range
Reporting
Sensor Performance
Achievable Sensor Uncertainty
Resolution
Constant
Air Temperature
1.25 - 2.0 m
-80 °C to 60 °C
0.1 °C
Time Constant: 20 s
0.2 °C
(4) Volume I, 2.1.4.2.1
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
(4) Volume I,
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
Annex 1.A
Direct Solar Radiation
1.5 m (or non-obstructed height)
0 – 2000 W/m2
1 W/m2.
Response Time (95%):
1 min totals (0.9%)/1 hour totals
2
(4) Volume I, 7.2.2
(or local requirement > 1500 W/m )
(4) Volume I,
< 30 s
(0.7%)/daily totals (0.5%)
(4) Volume I, 7.2.1.1
Annex 1.A
(4) Volume I, Table 7.2
(4) Volume I, Table 7.2 (High
(Good Quality)
Quality)
Global/Diffuse
1.5 m (or other unobstructed height)
0 – 2000 W/m2
1 W/m2
1 hour totals: 3%/daily totals: 2%
Sky/Reflected Radiation
(4) Volume I, 7.3.3
(4) Volume I, 7.2.1.1
(4) Volume I,
(4) Volume I, Table 7.4 (High
Annex 1.A
Quality)
Long Wave Radiation
1.5 m (or other unobstructed height)
-250 to 250 W/m2
1 W/m2
daily totals: 10%
(4) Volume I, 7.4.4
(4) Volume I,
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
Annex 1.A
Precipitation Amount
Local Requirements
0-500 mm/day
0.1 mm
5% or 0.1 mm
(4) Volume I, 6.1.4.1
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
(4) Volume I,
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
Annex 1.A
Precipitation Intensity
Local Requirements
0.02 – 2000 mm/hour
0.1 mm/hr
Under constant flow conditions in
(4) Volume I, 6.1.4.1
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
(4) Volume I,
laboratory:
• 5% for > 2 mm/h
Annex 1.A
• 2% for > 10 mm/h.

Pressure

No Installation Height Requirement
protected from draughts and vibrations
(4) Volume I, 3.1.4
1.25 - 2.0 m
(4) Volume I, 4.3.3.3/2.1.4.2.1

500-1080 hPa
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Local Snowfall conditions determine
height
(4) Volume II, 2.3.2.2
5/10/20/50/100(opt)/150(opt)/300(opt)
cm
(4) Volume I, 2.1.4.2.2
1.5 m (or other unobstructed height)
(4) Volume I, 8.3

0-25 m
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A (Note difference
to G2G Part III, Appendix III.1)
-50 °C to 50 °C
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Wind Direction

10 m
(4) Volume I, 5.9.2

0-360 degrees
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Wind Speed

10 m
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.D,4

0-75 m/s
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Relative Humidity
Snowfall/Snow Cover
Soil Temperature
Sunshine Duration
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0-100 %RH
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

0-24 h
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

0.1 hPa
(4) Volume I,
Annex 1.A
1 %RH
(4) Volume I,
Annex 1.A
1 cm
(4) Volume I,
Annex 1.A
0.1 °C
(4) Volume I,
Annex 1.A
60 s
(4) Volume I,
Annex 1.A
1 degree
(4) Volume I,
Annex 1.A
0.5 m/s
(4) Volume I,
Annex 1.A

2s
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

In the field:
• 5 mm/h
• 5% above 100 mm/h.
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
0.15 hPa (Tendency 0.2 hPa)
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Time Constant: 40 s
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

+/- 3 %RH
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Time Constant: 10 s
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

1 cm
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

20 s
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

0.2 °C
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Time Constant: 20 s
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

0.1 h or 2 %
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

Damping Ratio: >0.3
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
(def: 5.1.1)
Distance Constant: 2-5 m
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

5 degrees
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A
• 0.5 m/s for WS = 5 m/s
• 10% for WS > 5 m/s
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A

7.3.1.1 Operating Conditions
Many
-

NMHS have their own Operational Conditions requirements which reflect the conditions across their networks. In the absence of these, (6) Appendix B, 3.1 recommends:
Temperature Range: -40 to 55 °C,
Humidity Range: 0-100 %,
Wind Speed: 50 m/s.

However, in applying these to individual sensor requirements the following should be considered:
- Many sensors are mounted inside other infrastructure, for example temperature/humidity sensors are typically installed in a screen. In this case, the infrastructure needs to meet the Operating
Conditions.
- If there is a requirement to make observations outside the Operating Conditions range (for example, temperature observations up to 60 °C or wind speeds to 75 m/s) then the sensor (and its
associated infrastructure) needs to meet these (extended) Operating Conditions.
7.3.2 Processing Performance
Observation
Air Temperature

Calculated Parameters
Instantaneous Value = 1 Minute Average
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A, Note 4

Minimum Data
66 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2

Direct Solar Radiation

The instantaneous measurements are used to calculate and
make available
• 1-minute averages
• 1-minute radiant exposure
• hourly and daily radiant exposure
(4) Volume I, Table 7.2
The instantaneous measurements are used to calculate and
make available
• 1-minute and 10-minute averages
• hourly and daily radiant exposures
(4) Volume I, Table 7.2

66 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2

Sampling Frequency
4 times in sensor time
constant
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2
2x in Sensor Time Constant
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2

66 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2

2x in sensor time constant
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2

W/m2
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1

66 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2

2x in sensor time constant
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2

W/m2
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
mm
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1

Global/Diffuse Sky/Reflected
Radiation

Long Wave Radiation
Precipitation Amount
Precipitation Intensity

Accumulations over 1 minute
3 hours and 24 hours
(4) Volume I, 6.1.3

Pressure

Instantaneous Value = 1 Minute Average
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A, Note 4

66 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2

2 Hz
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2

Relative Humidity

Instantaneous Value = 1 Minute Average
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A, Note 4

Snowfall/Snow Cover

Accumulation over 24 hours
(4) Volume II, 2.6.1.1
Instantaneous Value = 1 Minute Average
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A, Note 4

66 %
(1) Appendix VI.2,
2.b.ii

4 times in sensor time
constant
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2

66 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2

Every 10 seconds or better
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2
2x in sensor time constant
(4) Volume V, 2.4.2
1 Hz or greater (4 Hz
Preferred)
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A,
Note 4
1 Hz or greater (4 Hz
Preferred)
(4) Volume I, Annex 1.A,
Note 4

Soil Temperature
Sunshine Duration
Wind Direction

Wind Speed
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75 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2
10-minute average and standard deviation.
2-minute average for aviation sites.
(4) Volume I, 5.1.1/Volume III, 2.2.1

75 %
(1) Appendix VI.2, 2

Stuck Sensor
0.1 °C
(1) Appendix VI.2,
2.b.ii

0.1hPa
(1) Appendix VI.2,
2.b.ii
1 %RH (RH < 95%)
(1) Appendix VI.2,
2.b.ii

10 degrees
(1) Appendix VI.2,
2.b.ii
0.5 m/s
(1) Appendix VI.2,
2.b.ii

Units
degrees Celsius
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
W/m2
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1

mm/hr
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
hPa
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
%RH (DP: degrees C)
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
0.1 cm
(1) Appendix III.1
degrees C
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
hours (h)
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
degrees
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1
m/s
(4) Volume I, 1.5.3.1

7.4

OVERALL MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

The Measurement Uncertainties specified in User Requirements are typically for “all the
Uncertainty” in the Measurement – the Uncertainty Budget. For a typical meteorological
measurement, the Budget can be broken down into:
- Measurement Quality Uncertainty:
This encompasses:
o Measurement Systems and Calibration Uncertainty: What is the
uncertainty of the instrument performance under controlled conditions aligned
with (4) Volume I, Annex 1.A, for example, time constant, resolution and
traceable calibration?
o Instrument Coupling Uncertainty: What is the effect of physical interfaces
between the instrument and the environment, for example, a temperature
screen, a static pressure head?
o Maintenance and Verification Uncertainty: What is the uncertainty arising
from maintenance and verification regimes?
o Environmental Effect Uncertainty: What is the influence of field phenomena
on instrument performance, for example, cooling effect due to water evaporating
from a screen, wind effect on measurements of precipitation and pressure?
(These effects influence the instrument accuracy and are not included in the
Siting Classification Scheme).
-

Siting Measurement Uncertainty:
How well does the location of the Meteorological Equipment represent the surrounding
area?
o Exposure Uncertainty: What is the impact of the exposure/local/transient
environmental conditions on the measurement?

The combination of these two (Measurement Quality and Siting Measurement Uncertainties)
leads to the Overall Measurement Uncertainty.
7.4.1 Measurement Quality Uncertainty
WMO has developed a Measurement Quality Classifications for Surface Observing Stations on
Land ((7), Volume I, 1, Annex 1.G) that describe classifications based on uncertainty criteria
sourced from the OSCAR/ Requirements (and other sources, such as ISO standards) with
allowance for Siting Classification uncertainty. The Measurement Quality Classifications are:
-

Class A - uncertainty requirements are aligned with OSCAR/Requirements Goal and
Class 1 of Siting Classification Scheme,

-

Class B – uncertainty requirements are aligned with OSCAR/Requirements
Breakthrough and Class 1 of Siting Classification Scheme,

-

Class C - uncertainty requirements are aligned with OSCAR/Requirements Threshold
and Class 1 of Siting Classification Scheme, and

-

Class D - uncertainty requirements are greater than the uncertainties for Class C or no
information is available.

In the absence of User Requirements, it is recommended that AWS equipment meet Class B.
Care should be taken to understand the Calibration, Verification, Maintenance and Siting
requirements to keep a sensor performing in the chosen Class.
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7.4.1.1 Measurement Systems and Calibration Uncertainty
This includes everything involved in producing the "number” at the AWS, that is, the
uncertainty of the “just calibrated” sensor, the uncertainty of the calibration references, the
processes/algorithms/equipment (e.g., thermal baths), the electronics used to convert the
measured parameter (e.g., resistance) into the meteorological variable (e.g., temperature),
the algorithms, the drift of the sensor and electronics over time, the effect of
ageing/maintenance/cleaning on the sensor performance, etc.
It is anticipated that this aspect of the Uncertainty Budget has already be undertaken by the
calibration laboratories of many NMHS.
The WMO provides guidance ([4] Volume I, Annex 1.A) on Required and Achievable
Measurement Uncertainties for the uncertainty of the reported value with respect to the true
value, that is, the Overall Measurement Uncertainty. However, these have commonly been
somewhat incorrectly used to define the uncertainty of only the Measurement System
Uncertainty.
This AWS Tender specification recommends 2 clauses in this area:
- A clause which uses the Achievable Measurement Uncertainty values ([4] Volume I,
Annex 1.A) for the Measurement System Uncertainty (sensor and measurement
electronics) as delivered; and
- A clause, seeking details/documentation from the Tenderer on the expected
performance of the Measurement System (the sensor/electronics supplied by the
Tenderer) including at least a year under Field/Operational conditions relevant to the
purchasing NMHS. In their response, the Tenderer may need to describe the calibration
and maintenance regime required to achieve their stated measurement system
performance.
This will enable Customers to compare the offerings of different Tenders.
7.4.1.2 Instrument Coupling Uncertainty
The exposure includes all the hardware and engineering required to place the sensor in the
environment – for example, instrument screens/radiation shields, masts and posts, mounting
arms, cabinets.
To date, some information is available from WMO intercomparisons (for example, (8)).
In the interim, this AWS Tender specification recommends clauses, where Tenderers are
supplying the exposure hardware (for example, instruments in a screen), that require
Tenderers to provide details/estimates of the uncertainty introduced by their exposure
hardware. This can include the conditions under which the details/estimates are valid. This
will enable Customers/NMHS to compare the offerings from different Tenderers.
7.4.1.3 Maintenance and Verification Uncertainty
This includes the uncertainty in the field caused by maintenance and verification regimes,
uncertainties arising from field transfer standards, and the processes/algorithms/equipment
that are used to perform the verifications.
It is anticipated that calculation tools for this will be produced by WMO in the future to quantify
the uncertainties introduced using this process.
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7.4.1.4 Environmental Effect Uncertainty
This includes all the environmental effects that influence the instrument accuracy, that is the
influence of field phenomena on instrument performance, such as cooling effect due to water
evaporating from a screen, wind effect on precipitation and pressure measurements, etc.
(Note: these effects are not included in the Siting Classification Scheme.)
7.4.2 Siting Measurement Uncertainty
To date, Siting Measurement Uncertainty has been described, using tools such as the
WMO/ISO standard on Siting Classifications for Surface Observing Stations on Land ([4]
Volume I, Annex 1.D).
The WMO, MeteoMet and NMHS are currently undertaking a number of projects to quantify
these effects.
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8. GUIDANCE ON PROCUREMENTS
8.1

INTRODUCTION

Many NMHS will have their own procedures for procurements and the evaluation of Tenders.
This section aims to provide guidance to augment these established procedures.
8.2

EVALUATION OF A PROCUREMENT

8.2.1 Evaluating Value for Money
It is important that a Procurement demonstrate that the greatest benefit is being achieved for
the available funding.
This analysis consists of Technical and Commercial Evaluation process.
8.2.1.1 Technical Evaluation
The Technical Evaluation considers the appropriateness of the equipment (and any associated
services) for the task.
Typically, this begins with a document-based analysis of the performance of the equipment
against Tender requirements (example requirements are provided in Annex B). Often, this
analysis will be performed by a committee of technical experts, with each person undertaking
their own analysis separately, before meeting to agree on a consensus. The analysis may be
simply pass/fail against each requirement, and/or a scoring system (typically 0-10) is used.
Similarly, each requirement may be given an importance category:
- Essential/Mandatory: The proposed equipment/service must meet this requirement.
Failure to do so results in exclusion from further consideration.
- Other Categories (for example, Very Important, Important, Desirable): The proposed
equipment/service should meet this requirement. However, failure to do so does not
result in exclusion, but there may be rules that an acceptable solution must meet a
percentage of the requirements for each Category. Each Category is typically given a
weight (or scaling factor) related to its importance.
Following the document-based analysis, testing of samples and/or demonstration of equipment
or services by Tenderers may also be undertaken. Typically, Tenders that fail to meet threshold
criteria do not proceed to the samples’ testing/equipment demonstration phase.
At the end of the Technical Evaluation, one outcome is a number/overall weighted score
representing the Technical Performance of the equipment and services.
8.2.1.2 Commercial Evaluation
The Commercial Evaluation should consider two main aspects – Price and Vendor Commercial
Viability.
The Vendor Commercial Viability seeks to ensure that the Vendor will be able to provide the
equipment and services for the entirety of the Contract. This may include financial
assessments undertaken by specialist companies, or evidence provided as part of the Tender
documentation including length of time trading, compliance to Government regulations and
Financial Statements.
Depending on the Tender, the Price may be a fixed value bid by the Tenderer for the entire
agreed works. Alternatively, the Tender may be for the provision of equipment and services at
a fixed price for the duration of the Contract. In either case, a calculation of the Total Cost of
the Contract (sometimes called Total Cost of Ownership) should be undertaken based on:
• expected equipment and service utilization numbers,
• startup/initialization costs (for example, installation, training, new equipment),
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• ongoing costs (for example, maintenance, spare parts, MTBF, repairs).
This may require exploring the respective costs of different scenarios. Care should be taken
that the Total Cost scenarios include all the expected equipment and services, and takes into
account any inflation or other increases.
8.2.2 Comparing Tenders
Following the commercial and technical evaluations there should be for each Tender
The Total Price
- Pi:
The Technical Score
- Ti:
Typically, a Tender with a higher Technical Score will also have a higher Total Price and a
mechanism needs to be determined ahead of the Tender to enable the different Tenders to be
compared.
A possible formula is:

Where:

As an
-

𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖
𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿
+ 𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃
𝑇𝑇ℎ
𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖

WT is the weighting factor for the technical components of the tender in %,
WP is the weighting factor for the price in %,
(It is expected that 𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇 + 𝑊𝑊𝑃𝑃 = 100%),
Th is the highest technical score across all the Tenders,
PL is the lowest price across all the Tenders.

example, consider the following example Tenders:
Tender A: Technical Score (T) = 81
Total Price (P) = $1020
Tender B: Technical Score (T) = 89
Total Price (P) = $1060
Tender C: Technical Score (T) = 95
Total Price (P) = $1200

Technically Focussed
Tender
Price Sensitive Tender
Equal Weighting
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𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖 = 𝑊𝑊𝑇𝑇

WT
WP
WT
WP
WT
WP

=
=
=
=
=
=

75%
25%
25%
75%
50%
50%

Score Tender A
88.9

Score Tender B
94.3

96.3
Winning Tender
92.6

95.6
95.0
Winning
Tender

Score Tender C
96.3
Winning Tender
88.8
92.5

9. ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS
AWS
CDR
CLS
CMP
COTS
FAT
FPA
FPAT
FSA
FSAT
IDD
IRS
ISAP
MIL-STD-498
MIL-STD-1521B
MIPS
MSS
MTBF
MTTR
NMHS
PCMMP
PCMP
PHRMP
PM
PMP
PSA
PSAT
PSMP
PQMP
PRMP
PTMP
QAPP
QA/QC
SDP
SDR
SPRIP
SRR
SSDD
SSR
SSS
STD
WBS
WHSE
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Automatic Weather Station
Critical Design Review
Contractor Logistics Support
Cost Management Plan
Commercial-Off-the-Shelf
Factory Acceptance Test
Final Project Acceptance
Final Project Acceptance Test
Final Site Acceptance
Final Site Acceptance Test
Interface Design Definition
Interface Requirements Specification
Installation Schedule and Activity Plan
Military Standard Software Development and Documentation
Military Standard Technical Reviews and Audits
Meteorological Information and Processing System
(Observation/Data) Message Service Switch
Mean Time Between Failure
Mean Time To Repair
National Meteorological and Hydrological Service
Project Communication Management Plan
Project Cost Management Plan
Project Human Resource Management Plan
Project Management
Project Management Plan
Provisional Site Acceptance
Provisional Site Acceptance Test
Project Site Management Plan
Project Quality Management Plan
Project Risk Management Plan
Project Time Management Plan
Quality Assurance Plan
Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Software Development Plan
System Design Review
Site Preparation and Installation Plan
System Requirements Review
System/Subsystem Design Description
Software Specification Review
System/Subsystem Specification
Software Test Description
Work Breakdown Structure
Work Health, Safety & Environment
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ANNEX A: EXAMPLE PROCUREMENT DOCUMENTS
These Annex A documents have not been checked or approved by WMO legal. They
are provided as examples only and should not be used without specific endorsement
by the NMHS’s own legal departments.
The aim of the example documents is to provide guidance. Most NMHS have their own
documents/templates/formats should be used for this purpose. These example documents
allow a NMHS to check their own documentation against these examples to ensure their
Procurement considers the relevant aspects.
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A.1 MAINTENANCE CONDITIONS FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVATION SYSTEMS
A.1.1

Introduction

Many NMHS already have template documents to cover all aspects of the procurement of all or
part of an Observation Network.
In the absence of these, this document is provided as an example Maintenance Conditions
which may be adapted.
Text in red italics should be replaced by information relevant for this Procurement.
This Maintenance Conditions for the Procurement of Meteorological Observation
Systems document has not been checked or approved by WMO legal. This is provided
as an example only and should not be used without specific endorsement by the
NMHS’s own legal departments.
A.1.1.1 List of definitions
Deliverable
Development
Milestone
Project Phase
Purchaser
Scope
Software
Software product
Validation
(software)
Verification
(software)
Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS)

A.1.2

Any measurable, tangible, verifiable item that must be produced
to complete the project.
All activities to be carried out to create software and hardware
products.
A significant event in the project, usually completion of a major
deliverable.
A collection of logically related project activities, usually
culminating in the completion of a major deliverable.
The procuring NMHS.
The sum of the products and services to be provided as a
project.
Intellectual creation comprising the programs, procedures, rules
and any associated documentation pertaining to the operation
of a data processing system.
Complete set of computer programs, procedures and associated
documentation and data for delivery to a user.
The process of evaluating software to ensure compliance with
specified requirements.
The process of evaluating the products of a given phase to
ensure correctness and consistency, with respect to the
products and standards provided as input to that phase.
A product-oriented ‘family tree’ of project components which
organises and defines the total scope of the project. Each
descending level represents an increasingly detailed definition of
a project component. Project components may be products or
services.

Maintenance conditions

A.1.2.1 General
The following maintenance levels are distinguished:
A.1.2.1.1
-
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First level maintenance

daily and weekly checks of the System and System Components by system operators.

A.1.2.1.2
-

preventive maintenance as required;
corrective maintenance troubleshooting;
repair by replacement of defective modules or sub-modules within the System and
System Components.

A.1.2.1.3
-

Third level maintenance

repair of defective modules or sub-modules of System and System Components by
authorised personnel from manufacturer.

A.1.2.1.4
-

Second level maintenance

Fourth level maintenance

repair by the manufacturer.

A.1.2.2 Maintainability
The maintenance concept for the System is repair by replacement of Line Replaceable Units
(LRUs). The repair of LRUs shall be accomplished by sending defective LRUs to the
manufacturer.
A.1.2.3 Specific Requirements
1) The Contractor shall guarantee that maintenance of the System and System Components
will be carried out in such a way that it will not interfere with the operation of the
remaining parts of the System and System Components, nor with maintenance of the other
System Components in the System.
2) System Components shall be equipped with protection against hazardous voltages.
3) System Components shall have MTBFs as specified in the Statement of Work.
4) The System and System Components shall be built in a modular way. Replacement,
cleaning and/or other maintenance activities of modules shall be easy and fast, with a
minimum risk of damage.
5) Test facilities to control the operation of the System and System Components, shall be
provided.
6) The time between consecutive maintenance and/or calibration (if applicable) of System
Components, shall be at least twenty-six (26) weeks.
7) Sufficient, accurate and reliable control of main functions of System Components shall be
possible with field maintenance systems at the sites where the System Components are
located for operational purposes.
8) Lightning protection, where applicable, has to meet requirements from local regulations
and standards, Contractor to demonstrate.
A.1.2.4 Spare Components
The spare components have to be available at least ten (10) years after acceptance of the
system. A proposal for spare parts shall be supplied by the Contractor in the Recommended
Spare Parts document.
A.1.3

Contractor Logistic Support

A.1.3.1 Definitions
A.1.3.1.1

Preventive maintenance

User-maintenance, for instance daily and weekly checks of the system with the use of only the
on-line tools/software. Special site maintenance and higher preventive maintenance is not
foreseen in this project.
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A.1.3.1.2

Corrective maintenance

Corrective site maintenance, carried out by specialist personnel, with trouble-shooting as far as
defective Line Replaceable Units (LRU) and Repair by Replacement of the defective LRUs. This
includes the replacing of chassis level parts, minor assemblies, subassemblies and circuit card
assemblies, splicing and patching of cables
Corrective higher maintenance with troubleshooting as far as defective Shop Replaceable Units
(SRU) and Repair by Replacement of the defective SRU’s using Automated Test Equipment.
Higher maintenance comprises the repair, modify, overhaul, reclaim and/or rebuild of parts,
assemblies, subassemblies, components and items. It furthermore comprises of corrective site
maintenance beyond the capability of the Purchaser, due to lack of skills, test equipment or
special tools.
A.1.3.2 Contents of Contractor Logistics Support
A.1.3.2.1

Reliability Evaluation

For reliability evaluation, the Contractor shall provide reliability block diagrams and
mathematical models showing failure rates and redundancies for the main components in an
end-item.
The Contractor shall furthermore present quantitative values for the reliability parameter:
Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) 5.
A.1.3.2.2

Maintainability Evaluation

For maintainability evaluation, the Contractor shall provide to the subsystem level of Mean
Time To Repair (MTTR) in man-hours. Specified to the main components of an end-item.
A.1.3.2.3

Recommended Maintenance Plan

Contractor shall make proposals for a Recommended Maintenance Plan for all System
Components. The Recommended Maintenance Plan can result in either maintenance activities
that can be performed by Purchaser’s personnel, or maintenance activities that have to be
performed by especially trained and/or skilled persons other than Purchaser personnel.
Purchaser holds the right to make own arrangements for maintenance contracts other than
those proposed by Contractor. In that case Contractor shall be consulted and without
reasonable ground, he shall not reject Purchaser’s proposal. Warranty conditions for the
System and System Components will not be affected in any way by such arrangements.
The Contractor shall present a Recommended Maintenance Plan. This plan is subject to
Purchaser’s review and approval. The Contractor shall use the following items to establish a
Recommended Maintenance Plan.
The System shall demonstrate high reliability and require minimal preventive maintenance.
The equipment shall meet the reliability and availability figures that are provided in the
Requirement Specifications document.
The Recommended Maintenance Plan shall be based on Contractor Logistic Support, which
means that the Contractor shall base its Recommended Maintenance Plan on:
- preventive site maintenance that shall be performed by Purchaser’s site personnel and
shall be performed without having impact on the operational availability;

5

The MTBF calculations shall be provided by the Contractor.
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-

corrective site maintenance up to the level of exchanging LRUs shall be performed by
specialist Purchaser’s site personnel;
corrective higher maintenance shall be performed by Contractor personnel, the Turn
Around Time for to be repaired or to be exchanged items shall be 2 months or less;
faults that endanger the operational availability and that cannot be solved by corrective
site maintenance require corrective higher maintenance with on-site intervention of the
Contractor, a reaction time of 4 hours during service hours;
providing emergency telephone maintenance assistance to on-site maintenance
activities, during normal office hours of the Contractor;
the Contractor’s responsibility for supplying the quantity of spare material to meet the
requirements of site maintenance and operational availability, and to permanently keep
the level of spare material up to the level required;
a spare parts stock on-site shall ensure a 3-day period of normal operation. This
requirement shall be the basis for the level of initial spares starting at Provisional Site
Acceptance (PSA).

The Contractor shall guarantee a technical lifetime for the total system of 10 years, starting at
the conclusion of Final Project Acceptance (FPA). During these 10 years the Contractor shall:
- provide the Purchaser with information about updates on Commercial-Off-the-Shelf
(COTS) hard- and software products;
- provide the Purchaser on request with information about the impact -functionality,
technically and financially of the above-mentioned updates;
- provide the Purchaser with information about the maintainability of the COTS products
and suggestions about the premature replacements of COTS products when this could
be justified on functional, technical or financial grounds.
The Contractor shall give in their offer a price for the Recommended Maintenance Plan for the
whole 10 years starting at Final Site Acceptance (FSA). This period of 10 years shall be
divided:
- 2 years’ warranty,
- 2 periods of 3 years, last period of 2 years.
Every period, except warranty, shall be priced individually according to the provided work
breakdown structure.
The Contractor shall provide a software warranty period of 2 years, starting at FSA. After the
software warranty period software maintenance is required within CLS. This will be based on a
response time of 4 hours during service hours (9:00 to 17:00 from Monday to Friday, excluding
public holidays). The costs of software maintenance will be based on a fixed annual fee and an
hourly fee, the latter depending on the level of expertise of the maintenance engineer that is
required (prices to be specified in Pricing document).
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A.2 RECOMMENDED SPARE PARTS FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVATION SYSTEMS
A.2.1

Introduction

Text in red italics should be replaced by information relevant for this Procurement.
The aim of the example documents is to provide guidance. Most NMHS have their own
documents/templates/formats should be used for this purpose. These example documents
allow a NMHS to check their own documentation against these examples to ensure their
Procurement considers the relevant aspects.
This Recommended Spare Parts for the Procurement of Meteorological Observation
Systems document has not been checked or approved by WMO legal. This is provided
as an example only and should not be used without specific endorsement by the
NMHS’s own legal departments.
A.2.2

General

Spare parts to be supplied must be sufficient to maintain all System Components according to
the required availability (MTBF, MTTR) as specified in the Requirement Specifications
document.
Purchaser reserves the right to procure parts directly from the original or other manufacturers.
A.2.3

Recommended Spare Parts List (RSPL)

The Contractor shall submit a Recommended Spare Parts List (RSPL) based upon the
Maintenance Conditions as specified in the Maintenance Conditions document and the required
availability (MTBF, MTTR) as specified in the Requirement Specifications document. This list
shall contain spare parts recommended by the Contractor to support/maintain the System and
System Components during their respective lifetimes regarding the following:
- For consumables the Contractor shall recommend an amount of spare parts sufficient
for two years for the System and System Components.
- For repairable System Components (or modules of System Components, if applicable),
the Contractor shall recommend a number of spares based on the mean time between
failure (MTBF) for that specific System Component.
- For modules that can only be replaced as a whole in case of malfunctioning, the
Contractor shall recommend a number of spares based on the lifetime of the System
and on the MTBF as provided in the Requirement Specifications document.
- The Contractor shall make a recommendation for COTS items.
The list will be subject to Purchaser’s review and used for the provisioning process. The RSPL
will be submitted two (2) months after contract award.
The RSPL provides recommendation for a range and quantity of spares along with a minimum
of descriptive data.
Every
-
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item listed in the RSPL must be identified by the following minimum information:
Manufacturer part number/reference number.
Prime Contractor’s part number (if applicable).
Item name.
Unit Price (UP).
Unit of Issue (UI).
Quantity recommended.
Procurement Lead-Time (PLT).
Brief description of part.

A.2.4

Provisioning Conference

The Contractor can be asked to conduct a Provisioning Conference at their facilities. The
purpose of the Provisioning Conference shall be to give assistance to the Purchaser’s
representatives in selecting the spare parts. The Provisioning Conference will be held at the
Contractor’s facilities.
A.2.5

Delivery

At the time of Acceptance of the System, Purchaser shall have received sufficient spare parts
to be able to maintain the System.
A.2.6

Material Change Note

If applicable, the Contractor shall provide Purchaser with a Material Change Notice. Approval
by Purchaser will be given within one (1) month after receipt.
A.2.7

Packaging Storage/Stowage Information

The Contractor shall provide Purchaser with sufficient packaging, handling and
storage/stowage information. Approval of this information will be given within one (1) month
after receipt. All equipment and parts in storage have to be able to withstand the following
conditions:
- Maximum temperature of seventy degrees Celsius (70 °C); maximum relative humidity
of seventy-five percent (75 %), for at least ten (10) days;
- Maximum temperature of fifty five degrees Celsius (55 °C); maximum relative humidity
of seventy-five percent (75 %), unlimited.
- Storage temperature above ten degrees Celsius (10 °C).
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A.3 DRAFT STATEMENT OF WORK FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF METEOROLOGICAL
OBSERVATION SYSTEMS
A.3.1

Introduction

Text in red italics should be replaced by information relevant for this Procurement.
The aim of the example documents is to provide guidance. Most NMHS have their own
documents/templates/formats should be used for this purpose. These example documents
allow a NMHS to check their own documentation against these examples to ensure their
Procurement considers the relevant aspects.
This Draft Statement of Work for the Procurement of Meteorological Observation
Systems document has not been checked or approved by WMO legal. This is provided
as an example only and should not be used without specific endorsement by the
NMHS’s own legal departments.
A.3.2
NMHS
-

A.3.3

General Information
to insert a general description including:
Any relevant background or history to this work,
Introduction to the new work to be undertaken,
Description of aspects of Observation Network Aspects to be procured. That is, this
procurement for:
o AWS Network and Sensor Components or full system,
o Meteorological Information Processing System Components or full system,
o Lifecycle Management Aspects.
Project Objectives

The main project objectives may be summarised as follows:
- NMHS to insert objectives. May include:
o Replacement or installation of AWS and/or MIPS equipment.
- The project must be finished within <# months> after the signing of the Agreement.
A.3.4

General Project Description

The aim of the project is to procure the a-meteorological observation networks as described in
terms of its components above. The project may be for replacement of an existing
meteorological observation network or for a new meteorological observation network:
- The delivery of requested systems and services is contained within one lot.
- Purchaser shall act as the requesting party.
- The systems that are needed for this project, may be installed by Purchaser staff after
receiving required training to enable them to do that. Also, the central acquisition and
database computer (MIPS) will be installed in Purchaser HQ (or nominated location) by
the Contractor.
- In this project, Purchaser suggests a possible configuration for the new system
architecture. However, alternative concepts of architectures may be suggested by
potential suppliers within the restriction that the functionality as described in the
Requirement Specification document is respected. The maximum number of
architectures to be provided by tender applicants is limited to two (2). The same holds
for the maximum number of quotations: two (2) per tender applicant.
A.3.5

Purpose of this Document

The purpose of this document is to describe conditions which are specific for the project
concerning:
- Scope of delivery;
- System design;
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A.3.6

Project Management;
Configuration Management;
Work at site;
Implementation;
Measures and precautions to be taken to minimise risks in disrupting the operational
process;
Tasks and responsibilities for the Contractor and the Purchaser;
Acceptance procedures.
Document Overview

This document is set-up as follows:
Introduction
Referenced Documents
Scope of Delivery
Conditions Related to System Design
Conditions Related to Manufacturing
Conditions Related to Testing
General Conditions Related to Work at Site
Conditions Related to Documentation and Training
Conditions Related to Project Management and Quality Assurance
Implementation Scenario
Planning Constraints
Notes
Appendix:
Software Development Plan
A.3.6.1 Intended Audience
From here on the tendering entity, usually a NMHS, is referred to as Purchaser. The company
that will provide the meteorological observation system is called the Contractor.
This document is intended for the following parties:
- Tendering entity, the Purchaser that publishes the tender documents with the objective
to procure a meteorological observation network from the Contractor;
- Potential suppliers of the meteorological observation network;
- Involved Purchaser’s staff;
- Purchaser’s project team.
A.3.6.2 Language
All documents supplied by the Contractor and all correspondence shall be in the <language>
language.
A.3.6.3 Referenced documents
[MIL_498]
[MIL-STD-1521B]
[WMO_8]
A.3.7

Military Standard Software Development and Documentation, AMSC NO.
N7069, December 5, 1994.
Military Standard Software Development and Documentation
WMO-No. 8, Guide to Instruments and Methods of Observation, WMO, (the
latest edition).

Scope of Delivery

The Agreement signed by the parties concerned, confirms the complete delivery of the systems
by the Contractor to the Purchaser in compliance with this project specification and the product
specifications, as described in the Requirement Specification document and Interface
Requirements Specifications document.
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A.3.7.1 General Scope of Delivery
This section describes the general scope of delivery, applicable for the complete delivery of the
Procurement of a Meteorological Observation Network.
A.3.7.1.1

Products

The scope of delivery of products includes:
Observation Network systems
- All required standard software, application and embedded software, including all
required licenses;
- All required hardware systems for deliveries specified in sections 3.2 and 3.3;
- Delivery of systems/equipment for testing and maintenance.
Mechanical equipment
- Surface preparation, painting and identification labels;
- Supports for all equipment, as far as not already existing;
- Any required supports for conduits;
- Specific test and support systems.
Electrical and communication equipment
- Cabinets, panels, etc.;
- All required data communication equipment needed to transmit the data from the AWS
stations to the MIPS, including all interface systems;
- Equipment for installation of the new systems to run in parallel to the existing AWS
systems, if required;
- All interconnecting cabling for all equipment, including all necessary materials for cable
fitting, cable routes, conduits, etc.;
- Cabinets for electrical and measurement network systems;
- Specific test and support systems.
Documentation
- Operating manuals;
- Maintenance manuals;
- Training manuals;
- Software documentation;
- Final documentation including ‘as built’ drawings;
- Drawings, part lists, PCB-designs for firmware;
- List of recommended spare parts;
- Test plans.
General
- Acceptance;
- Acceptance reports.
A.3.7.1.2

Services

The scope of delivery of services includes:
Meteorological Observation Network Systems
- Design of the systems according to the Requirement Specifications document and in the
IRS.
Electrical equipment
- Connection to and extension of the low voltage distribution systems.
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Implementation
- Transport, unloading, storing and installation at the sites (if applicable);
- Commissioning;
- Acceptance tests and reliability testing;
- Complete cabling of all equipment, including all necessary materials for cable fitting,
cable routes, conduits, etc.;
- Anchoring of all equipment, including the supply of anchoring bolts (if required);
- Hoisting and scaffolding, as required;
- Installation of cabinets;
- Testing, including supply of facilities of appropriate testing (e.g., tools, software).
Training
- Operating instructions to Purchaser staff;
- Installation instructions to Purchaser staff;
- Maintenance instructions for the provided systems.
General
- Project management for the Contractor’s project;
- Support to the Purchaser project management;
- Arranging review meetings (see Chapter 4) including agenda proposal and providing of
the minutes;
- Warranty;
- List of recommended spare parts;
- List of test and support systems;
- Maintenance/support proposal.
A.3.7.1.3

Excluded deliveries

The following products and/or services are excluded from the project:
- Modifications to existing meteorological instruments or systems that are not part of the
project;
- Mains power supply;
- Adaptation of structural steelwork;
- Adaptation of existing lightning protection systems;
- Building and construction work.
A.3.7.2 Scope of delivery: systems
This section describes the scope of delivery.
A.3.7.2.1

Products

The implementation of the systems will be performed in two steps. Firstly, systems for testing
will be supplied and after a successful completion of acceptance tests they will be accepted. In
general, Purchaser shall require several of the accepted systems for operational use, and the
additional systems will be delivered within the project after the acceptance of the test systems.
Purchaser technicians will install these additional systems.
The components for the system can be divided into three separate deliveries:
-

a test system to be delivered and installed in the Purchaser HQ, or nominated location
(AWS and MIPS),
after acceptance of the test systems, all remaining systems to be installed in the
operational network (by Purchaser technicians).

Systems to be delivered and installed at Purchaser HQ:
- <Customer to complete>
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After acceptance of the test systems, Purchaser requires to have delivered for the
meteorological observation network:
- Complete delivery of <quantity> of AWSs, with the required instruments and
configured to collect data from the instruments; everything installed in cabinets with all
auxiliary equipment included.
A.3.7.2.2

Excluded deliveries

The following products and/or services are excluded from delivery:
- Installation and/or adaptation of existing Purchaser network infrastructures.
A.3.8

System Design

All documents and review reports submitted shall be checked and signed as approved by
Purchaser’s responsible personnel.
A.3.8.1 Technical Reviews
A.3.8.1.1

Milestones

During the Design and Development phase, the project shall go through the following major
milestones. Other milestones will be derived from the plans and will be developed and
proposed by the Contractor:
- System Requirements Review/System Design Review (SRR/SDR),
- Software Specifications Review (SSR),
- Critical Design Review (CDR).
These reviews shall be conducted in accordance with [MIL-STD-1521B].
Each review shall be performed based on the documents mentioned in Sections SCOPE OF
DELIVERY. These documents shall, in draft, be made available to the Purchaser at latest one
(1) month before the actual review. Purchaser’s comment on the design documents shall be
incorporated into the design documents and submitted to Purchaser for approval within two (2)
weeks after the review. This procedure shall be repeated until all design documents have been
approved by Purchaser.
After the CDR a Human-Machine -Interface (HMI) prototyping review shall be conducted by the
Contractor.
For the system design, documents must be in compliance with the standard [MIL_498]. This
chapter describes the minimum set of documents to be supplied in relation to system design.
<Purchaser to remove what is not desired>
A.3.8.1.2

System Requirements Review/System Design Review

The SRR/SDR - in accordance with MIL-STD-1521B - is conducted when the Contractor’s
system design has proceeded to the point where major system elements are identified and
defined.
Within this project a draft Product Baseline shall be defined at SRR/SDR.
The SRR/SDR shall be supported by analysis and study reports on system architecture, system
interface, engineering speciality fields, system development, system production, system
implementation and system verification. If hardware development is to be performed, mockups of to-be-developed hardware shall be presented.
A.3.8.1.3

Software Specifications Review

The Software Specification Review (SSR) - in accordance with the MIL-STD-1521B - shall be a
formal review of the CSCI’s requirements as specified in the Software Requirements
Specification and the Interface Requirement Specification(s). It shall be held after System
Design Review but prior to the start of CSCI Critical Design. Its purpose is to establish the
allocated baseline for critical CSCI design.
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A.3.8.1.4

Critical Design Review

A CDR - in accordance with MIL-STD-1521B - is conducted for each configuration item
(HWCI/CSCI), when the Contractor has completed detail design. It includes a review of all
instruments, documentation, required certificates, etc., that is, everything that requires
reviewing for acceptance that is not regarded software.
Within this project the allocated Product Baseline shall be defined at CDR.
The Critical Design Review is conducted prior to production design release, for example, before
translating the engineering language, logic, and algorithms to coded instructions. A Critical
Design Review shall ensure that the detail designs, as depicted in the draft Product Baseline,
specify performance requirements defined by the development specifications. Only one
successful review per HWCI/CSCI is required.
A.3.8.1.5

HMI prototype review

Based upon the Product Baseline approved at the CDR. Contractor shall produce a prototype
HMI. Contractor shall invite Purchaser to review the prototype HMI. Contractor shall allow
Purchaser to provide comments within the approved Product Baseline. Contractor will perform
any action required to incorporate these Purchaser’s comments.
A.3.8.2 System/Subsystem Design Description
The System/SUB-System Design Description (SSDD) from the MIL-STD-498 shall be used to
describe the system-wide functional, software, hardware and communication architectural
design. The SSDD shall identify the Computer Software Configuration Items (CSCI), Hardware
Configuration Items (HWCI), with, if relevant, reference to de-facto standard products, for
example: software/hardware components and interconnectivity.
A.3.8.3 Interface Design Description (IDD)
The Interface Design Description (IDD) from the MIL-STD-498 shall be used to describe the
system-wide communication architectural design. The IDD must identify the applicable CSCI
and HWCI, with, if relevant, reference to de-facto standard products, for example,
interconnectivity concepts.
A.3.8.4 Software Development Plan
The Software Development Plan (SDP) from the MIL-STD-498 shall be used to describe a
developer's plans for conducting a software development effort. The term ‘software
development' in this Section is meant to include new development, modification, reuse,
reengineering, maintenance, and all other activities resulting in software products.
The SDP provides the Purchaser insight into and a tool for monitoring, the processes to be
followed for software development, the methods to be used, the approach to be followed for
each activity, and project schedules, organisation, and resources. The content of the SDP is
described in Appendix I (also see also MIL-STD-498), including the chapter and section
numbering that shall be used. Note that this plan is required only if a considerable amount of
software development is required/planned, which will also be included in the quotation.
A.3.8.5 Programmes, Drawings, Calculations
Programs, drawings, calculations, and designs submitted shall be checked and signed as
approved by the Purchaser’s responsible engineer. All dimensions of components and
replaceable items supplied shall be specified in metric units. All drawings shall be detailed in
metric units and in compliance with the SI.
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A.3.9

Manufacturing

A.3.9.1 Technical Construction File
All system components and, tools and test systems, shall be fully compliant with < directives
that are applicable for the region where the system will be installed>. The Contractor shall
deliver a certificate from an independent testing or certification organisation, which meets the
requirements of the directive. The system components shall have an environmental
classification of domestic, commercial and light industry.
Equipment shall comply with <applicable directives that are applicable for the region where the
system will be installed>. The Contractor shall deliver a certificate from an independent testing
or certification organisation, which meets the requirements of the directive.
A.3.9.2 Manufacturing
Development and manufacturing will take place at the Contractor’s/Subcontractor’s premises.
All materials and equipment of the systems shall be new and of specified quality. For all
materials used in the fabrication, material certificates in accordance with <Euronorm 25 or
equivalent> shall be made available for the Purchaser on request.
No filling or plugging for the correction of defective work shall be permitted without approval of
the Purchaser.
A.3.9.3 Adequacy of the Equipment Furnished
Approval by the Purchaser does not relieve the Contractor of their responsibility to certify the
adequacy of the system components.
A.3.9.4 Surface Coating
All systems shall be completely shop applied and all structures and equipment shall be
delivered to the erection site complete with coating system. Reports of inspection shall be
forwarded to the Purchaser. The Contractor shall repair any damaged painted surfaces. The
system after repair shall at least have the same paint quality as before the damage occurred.
Repair work shall always cover a complete surface element to avoid a patchwork appearance of
the installation. Colour of the system components shall be mutually agreed upon by Purchaser
and Contractor.
A.3.9.5 Nameplates
The manufacturer’s name if incorporated on panels, shall be in the letters, style and size to be
approved by the Purchaser.
A.3.10 Testing
A.3.10.1

Test Plan

A Test Plan, that is descriptions of plans for testing of system requirements and specified
Computer Software Configuration Items (CSCIs) and Hardware Configuration Items (HWCI),
will be supplied by the Contractor. The Test Plan shall comply with the requirements as
mentioned in the Test Procedures document. Software tests shall be in compliance with
Software Test Plans as described in [MIL_498].
The Software Test Plan (STP) describes plans for qualification testing of Computer Software
Configuration Items (CSCIs) and software systems. It describes the software test environment
to be used for the testing, identifies the tests to be performed, and provides schedules for test
activities.
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There is usually a single STP for a project. The STP enables the Purchaser to assess the
adequacy of planning for CSCI and, if applicable, software system qualification testing.
A.3.10.2

Test Description

Test Descriptions (TD) define the preparations, test cases and test procedures to be used for
qualification testing of system capability requirements and will be supplied by the Contractor.
Test Descriptions shall be in compliance with the agreed Test Plan.
The Software Test Description (STD) from the MIL-STD-498 shall be used to describe the test
preparations, test cases, and test procedures to be used to perform qualification testing of a
Computer Software Configuration Item (CSCI) or a software system or subsystem. The STD
enables the Purchaser to assess the adequacy of the qualification testing to be performed. The
Contractor shall test software according to the STD given in the MIL-STD-498 and he shall
supply the relevant documentation accordingly.
A.3.10.3

Test Reports

Test Reports contain the results of the tests performed as stated within the TDs according to
the qualification testing of system capability requirements.
A.3.10.4

Testing

Contractor shall submit drafts of the Test Plan to Purchaser for approval at least 1 month prior
to the scheduled start of testing.
Contractor shall submit drafts of the Test Description to Purchaser for approval at least 6
weeks prior to the scheduled start of testing. Purchaser shall comment within one (1) month.
Contractor shall submit a final version of these documents (in which Purchaser’s comment has
been incorporated) at least one (1) week prior to the scheduled starting date of the test.
Testing of the systems will be performed in phases. In general, for each system component
and finally the system as a whole, the following procedure will be followed:
- Submission of Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) proposal documents to Purchaser for
approval;
- Performing FAT;
- Submission of Provisional Site Acceptance Test (PSA) proposal documents to Purchaser
for approval;
- Performing PSA;
- Submission of Final Site Acceptance Test (FSA) proposal documents to Purchaser for
approval;
- Performing FSA;
- Submission of Final Project Acceptance Test (FPA) proposal documents to Purchaser for
approval;
- Performing FPA (the System).
Purchaser additionally has the right to require Factory Inspection Tests for System
Components.
For a detailed description of the test procedures, see the Test Procedures document.
A.3.10.5

Test and Material Certificates

All relevant information on test equipment and material certificates that will be used during
PSAs and FSA, shall be submitted to the Purchaser before shipment to the site.
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A.3.11 Work on Site
A.3.11.1

Conditions for Implementation

Prior to the implementation of system components, the following general preconditions must
be satisfied:
-

All the factory acceptance tests (FAT) must have been performed in compliance with
the requirements by a Purchaser approved test program and successfully completed.
The most recent versions of operational systems are to be installed by the Contractor.
If during later installations, software updates or modification are included and approved
by Purchaser, these shall also be incorporated in earlier deliveries at no extra costs.
The Purchaser will notify the Contractor immediately on modifications of existing
software or hardware components that are related in some way to the systems to be
installed by the Contractor.
The low voltage power supply must have sufficient capacity to power the new systems,
including additional load as specified by the Contractor.
The Contractor shall submit for approval to Purchaser for each site where equipment is
to be installed a Site Preparation Requirement and Installation Plan (SPRIP) two (2)
months prior to installation.
Contractor shall submit the Installation Schedule and Activity Plan (ISAP) for approval
to the Purchaser. The ISAP will become an integral part of the Installation Schedule and
Activities document.

A.3.11.2

Shipment to the Site(s)

Before shipment to any of the sites, the Contractor shall make inquiries on storage conditions,
facilities and the situation of the installation site.
A.3.11.3

Access to the Site(s)

Prior to entering installation sites, Contractor’s personnel shall need authorisation. The
arrangements for these authorisations will be made, when necessary, during the project.
A.3.11.4

Storage Area

Storage area will be made available for the Contractor. The Purchaser has no legal obligation
for goods stored by the Contractor on their premises.
A.3.11.5

Contractor’s Supervisor

The Contractor shall have a supervisor present at a site when Contractor and/or Subcontractor’s personnel is working. The supervisor shall be the Contractor’s representative at
the site, responsible for all activities of the Contractor and/or Subcontractor’s personnel.
A.3.11.6

Continuation of the Operational Processes

All Contractor’s work at the site shall not jeopardise the continuation of the operational
processes.
For the implementation of systems, the following special conditions apply:
- Implementation of systems are performed according to the schedule given in the
Installation Schedule and Activities document, under the conditions that installation
activities do not disrupt the operational process in any way, nor will they affect the
operational tests performed by the Purchaser.
- Major implementation activities will not take place in the period during the seasons
holidays (summer and inter (Christmas) holidays; exact periods to be determined by
Purchaser and Contractor in mutual agreement). Activities that will not be performed
during these periods include integration of new systems with existing systems,
commissioning and SATs.
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-

-

Major installation activities for which the existing system must be placed out-of-order
will only be performed after written permission of the Purchaser; most systems can be
placed out-of-order for only short periods of time.
During the whole implementation period, the installation sites and the systems under
installation are accessible on work days from 8:30 AM to 17.00 PM; exceptions
(extended hours or different periods) can be agreed upon by the Purchaser.
Permission to perform activities related to the implementation of new systems that can
endanger the operational status of existing operational system, (partly) depends on the
weather conditions.
The new systems to be implemented shall be installed leaving all existing operational
systems operational and untouched.
Basic input from meteorological sensors that is required to test the new systems, shall
be retrieved from the new sensors/instruments.
All newly installed systems shall be tested in parallel to the existing operational network
without interfering with these operational systems. During the period before the
Acceptance of the System, the existing operational network and the new system shall
both be operational, side by side. <if possible>
The final switch from the old system to the new system, shall only be made if and when
all new system components have been accepted and have proven to be reliable during
the test period.

A.3.11.7

Changes in the Implementation Schedule

All change proposals by the Contractor shall be submitted in writing to the Purchaser for
written approval. If the Purchaser desires changes in the implementation schedule, Contractor
shall also be notified in writing and a mutual acceptable change will be discussed and agreed
upon.
A.3.12 Documentation and Training
A.3.12.1

Manuals

A draft of operating and maintenance manuals in the <language> language shall be available
at least one (1) month before the scheduled start of field inspections and tests. Instructions
shall be prepared for the equipment installed, covering all aspects of safe and efficient
operation.
A.3.12.2

Drawings of Existing Equipment

Drawings of the existing equipment shall, to a certain extent, be made available by the
Purchaser on paper or in electronic format. If applicable, the Contractor shall modify these
drawing or prepare a new set. Final documentation of the modified equipment shall be
submitted to Purchaser for approval.
A.3.12.3

Contractor’s Drawings of Work

Contractor’s drawings of the work as-built, shall be in such detail enabling Purchaser to
operate, maintain, adjust and repair all parts of the system.
A.3.12.4

Conversion of Drawings

The Contractor’s drawings shall be prepared in such way that conversion to the Purchaser’s
system is possible. The software format in use by Purchaser is <software format 1>, version
<x.y> and <software format 2> for drawings of electronic components.
A.3.12.5

Other Exchange Formats

For other exchange formats an approval in writing from Purchaser is required.
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A.3.12.6

Set of Final Documentation

The Contractor shall deliver a complete set of final documentation including at least:
- Design Reports,
- Various Manuals,
- Software Manuals and descriptions (I/O, blocks, used flags etc.),
- As Built Drawings.
All final documentation in writing shall comply with MIL-STD498 and be supplied in hardcopy
format as well as in electronic format on USB memory in the following formats:
- Documents in the latest version of Microsoft Word,
- Presentations in the latest version of Microsoft PowerPoint,
- Spreadsheets in the latest version of Microsoft Excel,
- Project management documentation such as Gantt Charts in the latest version of
Microsoft Project,
- Pictures in the latest version of Microsoft Visio.
For a more detailed description of the requested documentation and the number of copies
required for each document, see the Training and Documentation document.
A.3.12.7

Training

Experienced trainers shall be made available by the Contractor for training of Purchaser’s staff.
The training shall be given in the <language> language in <location, country>. The Contractor
shall make a training plan including training schedules and contents of the training, which will
become an integral part of the Training & Documentation document. Contractor shall submit
documents for approval to Purchaser. Training shall be concluded minimally four (4) weeks and
maximally eight (8) weeks before starting the installation.
In general, Purchaser’s staff shall be trained on all hardware/software operation, configuration
of systems, and maintenance. The Contractor shall state which level of skills is needed by the
trainees in order to be able to follow the training.
Included in the training are at least the following topics:
- Purchaser’s technicians shall receive training on the installation of various systems;
- Purchaser’s technicians shall receive training on the calibration of all instruments;
- Purchaser’s technicians shall receive training on aspects of maintenance of all delivered
systems;
- Purchaser’s system operators shall receive training on how to configure and maintain
the systems;
- Purchaser’s meteorologists and meteorological observers who will work with the new
systems, shall receive training on how to operate them.
A.3.13 Project Management and Quality Assurance
A.3.13.1

Overview

Project Management (PM) includes the planning, organising, monitoring and controlling of all
aspects of the project in a continuous process to achieve its project objectives.
The Contractor shall prepare an overall and detailed Project Management Plan (PMP), which
will fully describe the work in terms of:
- Scope,
- Time,
- Costs,
- Quality,
- Resources,
- Communications,
- Procurement and manufacturing,
- Site work,
- Risk.
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A.3.13.2

Scope

The Contractor shall prepare a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS), that presents and describes
the total scope of the project in terms of project phases, project components, work packages
and deliverables and results of the project.
A.3.13.3

Project Management

The Contractor shall prepare a Project Time Management Plan (PTMP), which shall fully
describe the works in terms of activities, sequence of activities, estimated duration of
activities, inter-activity dependencies, scheduling and the processes to ensure that the project
is completed within the approved project schedule.
The Contractor shall clearly state which relevant and/or necessary inputs (documents or other
information data), methods and techniques used for time management, as well as outputs
(documents and other information results), are required and shall be used for the time
management process.
The plan shall at least contain the following, but not be limited to:
- Activity Definition
A list of all activities, which shall be performed within the project, their description and
their relation to the WBS.
- Activity Sequence
Identified activities shall be sequenced accurately and shall take the form of a
(resource) critical path network.
- Duration Estimation
Duration estimating includes:
o Estimation of the periods of time that will be needed to complete individual
activities based on resource requirements and resource capabilities.
o Some indication of the range of possible results, in accordance with the risk
management plan and calculated and presented as a three-point estimate, that
is, low, most likely and high estimate, and document all assumptions made.
- Project Schedule
The Contractor shall submit a project schedule after analysing activity sequences,
activity duration and resource requirements, where start and finish dates for all project
activities are determined. This project schedule provides the basis for measuring and
reporting schedule performance throughout the project and shall be presented as bar
charts and network drawings in both summary and detailed forms against the key
targets.
The Contractor shall discuss with Purchaser at least the development, quality, implementation,
tests and acceptance tests as well as configuration management and maintenance planning.
Approval of all aforementioned items by the Purchaser is required.
A.3.13.4

Cost Management

The Contractor shall prepare a Project Cost Management Plan (PCMP), which shall fully
describe the work in terms of cost and resources and the processes to ensure that the project
is completed within the approved budget.
The Contractor shall clearly state which relevant and/or necessary inputs (documents or other
information data), methods & techniques used for cost management, as well as outputs
(documents and other information results), are required and will be used for the cost
management process.
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The plan shall at least contain the following, but not be limited to:
- Resource planning
Resource planning determines what resources (labour, equipment, materials, supplies)
and what quantities of each should be used to perform project activities.
- Cost Estimates
Estimates of costs of the resources needed to complete project activities.
- Cost Budgeting
Allocation of the overall cost estimate broken down to individual work packages.
- Cost Control
Control of changes of the project budget.
A.3.13.5

Quality Management

The Contractor shall provide a Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPP).
A.3.13.6

Human Resource Management

The Contractor shall prepare a Project Human Resource Management Plan (PHRMP), which
shall describe the people involved in the project, including the people supplied by Subcontractors.
The Contractor shall clearly state which relevant and/or necessary inputs (documents or other
information data), methods and techniques used for human resource management, as well as
outputs (documents and other information results), are required and will be used for the
human resource management processes.
The plan shall at least contain the following, but not be limited to:
- Organisational Planning
This includes identifying, documenting and assigning project roles, responsibilities and
reporting relationships within the Contractors project organisation for each project
phase. Furthermore, a statement of the number of site personnel engaged in the work,
for each activity during each project phase is requested.
- Training Plan
A description of all Contractor’s activities to enhance the necessary skills, knowledge
and capabilities of Purchaser’s staff related to the design, development, construction,
testing and implementation of the new system.
A.3.13.7

Communication Management

The Contractor shall prepare a Project Communication Management Plan (PCMMP), which shall
describe the communication process during the project to ensure timely and appropriate
generation, collection, distribution and storage of project information. The Contractor shall
clearly state which relevant and/or necessary inputs (documents or other information data),
methods and techniques used for communication management, as well as outputs (documents
and other information results), are required for the communication management processes.
The plan shall at least contain the following, but not be limited to:
- Communication Planning
The communication planning shall include:
o Methods that will be used to gather various types of information and from
whom;
o Production schedules, listing when each type of communication will be produced,
procedures for updating.
- Information Distribution
The information distribution shall include:
o The distribution structure which details to whom information (reports, data,
schedules, technical documentation) will be sent, and what methods will be used
to distribute various types of information (reports, minutes of meetings, etc.);
o Detailed description of each type of information to be distributed, including
format, content, level of detail.
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Monthly Progress Reporting
A detailed progress report shall be submitted for each month up to the date of final
acceptance. The monthly report shall contain, but not be limited to:
o The progress of all activities as listed in the Work Breakdown Structure;
o Listing of late activities compared to the early finish schedule and baseline;
o Explanations for late activities and problem areas that are having, or are likely to
have, impact on the project progress;
o Details of measures proposed to bring late activities back on schedule;
o Outstanding data and measures proposed to expedite the issue of critical data;
o Demonstration of the achievement of all milestones;
o Forecast of completion of all outstanding activities and the deviation against the
plan in the next three months;
o Forecast of attainment of all outstanding milestone activities and deviation
against the plan.

In addition to the schedule-related activities referred to above, the monthly progress report
shall also include the following:
- Cover letter and executive summary;
- Problem areas and details of measures being taken to resolve problems;
- A statement on the number of site personnel engaged in the work during the reporting
period;
- Purchasing and manufacturing schedule associated with major or significant items of
equipment (to be agreed by the Purchaser), marked up to show status of procurement
& manufacturing activities;
- Update of Gantt charts;
- Risk evaluation.
The monthly progress report shall be in accordance with the Work Breakdown Structure.
Progress of the implementation of systems shall be reported on a two-weekly basis.
A.3.13.8

Site Management Plan

The Contractor shall prepare a Project Site Management Plan (PSMP), which fully describes the
site works and required conditions. The Contractor shall clearly state which relevant and/or
necessary inputs (documents or other information data), methods & techniques are in use for
human resource management, as well which outputs (documents and other information
results), are required and will be used for site management processes. The PSMP shall be
submitted by the Contractor to the Purchaser for approval one (1) month after approval of the
CDR (see Chapter 4).
The plan shall at least contain the following, but not be limited to:
- Time schedule for implementations;
- A milestone chart;
- List of the subcontracted work and subcontractors, to be working on site;
- Personnel and non-personnel resources for implementation activities;
- Required utilities, such as: area, power, water and gas consumption;
- SPRIP shall be part of the PSMP;
- ISAP shall be part of the PSMP.
A.3.13.9

Risk Management Plan

Project Risk Management is considered as an essential management technique that helps
smooth the project’s progress and avoids crisis management. The aim of risk management is
to minimise the impact of potential negative events and to take full advantage of opportunities
for improvement. PRM includes the process of identifying, analysing and responding to
uncertainty. The management of risk for this project shall include design, development,
manufacture, installation, integration of subsystems, testing, implementation and training.
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The Contractor shall prepare a Project Risk Management Plan (PRMP) which shall explain how
the risk strategy will be carried out. The PRMP will also document the procedures that will be
used to manage risks throughout the project.
The Contractor shall clearly state which relevant and/or necessary inputs (documents or other
information data), methods and techniques used for risk management, as well as outputs
(documents and other information results), are required and will be used for the risk
management processes.
The plan shall at least contain the following, but not be limited to:
- Risk Identification
Risk identification shall at least include the following aspects:
o Description of sources of risks and risk events that may be expected to affect
the project, on the basis of the WBS and the effect thereof;
o Description of tools and techniques, including software, if any, and how the
different identification and analysis techniques will be carried out;
o The key risks, i.e., those for which the probability of occurrence or magnitude of
loss (time, cost, quality, resources), is relatively high;
o How the change in key risks will be identified and managed;
o The use of experience and historical data from previous projects.
- Risk Quantification
Risk quantification includes:
o The impact of the risks and the likelihood of their occurrence;
o Determination of which risk events warrant response;
o A listing of opportunities that should be pursued or ignored and threats that
require mitigation or are accepted;
o Risk relation matrix, indicating the influence and dependencies of risks on each
other.
- Risk Mitigation
The mitigation of risks shall at least include the following aspects:
o Risk contingency plans;
o How risks will be mitigated;
o Description of tools and techniques to respond to a potential opportunity or risk,
such as contracting, contingency planning, alternative strategies, insurance;
o Contractual agreements as appropriate in order to avoid or mitigate threats.
- Risk Control
Risk control handles the following aspects:
o How the PRMP will be executed and updated during the project;
o How, when and in what form risks will be monitored and reported within the
Contractors organisation;
o How and in what form risks will be described in a Monthly Progress Report (see
section 9.8).
A.3.13.10

Purchaser’s Project Organisation

Within the Purchaser’s project organisation, a co-ordination group will be defined. The coordination group will be responsible for the co-ordination of:
- Installation activities;
- Commissioning activities;
- Test activities;
- Related other projects.
Prior to the installation, the Test Plans, PSMP, and QAPP will be reviewed and approved by this
group. This co-ordination group minimally includes:
- Purchaser’s coordinator;
- Purchaser’s Project Supervisor;
- On-site Contractor Supervisor.
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A.3.14 Implementation Scenario
This Chapter describes the implementation scenario for the new observation network. The first
two sections provide a general introduction to the implementation process. The last sections of
provide specific details on the implementation of the systems. Before an implementation of
systems can start, a number of preconditions must be fulfilled.
A.3.14.1

Preconditions for Implementation

Prior to the implementation of the systems the general preconditions as stated in section 7.1
must be satisfied. Additionally, the following preconditions apply:
- The complete implementation period shall not exceed a period between <minimum # of
months> and <maximum # of months>, starting from the date the Agreement
between the Purchaser and Contractor has been signed.
- The AWS and MIPS test systems provided to Purchaser must have passed their SATs
successfully.
If these preconditions are not met at the planned starting date of the implementation, the
implementation cannot start.
A.3.14.2

Implementation Phases

The following implementation phases can be distinguished
- Delivery and implementation of the test AWSs with instruments and the MIPS the
Purchaser’s HQ (or nominated location); a Provisional Site Acceptance Test (PSAT) shall
be done to finalise this phase.
- Delivery of all remaining pre-configured and FAT accepted AWSs with instruments; a
PSAT shall be done to accept all AWS stations and instruments;
- Implementation of all AWS systems on the observation sites by Contractor or Purchaser
<define who will do the on-site station implementation>; each station shall be tested
(PSAT) after installation and connection to the MIPS.
- Testing of the entire new network, followed by the FSAT and FPAT, the latter when the
system has been commissioned and made operational.
The general philosophy behind this implementation schedule is that the key component, the
MIPS, needs to be installed and tested first (step 1 above), while at the same time the full
AWS configuration is tested as a separate unit and by connecting it to the MIPS.
Once the MIPS and the test AWS have been accepted, all other AWS systems with sensors can
be delivered. They will still be going through a SAT at the Purchaser’s technical department
before the site installations will start.
After each site installation, an acceptance test shall be done. These tests shall be identical for
each station according to a fixed test protocol defined by the Contractor, approved by the
Purchaser.
The final step is the implementation and testing of the system as a whole (step 4), which shall
be concluded with the FPAT.
Note that the above-mentioned numbering does not automatically mean that this is also the
order in which systems are to be implemented: several activities can be done simultaneously.
Implementation of System Parts consists of 5 steps:
- Installation,
- Pre-PSAT activities,
- PSAT,
- FSAT,
- FPAT.
The following sections describe the implementation steps in more detail.
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A.3.14.2.1

Installation

Prior to the installation of any system component, the preconditions as stated in section 7.1
must be satisfied. The implementation starts with the installation of the test AWSs with
instruments and the MIPS. The installation includes all hardware, software, network
components, electrical components and cabling (where applicable). During this phase the new
systems are not yet connected to any operational systems or instruments.
A.3.14.2.2

Pre-PSAT activities and PSAT

When the test AWSs with instruments and the MIPS have been installed at the Purchaser’s HQ
(or other selected site), the system will be prepared for the PSAT. All the functionality from
instrument observations to report generation and transmission to the MSS, will be tested. This
shall be done in parallel to the operational system, which will not be touched. As part of the
test, the results from the new system shall be comparted with the results of the operational
system.
The Pre-Sat program shall at least include:
- A test in which Contractor demonstrates that the performance of the AWSs with
instruments and MIPS is in agreement with the specifications.
If the Pre-SAT activities prove that the system is working according to the specification, the
formal PSAT is done and signed.
Once the PSAT for the test AWSs and the MIPS has been done, the remaining AWSs with
instruments can be delivered. Purchaser will test them at arrival after which they can be
installed at the observation sites. After each installation a PSAT per station shall be executed in
which the operational functionality of the AWS is confirmed, and the connection for the data
communication has been shown to work correctly.
A.3.14.2.3

FSAT and FPA

When all stations have been installed and went through their PSATs, a test for the system as a
whole shall be executed. This test, the FSAT, shall demonstrate that the MIPS with all AWS
stations with instruments, is working correctly. After the FSAT, a test period of 30 days is taken
into account, during which no major issues are allowed. The final project acceptance (FPA) test
can be signed after the 30 days’ test period.
Before signing of the FPA, all training has to be given, and all documentation has to be
received and approved in the final versions.
A.3.15 Planning constraints
The implementation schedule should comply with the following restrictions:
- The implementation will be performed according to the General conditions for
implementation (Conditions for Implementation), Preconditions for implementation
(Preconditions for Implementation) and conditions concerning the Continuation of the
operational process (Continuation of the Operational Processes).
- Acceptance of the last new systems must be ultimately between <minimum # of
months> and, <maximum # of months>, starting from the date the Agreement
between the Purchaser and Contractor has been signed.
- Timely delivery of documentation is essential for the Purchaser.
- Contractor shall be fully responsible for taking care that system components and the
system as a whole connected to existing infrastructure, shall perform according to the
requirements.
Contractor is invited to propose an alternate implementation schedule in compliance with the
restrictions stated above.
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A.3.16 Appendix: Software Development Plan
A.3.16.1

Scope

This chapter shall be divided into the following paragraphs.
A.3.16.2

Identification

This paragraph shall contain a full identification of the system and the software to which this
document applies, including, as applicable, identification number(s), title(s), abbreviation(s),
version number(s), and release number(s).
A.3.16.3

System overview

This paragraph shall briefly state the purpose of the system and the software to which this
document applies. It shall describe the general nature of the system and software; summarise
the history of system development, operation, and maintenance; identify the project sponsor,
acquirer, user, developer, and support agencies; identify current and planned operating sites;
and list other relevant documents.
A.3.16.4

Document overview

This paragraph shall summarise the purpose and contents of this document and shall describe
any security or privacy considerations associated with its use.
Relationship to other plans
This paragraph shall describe the relationship, if any, of the SDP to other project management
plans.
A.3.16.5

Referenced Documents

This chapter shall list the number, title, revision, and date of all documents referenced in this
plan. This section shall also identify the source for all documents not available through normal
Government stocking activities.
A.3.16.6

Overview of required work

This section shall be divided into paragraphs as needed to establish the context for the
planning described in later sections. It shall include, as applicable, an overview of:
- Requirements and constraints on the system and software to be developed,
- Requirements and constraints on project documentation,
- Position of the project in the system life cycle,
- The selected program/acquisition strategy or any requirements or constraints on it,
- Requirements and constraints on project schedules and resources,
- Other requirements and constraints, such as on project security, privacy, methods,
standards, interdependencies in hardware and software development, etc.
A.3.16.7

Plans for performing general software development activities

This chapter shall be divided into the following paragraphs. Provisions corresponding to nonrequired activities may be satisfied by the words ‘Not applicable’. If different builds or different
software on the project require different planning, these differences shall be noted in the
paragraphs. In addition to the content specified below, each paragraph shall identify
applicable risks/uncertainties and plans for dealing with them.
A.3.16.7.1

Software development process

This paragraph shall describe the software development process to be used. The planning shall
cover all contractual clauses concerning this topic, identifying planned builds, if applicable,
their objectives, and the software development activities to be performed in each build.
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A.3.16.7.2

General plans for software development

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs.
A.3.16.7.2.1

Software development methods

This paragraph shall describe or reference the software development methods to be used.
Included shall be descriptions of the manual and automated tools and procedures to be used in
support of these methods. The methods shall cover all contractual clauses concerning this
topic. Reference may be made to other paragraphs in this plan if the methods are better
described in context with the activities to which they will be applied.
A.3.16.7.2.2

Standards for software products

This paragraph shall describe or reference the standards to be followed for representing
requirements, design, code, test cases, test procedures, and test results. The standards shall
cover all contractual clauses concerning this topic. Reference may be made to other
paragraphs in this plan if the standards are better described in context with the activities to
which they will be applied. Standards for code shall be provided for each programming
language to be used. They shall include at a minimum:
- Standards for format (such as indentation, spacing, capitalisation, and order of
information),
- Standards for header comments (requiring, for example, name/identifier of the code;
version identification; modification history; purpose; requirements and design decisions
implemented; notes on the processing (such as algorithms used, assumptions,
constraints, limitations, and side effects); and notes on the data (inputs, outputs,
variables, data structures, etc.),
- Standards for other comments (such as required number and content expectations),
- Naming conventions for variables, parameters, packages, procedures, files, etc.,
- Restrictions, if any, on the use of programming language constructs or features,
- Restrictions, if any, on the complexity of code aggregates.
A.3.16.7.2.3

Reusable software products

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs.
Incorporating reusable software products
This paragraph shall describe the approach to be followed for identifying, evaluating, and
incorporating reusable software products, including the scope of the search for such products
and the criteria to be used for their evaluation. It shall cover all contractual clauses concerning
this topic. Candidate or selected reusable software products known at the time this plan is
prepared or updated shall be identified and described, together with benefits, drawbacks, and
restrictions, as applicable, associated with their use.
Developing reusable software products
This paragraph shall describe the approach to be followed for identifying, evaluating, and
reporting opportunities for developing reusable software products. It shall cover all contractual
clauses concerning this topic.
A.3.16.7.2.4

Handling of critical requirements

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for handling requirements designated critical:
- Safety assurance,
- Security assurance,
- Privacy assurance,
- Assurance of other critical requirements.
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The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all contractual clauses concerning the identified
topic:
A.3.16.7.2.5

Computer hardware resource utilisation

This paragraph shall describe the approach to be followed for allocating computer hardware
resources and monitoring their utilisation. It shall cover all contractual clauses concerning this
topic.
A.3.16.7.2.6

Recording rationale

This paragraph shall describe the approach to be followed for recording rationale that will be
useful to the support agency for key decisions made on the project. It shall interpret the term
‘key decisions’ for the project and state where the rationale is to be recorded. It shall cover all
contractual clauses concerning this topic.
A.3.16.7.2.7

Access for acquirer review

This paragraph shall describe the approach to be followed for providing the acquirer or its
authorised representative access to developer and subcontractor facilities for review of
software products and activities. It shall cover all contractual clauses concerning this topic.
A.3.16.8

Plans for performing detailed software development activities

This chapter shall be divided into the following paragraphs. Provisions corresponding to nonrequired activities may be satisfied by the words ‘Not applicable’. If different builds or different
software on the project require different planning, these differences shall be noted in the
paragraphs. The discussion of each activity shall include the approach
(methods/procedures/tools) to be applied to: 1) the analysis or other technical tasks involved;
2) the recording of results; and 3) the preparation of associated deliverables, if applicable. The
discussion shall also identify applicable risks/uncertainties and plans for dealing with them.
Reference may be made to 4.2.1, if applicable, as methods are described there.
A.3.16.8.1

Project planning and oversight

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for project planning and oversight, including following and updating plans and the
intervals for management review. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all
contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.8.1.1

Software development planning (covering updates to this plan)

A.3.16.8.1.2

CSCI test planning

A.3.16.8.1.3

System test planning

A.3.16.8.1.4

Software installation planning

A.3.16.8.1.5

Software transition planning
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A.3.16.9

Establishing a software development environment

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for establishing, controlling, and maintaining a software development environment.
The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified
topic.
A.3.16.9.1

Software engineering environment

A.3.16.9.2

Software test environment

A.3.16.9.3

Software development library

A.3.16.9.4

Software development files

A.3.16.9.5

Non-deliverable software

A.3.16.10

System requirements analysis

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for participating in system requirements analysis. The planning in each
subparagraph shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.10.1

Analysis of user input

A.3.16.10.2

Operational concept

A.3.16.10.3

System requirements

A.3.16.11

System design

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for participating in system design. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover
all contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.11.1

System-wide design decisions

A.3.16.11.2

System architectural design

A.3.16.12

Software requirements analysis

This paragraph shall describe the approach to be followed for software requirements analysis.
The approach shall cover all contractual clauses concerning this topic.
A.3.16.13

Software design

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for software design. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all contractual
clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.13.1

CSCI-wide design decisions

A.3.16.13.2

CSCI architectural design

A.3.16.13.3

CSCI detailed design
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A.3.16.14

Software implementation and unit testing

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for software implementation and unit testing. The planning in each subparagraph
shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.14.1

Software implementation

A.3.16.14.2

Preparing for unit testing

A.3.16.14.3

Performing unit testing

A.3.16.14.4

Revision and re-testing

A.3.16.14.5

Analysing and recording unit test result

A.3.16.15

Unit integration and testing

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for unit integration and testing. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all
contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.15.1

Preparing for unit integration and testing

A.3.16.15.2

Performing unit integration and testing

A.3.16.15.3

Revision and re-testing

A.3.16.15.4

Analysing and recording unit integration and test results

A.3.16.16

CSCI qualification testing

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for CSCI qualification testing. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all
contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.16.1

Independence in CSCI qualification testing

A.3.16.16.2

Testing on the target computer system

A.3.16.16.3

Preparing for CSCI qualification testing

A.3.16.16.4

Dry run of CSCI qualification testing

A.3.16.16.5

Performing CSCI qualification testing

A.3.16.16.6

Revision and re-testing

A.3.16.16.7

Analysing and recording CSCI qualification test results

A.3.16.17

CSCI/HWCI integration and testing

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for participating in CSCI/HWCI integration and testing. The planning in each
subparagraph shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.17.1

Preparing for CSCI/HWCI integration and testing

A.3.16.17.2

Performing CSCI/HWCI integration and testing

A.3.16.17.3

Revision and re-testing

A.3.16.17.4

Analysing and recording CSCI/HWCI integration and test results
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A.3.16.18

System qualification testing

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for participating in system qualification testing. The planning in each subparagraph
shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.18.1

Independence in system qualification testing

A.3.16.18.2

Testing on the target computer system

A.3.16.18.3

Preparing for system qualification testing

A.3.16.18.4

Dry run of system qualification testing

A.3.16.18.5

Performing system qualification testing

A.3.16.18.6

Revision and re-testing

A.3.16.18.7

Analysing and recording system qualification test results

A.3.16.19

Preparing for software use

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for preparing for software use. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all
contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.19.1

Preparing the executable software

A.3.16.19.2

Preparing version descriptions for user sites

A.3.16.19.3

Preparing user manuals

A.3.16.19.4

Installation at user sites

A.3.16.20

Preparing for software transition

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for preparing for software transition. The planning in each subparagraph shall
cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.20.1

Preparing the executable software

A.3.16.20.2

Preparing source files

A.3.16.20.3

Preparing version descriptions for the support site

A.3.16.20.4

Preparing the ‘as built’ CSCI design and other software support information

A.3.16.20.5

Updating the system design description

A.3.16.20.6

Preparing support manuals

A.3.16.20.7

Transition to the designated support site

A.3.16.21

Software configuration management

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for software configuration management. The planning in each subparagraph shall
cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.21.1

Configuration identification

A.3.16.21.2

Configuration control

A.3.16.21.3

Configuration status accounting

A.3.16.21.4

Configuration audits

A.3.16.21.5

Packaging, storage, handling, and delivery
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A.3.16.22

Software product evaluation

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for software product evaluation. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all
contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.22.1

In-process and final software product evaluations

A.3.16.22.2

Software product evaluation records, including items to be recorded

A.3.16.22.3

Independence in software product evaluation

A.3.16.23

Software quality assurance

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for software quality assurance. The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all
contractual clauses regarding the identified topic.
A.3.16.23.1

Software quality assurance evaluations

A.3.16.23.2

Software quality assurance records, including items to be recorded

A.3.16.23.3

Independence in software quality assurance

A.3.16.24

Corrective action

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for corrective action:
- Problem/change reports, including items to be recorded (candidate items include
project name, originator, problem number, problem name, software element or
document affected, origination date, category and priority, description, analyst assigned
to the problem, date assigned, date completed, analysis time, recommended solution,
impacts, problem status, approval of solution, follow-up actions, corrector, correction
date, version where corrected, correction time, description of solution implemented).
- Corrective action system.
The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified
topic.
A.3.16.25

Joint technical and management reviews

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for joint technical and management reviews:
- Joint technical reviews, including a proposed set of reviews,
- Joint management reviews, including a proposed set of reviews.
The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified
topic.
A.3.16.26

Other software development activities

This paragraph shall be divided into the following subparagraphs to describe the approach to
be followed for other software development activities:
- Risk management, including known risks and corresponding strategies,
- Software management indicators, including indicators to be used,
- Security and privacy,
- Subcontractor management,
- Interface with software independent verification and validation (IV&V) agents,
- Co-ordination with associate developers,
- Improvement of project processes,
- Other activities not covered elsewhere in the plan.
The planning in each subparagraph shall cover all contractual clauses regarding the identified
topic.
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A.3.16.27

Schedules and activity network

This section shall present:
- Schedule(s) identifying the activities in each build and showing initiation of each
activity, availability of draft and final deliverables and other milestones, and completion
of each activity.
- An activity network, depicting sequential relationships and dependencies among
activities and identifying those activities that impose the greatest time restrictions on
the project.
A.3.16.28

Project organisation and resources

This section shall be divided into the following paragraphs to describe the project organisation
and resources to be applied in each build.
A.3.16.28.1

Project organisation

This paragraph shall describe the organisational structure to be used on the project, including
the organisations involved, their relationships to one another, and the authority and
responsibility of each organisation for carrying out required activities.
A.3.16.28.2

Project resources

This paragraph shall describe the resources to be applied to the project. It shall include, as
applicable:
1) Personnel resources, including:
a) The estimated staff-loading for the project (number of personnel over time),
b) The breakdown of the staff-loading numbers by responsibility (for example,
management, software engineering, software testing, software configuration
management, software product evaluation, software quality assurance),
c) A breakdown of the skill levels, geographic locations, and security clearances of
personnel performing each responsibility.
2) Overview of developer facilities to be used, including geographic locations in which the
work will be performed, facilities to be used, and secure areas and other features of the
facilities as applicable to the contracted effort.
3) Acquirer-furnished equipment, software, services, documentation, data, and facilities
required for the contracted effort. A schedule detailing when these items will be needed
shall also be included.
4) Other required resources, including a plan for obtaining the resources, dates needed, and
availability of each resource item.
A.3.16.29

Notes

This section shall contain any general information that aids in understanding this document
(e.g., background information, glossary, rationale). This section shall include an alphabetical
listing of all acronyms, abbreviations, and their meanings as used in this document and a list
of any terms and definitions needed to understand this document.
A.3.16.30

Appendixes

Appendixes may be used to provide information published separately for convenience in
document maintenance (e.g., charts, classified data). As applicable, each appendix shall be
referenced in the main body of the document where the data would normally have been
provided. Appendixes may be bound as separate documents for ease in handling. Appendixes
shall be lettered alphabetically (A, B, etc.).
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A.4 EXAMPLE TEST PROCEDURES
A.4.1

Introduction

Text in red italics should be replaced by information relevant for this Procurement.
The aim of the example documents is to provide guidance. Most NMHS have their own
documents/templates/formats should be used for this purpose. These example documents
allow a NMHS to check their own documentation against these examples to ensure their
Procurement considers the relevant aspects.
This Example Test Procedures document has not been checked or approved by WMO
legal. This is provided as an example only and should not be used without specific
endorsement by the NMHS’s own legal departments.
A.4.2

Test procedures

The Contractor shall prove by tests the correct operation and well-functioning of the System
according to the specifications given in the Requirement Specifications of the Agreement.
A.4.3
-

A.4.4

Definitions
System Components
System Components are related groups of functionalities that are combined into one
device. The following System Components are distinguished:
o Instruments
Various meteorological instruments, connected to a datalogger.
o AWS
The combination of the instruments and the datalogger and auxiliary equipment
installed in a cabinet; the AWS is installed in a (unmanned) observation site and
forwards the observation at regular interval to the meteorological information
and processing system (MIPS) at the Purchaser’s HQ.
o MIPS
The meteorological information and processing system (MIPS), usually installed
at the Purchaser’s HQ. The MIPS controls the data acquisition process, the
observation network configuration, the processing of the data, storage, the
report generation and automatically forwards the reports to the GTS via a
message switch (MMS).
o Display system
A display system that connects to the MIPS. It is used for presenting the
meteorological observations in the MIPS, for presenting system management
and status data, for system configuration, etc.
Test Requirements

The following tests have to be performed before the system as a whole can be approved for
operational services.
- Factory Acceptance Test (FAT)
All instruments, AWS stations and MIPS shall go through a Factory Acceptance Test
(FAT) at the Contractors facilities. The components and the system as a whole shall be
tested in the same configuration that shall be installed in the field on the observation
sites. If ‘real’ data input is not available, it shall be provided by a simulation system.
Factory Acceptance (FA) shall follow FAT if all requirements as defined in the
Requirement Specifications document are met.
- Provisional Site Acceptance Test (PSAT)
After delivery and installation of the AWS stations and the MIPS, the PSAT shall be
performed for the AWS including instruments, and for the MIPS (including display
systems) separately. Provisional Site Acceptance (PSA) shall follow PSAT if the
requirements as defined in the Requirement Specifications document are met.
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A.4.5

Final Site Acceptance Test (FSAT)
After the AWSs with instruments and the MIPS passed their PSA, a reliability test shall
be performed. This test shall in general take more time (1 week to 3 months in total),
in which the system as a whole shall work uninterruptedly without critical failures, to
demonstrate its reliability. Final Site Acceptance (FSA) shall follow FSAT if the
requirements as defined in the Requirement Specifications document are met.
Final Project Acceptance Test (FPAT) The integration of all instruments, AWSs and
MIPS finally results in the meteorological observation network. The final project
acceptance test includes all deliverables from the project, the instruments, AWSs, the
MIPS and display, but also training, all documentation, spare parts, etc. Final Project
Acceptance (FPA) shall follow FPAT if the requirement specifications as defined in the
Requirement Specifications document are met.
Systems to be tested

All system components shall be subjected to a FAT. FAT reports per system component shall be
submitted to the Purchaser for approval. The same procedure shall be followed for the PSAT
and FSAT.
Integration tests (FAT, PSAT, FSAT, FPAT) shall include:
- Instruments
For all instruments tests shall be conducted to demonstrate that they comply with the
requirement specifications.
- Complete AWS with Instruments
The complete AWS (cabinet, datalogger, power supplies, lightning protection, heating,
housekeeping measurements, etc.) with instruments connected, shall be tested as
complete systems to demonstrate compliance with the requirement specifications.
- MIPS
The MIPS functionality shall be tested per requirement specification. Test data may be
used to demonstrate the generation of reports.
- Combining AWS and the MIPS
Complete AWS stations with instruments shall be connected to the MIPS. Data
communication shall be tested, as well as the complete chain from instrument
measurements to report generation. The connection to and sending of reports to the
message switch shall be tested.
A.4.6

Testing

To test and verify the conformance of the system the Contractor shall present a Test Plan, Test
Description, and Test Reports which are all subject to Purchaser review and approval.
- The Contractor shall conduct all tests in accordance with the approved Test Plan and
Test Descriptions. The Contractor shall perform test briefings and debriefings as
required, and prepare quick-look summaries of the test results.
- At least three weeks prior to any testing requiring Purchaser’s attendance, the
Contractor shall notify the Purchaser.
- If re-verification is required as a result of any verification defect or deficiency, the
Contractor shall perform these re-verifications without additional costs.
A.4.6.1 Factory inspection
Purchaser and Contractor agree that inspection of factories of Contractor (or Subcontractor) by
the Purchaser shall be carried out in accordance with the Contractor’s inspection procedures.
The Contractor (or Subcontractor) will then make a set-up in the factory to demonstrate, if
necessary, by means of a simulation of the activities representative for the Purchaser, that the
hardware and software comply with the agreed specifications and that the composite elements
of the hardware have been properly manufactured. An official report will be drawn up of a
successful factory inspection, to be signed on behalf of both parties. The inspection and the
signing of the official report shall not prejudice the eventual acceptance of the system.
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All costs of inspections and tests in the factory or factories of the Contractor or Subcontractors,
including the costs of all personnel or material assistance required, will be for Contractor’s
account. The accommodation and travelling expenses of the Purchaser will be for the
Purchaser’s account.
A.4.6.2 Factory acceptance tests
The Contractor shall provide the Factory Test Procedure in accordance with the Test Plan, Test
Procedures and Test Reports for Purchaser review and approval.
- Procedures for final inspection and testing shall ensure that inspections and tests that
should have been conducted at earlier stages have been performed. Successful
completion of these tests shall be acknowledged by a certificate of conformity.
- In presence of the Purchaser, if he requires so, the Contractor shall collect and analyse
all system test data to verify that all test objectives are met and to ensure that
deficiencies are noted and solved.
- Both a designated Contractor representative and a Purchaser representative shall sign
the recorded verification test data sheets.
A.4.6.3 On-site acceptance tests
The Contractor shall provide an On-Site Acceptance Test Plan as part of the Test Plan, Test
Procedures and Test Reports for Purchaser’s review and approval. The Contractor shall conduct
the verification tests in accordance with the approved On-Site Acceptance Test Plan.
- In presence of the Purchaser the Contractor shall collect and analyse all system test
data to verify that all test objectives are met and to ensure that deficiencies are noted
and solved.
- Both a designated Contractor representative and an authority representative shall sign
the recorded verification test data sheets.
A.4.7

Test Plan

This description delineates the overall plan for the system tests. The Contractor shall prepare a
Test Plan with content as follows:
- Purpose
This section shall state the purpose of the Test Plan and shall identify the phase to
which it applies. The purpose shall be stated in terms of establishing detailed
requirements, criteria, general methods, responsibilities, and overall planning to
confirm, in accordance with the specifications, that the system or designated portions of
it, fulfils the requirements of the specification. Reasons for excluding any portions of the
system from this Test Plan shall be stated.
- General Requirements
Discuss pertinent background information and functions performed, and include a brief
overall description of the system, overall responsibility for the execution of the Test
Program and overall schedules.
- Description of the Test Item
Indicate the number of test items involved and the features which positively identify the
items.
- Participating Organisations
List each of the participating organisations and their basic responsibilities and tasks.
Include a breakdown of the test force functional organisation and a time-phased listing
of test force personnel requirements by organisations and job title.
- Milestones and Schedules
The plan should include an overall flow diagram of the entire Test and deployment
program as outlined. This flow shall be sequentially arranged to include all significant
Test milestones and any additional information which clarifies the description of the
Test program. The schedule includes identification of the milestone, start and finish
dates and the associated location.
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Test Support Requirements
Include the technical and logistic support required to perform the Test and identify
special facilities, support equipment and personnel required to support the Test.
Considerations should be given to such items as electronics, computer programs,
facilities, ranges, simulation, and material. Provide a schedule of critical support
requirements showing time, duration, for furnishing the support items. Provide
calibration information, which will define and describe all systems requiring calibration.
All responsibilities during Test shall be addressed in this section.
Security Requirements
Provide the security classification of equipment, test, test-results, documents and other
material related to the test program.
Specific Test Objectives
Include or reference the list of those objectives, which are necessary to fulfil the
applicable requirements contained within the system specification and any applicable
functional specifications.
Test Methods and Descriptions
Outline in general terms the test execution to fulfil each of the objectives identified in
the specifications, in order to provide guidance for the preparation of more detailed test
descriptions.
Data Collection, Reduction and Analysis
Provide an analysis plan which, taking into account the test objectives, indicates the
type of data required and its processing. Specify the form in which the reduced data is
to be presented. Outline analysis methods, criteria, and the presentation of final
results. Relate results to specified objectives described in the specifications. Include
requirements for data processing equipment (including approximate computer time
required) and any special computer programs required for data collection/analysis.
Identify Contractor’s (and sub- contractor’s) responsibilities for their respective tasks.
Instrumentation
Indicate the instrumentation required to collect the data and the organisation
responsible for acquiring it. A block diagram layout of the system showing
instrumentation’s points should be included.
Personnel Subsystem Test and Evaluation
Discuss plans for training operator personnel for active participation in the test
program.
Control and Reporting Procedures
Specify requirements and procedures for controlling the Test Plan and for documenting
the test procedures and results. Include the following subsections: control of Test Plan,
documentation of test procedures and documentation of system results summary.
Defect classification
In the event a test case within a Test should fail, a report on the defects shall be
prepared. To maximise test case results and to minimise problems attributable to
defects, all reports on defects will be classified as follows:
o Category A: major defect;
o Category B: average defect;
o Category C: minor defect;
o Category D: test error;
o Category E: dispute concerning an incident.

-

All categories are described below:
o Category A: major defect
Category A defects are defects which adversely affect the system components’
or system’s active operation to such an extent that, unavoidable, a major part of
the system can no longer be used.
o Category B: average defect
Category B defects are localised problems, which do not make the system
components’ or system’s active operation impossible (non-serious errors, which
do not seriously affect the system). Category B defects shall be no reason to
discontinue the test.
o Category C: minor defect
Category C defects are related to appearance and do not have serious adverse
effects on the system components or system, and its active operation could
continue without eliminating the defects (such as unclear error messages, errors
in reports and screen formats). Category C defects shall be no reason to
discontinue the test.
o Category D: test error
Category D defects are due to errors in the test method and/or test data, errors
occurring while carrying out the test case, or errors in expected results. In the
event of a conflict between Contractor and Purchaser, parties shall discuss about
the validity of the test case, and if the error shall be reclassified into Category E.
Category D defects shall be no reason to discontinue the test.
o Category E: dispute concerning an incident
Category E defects are defects for which Contractor and Purchaser fail to reach
an agreement on classification. If the parties fail to reach an agreement within 5
(five) working days, the issue will be submitted to an independent person to be
appointed, after due consulting, by the parties involved. The decision by the
appointed person will be final and binding for both parties.

It is emphasised that any Category B, C, D or E defects occurring during a test shall not result
in the discontinuation of that test. In the event of a Category A defect, both parties will have
the right to decide independently whether or not to stop the test. In this case, a new date will
be set, agreed to by both parties, on which the test shall be repeated. With the exception of
Category A errors, during re-testing only those test cases that have not yet been successfully
completed will be exercised.
At the end of each testing day, there will be a meeting in which Contractor and Purchaser will
record the findings of that day. This report shall be approved by both parties.
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A.5 EXAMPLE TRAINING AND DOCUMENTATION
A.5.1

Introduction

Text in red italics should be replaced by information relevant for this Procurement.
The aim of the example documents is to provide guidance. Most NMHS have their own
documents/templates/formats should be used for this purpose. These example documents
allow a NMHS to check their own documentation against these examples to ensure their
Procurement considers the relevant aspects.
This Example Training and Documentation document has not been checked or
approved by WMO legal. This is provided as an example only and should not be used
without specific endorsement by the NMHS’s own legal departments.
A.5.2

Training

A.5.2.1 General
-

-

The Contractor shall provide training for Purchaser’s personnel to educate designated
operational and technical personnel the appropriate skills to install, operate and
maintain the equipment.
The Contractor shall provide a training program. The training program shall cover all
activities necessary to install, operate, configure and maintain the System and all
System Components. The Contractor will propose the contents of the training program.
Training courses shall be given in <language> and all Contractor’s instructors shall be
fluent in this language. All training material and trainee handbooks shall be in
<language>.
The Contractor shall prepare and submit training manuals before the training. The
Contractor shall submit the training manuals and the proposal of the contents and
schedule of the training at least one (1) month prior to the start of the training. The
Contractor shall supply the necessary hardware and software for the courses in time so
that the courses can start on the dates to be agreed upon. If additional facilities are
needed to give the courses, Contractor will notify the Purchaser at least one (1) month
before the training will be given.
The Contractor shall take written and/or practical tests, as appropriate, during or after
the training. The Contractor shall provide for each trainee a ‘Certificate of Graduation’.
Two (2) copies of each certificate shall be provided to the Purchaser.
The Contractor shall provide a time schedule for the training courses, to be approved by
the Purchaser.

A.5.2.2 Training categories
Four types of training are required.
A.5.2.2.1

Installation Training

Contractor shall provide training for Purchaser’s technicians that will enable them to install all
System Components.
- The training shall supply Purchaser’s technicians with technical background information
on all System Components.
- The training shall supply Purchaser’s technicians with essential information on the
functionality and operation of the System Components.
- The training shall provide a practical part in which Purchaser’s technicians will be
trained to completely install and dismantle all System Components.
- The training shall include training on all diagnostic tools available for all System
Components.
- The training (or parts thereof) will be given with the aid of simulation systems, when
applicable.
The number of trainees shall be decided during the project.
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A.5.2.2.2

Maintenance Training

-

Contractor shall provide training for Purchaser’s technicians that will enable them to
maintain the System Components.
- The training shall provide a practical part in which Purchaser’s technicians will be
trained to completely install and dismantle all System Components and to perform all
maintenance activities.
- The training shall include training on all diagnostic tools and mechanical/software tools
that are used to facilitate maintenance of the System Components and to monitor the
operational status of the System and System Components.
- The training (or parts thereof) will be given with the aid of simulation systems, when
applicable.
The number of trainees shall be decided during the project.
A.5.2.2.3

System Operator Training

-

Contractor shall provide training for Purchaser’s functional maintenance personnel and
system operators that will enable them to perform functional maintenance and
configuration of System Components, and to perform system management tasks.
- The training shall include training on all diagnostic tools available for the functional
maintenance and system management tasks of the System and System Components.
- The training (or parts thereof) will be given with the aid of simulation systems, when
applicable.
- Parts of the configuration of the System for operational purposes shall be realised
during and as an essential part of the System Operator Training.
The number of trainees shall be decided during the project.
A.5.2.2.4

User Training

-

Contractor shall provide training for Purchaser’s users of the Systems and System
Components, that will enable them to use the Systems and System Components
operationally and produce all output required for operational use.
- The training shall include training on all diagnostic tools available for operational use of
the Systems and System Components.
- The training (or parts thereof) will be given with the aid of simulation systems, when
applicable.
The number of trainees shall be decided during the project.
A.5.3

Training Schedule

To be proposed by Contractor.
A.5.4

Documentation

A.5.4.1 General
Based on the system specifications and the interface requirements, the Contractor shall
produce the final design documents. These documents will be the basis for building the new
meteorological network.
Manuals are required for the guidance of personnel, who will install, configure, operate and/or
maintain the System and System Components. The information included in each manual shall
convey all the information necessary to enable users to readily detect and correct any
abnormal situations. The manuals will also serve the purpose of Reference, in which all
technical and operational possibilities of System and System Components are described and
how the reader can apply them. All manuals shall be written in the <language> language and
shall be supplied in hardcopy format as well as in electronic format
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All final documentation shall be supplied in hardcopy format as well as in electronic format on
USB stick in the following formats:
- Documents, spreadsheets, presentations: Microsoft Office, Office 365 or newer
(Word, Excel, Powerpoint);
- Graphs, Drawings: Microsoft Visio, latest version; AutoCad, latest version.
- Project Management (Gantt Charts): Microsoft Project, latest version

A.5.4.2

Document categories

A.5.4.2.1

Design Report

The design documents shall contain detailed descriptions of the whole System and all System
Components. These descriptions shall be given in terms of functionality, hardware and software
specifications. The design documents shall be submitted to Purchaser for approval and will be
the final document stating what goods shall be supplied by the Contractor and agreed upon by
the Purchaser
A.5.4.2.2

Installation Manuals

Purchaser’s technicians must be able to install and/or dismantle the System Components. The
Installation Manuals shall provide all information necessary to perform these tasks. The
manuals shall be written in a clear manner and explain unambiguously what steps to follow to
perform installation activities resulting in fault-free System Components. Debugging schemes
shall be included.
A.5.4.2.3

System-Operator Manuals

This documentation deals with the instructions and procedures for system operators to handle
System Components and System Parts. The manuals will describe in detail the operational
performance and the means of control for the operators, for software as well as hardware
components.
A.5.4.2.4

Configuration Manuals

Configuration of System Components shall be an important task in the new meteorological
network: it determines the operation of the entire network and of the individual components.
The configuration manuals shall contain clear descriptions of how various components of the
network have to be configured by persons qualified for these tasks.
A.5.4.2.5
-
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User Manuals

The User Manuals consists of a set of documentation starting with a description of the
total integrated system. This document provides an overview of the operation of the
total system.
The next set of manuals to be supplied shall ‘descend’ down to lower levels of System
Components.
The User Manuals shall contain instructions for users of the System and System
Components (hardware and/or software) on how to operate them.
The User Manuals shall describe in detail operational performance of the System and
the means of control for operators. Additionally, the manuals will provide information
on the interpretation of computer-generated diagnostics, analyses, and tools.
The User Manuals shall contain detailed descriptions of all software features, menus and
graphics.
System References shall be included in the manuals.

A.5.4.2.6

Technical Reference Manuals

The Technical Reference Manuals shall describe all System Components in detail and shall at
least contain the following information:
- A general description, including the major electrical characteristics and the equipment’s
physical construction and dimensions.
- A detailed description of the electrical or electronic circuitry and its basic principles of
operation; this description should be adequate by including schematic diagrams,
presented in a logical order together with tables or other indication of critical voltages
(or other parameters) with emphasis on important checkpoints where and if necessary.
- Although Installation Manuals have been mentioned separately, they may be considered
to be part of the Technical Reference Manuals.
- Operating instructions and methods for preventive and corrective maintenance to
ensure that the equipment can be maintained to the standards that are demanded by
the performance specifications of the equipment; a logical step by step process
recommended for trouble shooting. The proposed maintenance procedures shall be in
agreement with the requested proposal for Maintenance of the integrated
meteorological network, which will be given by the Contractor in the Maintenance
Conditions.
- Recommendations should also be made for (re)calibration methods and periods for any
included sensors.
A.5.4.2.7

Software Manuals

<Note that this section is only for software kept in Escrow and/or if the Purchaser will buy/own
the software code, with the rights to modify the code.>
The manuals provide complete descriptions and top-level flow charts of the software functions
and a well commented source codes. The source codes will be used exclusively for operation
and maintenance purposes.
A.5.4.2.8
-
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As-Built Drawings

At the completion of the installation of the System and System Components, the
Contractor shall supply as-built drawings to the Purchaser. These drawings shall be selfexplanatory and independent of other documents. They shall at least indicate
Full dimensional details of how all major assemblies of the supplied System
Components are physically installed and mechanically and/or electrically integrated.
Interconnecting cable layout.
Detailed wiring diagrams indicating power, grounding and circuit connections.
The title of each drawing and all included text and annotations shall be in <language>.
Definitions may be given on the drawing or on a summary sheet at the front of the
documents.
The number and scale of each drawing shall be clearly indicated, in addition to the issue
number of each drawing.
All drawing shall at least be of a 1:50 scale.

A.5.4.2.9

Training Manuals

For each part of the System and System Components that requires training before it can be
installed, operated, maintained, calibrated, verified or configured, Training Manuals shall be
supplied. The Contractor shall propose the contents of the Training Manuals.
The following quantities of documentation are required:
Document
Design Document
Installation Manuals
System Operator
Manuals
System-Configuration
Manuals
User Manuals
Technical Reference
Manuals
Software Manuals
As-Built Drawings
Training Manuals
A.5.5

Quantity
Two (2) sets hardcopy, one (1) electronic.
Three (3) sets hardcopy, one (1) electronic.
For each system component, two (2) sets hardcopy, one (1)
electronic.
For each configuration site two (2) sets hardcopy, one (1)
electronic.
For each user site two (2) sets hardcopy, one (1) electronic.
At the maintenance department two (2) sets hardcopy, one (1)
electronic.
For each user site two (2) sets hardcopy, one (1) electronic.
Two (2) sets hardcopy, one (1) electronic.
One for each trainee, one (1) set electronic.

Validation of documentation by Purchaser

The Purchaser shall validate all documentation. Contractor will send all documents to the
Purchaser to be reviewed within a certain period of time after contract award, mutually agreed
upon by Purchaser and Contractor.
A.5.6

Reproduction

Purchaser reserves the right to reproduce for own use in whole or in part any or all technical
publications supplied by the Contractor.
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ANNEX B: TENDER CLAUSES
B.1 REQUIREMENTS COLUMNS
Column
Heading
WMO Tag

Purpose/Definition
Provides a unique label for the requirement.
Format: <equipment code (see Table 1.1)>.<functionality code (see Table
1.2)>.<number>
Broad (functionality) group for the requirement (see Table B.2)
Provides a brief description/summary of the Requirement

Functionality
Requirement
Heading
Requirement
Verification
Method

B.1.1

Full Requirement Text
Method by which the requirement will be tested/evaluated/verified during the Tender
evaluation. The following categories are used:
Response
Requests for information.
Inspection
Non-destructive examination. May include simple physical
manipulation and/or measurements
Demonstration Manipulation of the equipment (as it is intended to be used) to
verify that the results are as planned/expected.
Test
Using a controlled/documented series of actions/inputs/data to
ensure that the equipment will produce specific/defined
outputs/outcomes.
Analysis
Verification of the equipment using calculations or models. May
allow predictive statements.

WMO Tag

This column provides a unique label for the Column. It has the format: <equipment code>.<functionality
code>.<number>
B.1.1.1 Equipment Code
Table B.1. Equipment (definition) and Code
Equipment
AWS Network Management
AWS/Intelligent Sensors
Communications
Cabling & Wiring
Direct Solar Radiation
General
Global/Diffuse Sky/Reflected Radiation
GUI
IT Infrastructure
Long Wave Radiation
Measurement Data Archive
Meteorological Information Processing System (MIPS)
National Message Generation
Network Metadata Management
Pressure
Precipitation Amount
Precipitation Intensity
Software
Sunshine Duration
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Equipment Code
ANM
AS
C
CW
DSR
G
GDR
GUI
IT
LWR
MDA
MIPS
NMG
NMM
P
PA
PI
S
SD

Snowfall/Snow Cover
Soil Temperature
Solar Tracker
Air Temperature
Relative Humidity
Wind Direction
Wind Speed

SSC
ST
STR
T
U
WD
WS

B.1.1.2 Functionality/Functionality Code
Table B.2. Functionality (definition) and Code
Functionality
Alarms/Warnings/Logging
Configuration Management for MIPS
Capacity/Planning/Performance
Data Communications-AWS
Data Communications Other
Financial
Health, Safety & Environment
IT Security
MIPS Functionality
Measurement/Functional Requirements
Metadata Storage
Maintenance/Support/Training
Observation/Site Metadata
Observation Statistics/Algorithms
Power/Site Infrastructure
Regulatory/Standards
Message/Report Generation
Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor Siting
Tender Requirements
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Functionality Code
AWL
CMS
CPP
DCA
DCO
F
HSE
IT
MFN
MR
MS
MST
OM
OS
PSI
R
RMG
SP
SS
TR

B.2 AWS AND ATTACHED SENSORS/SYSTEMS
B.2.1

Air Temperature

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

1

T.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range

The measurement range shall be -80 °C to +60 °C.

4

T.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Performance
Constant

Test

6

T.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

21

T.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

22

T.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

25

T.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sources of Error

400

T.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

1068

T.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Exposure Uncertainty

The instrument time constant under controlled conditions shall be 20 s or shorter over the
entire operational range. For field measurements in non-actively aspired radiation screens this
may not be achievable.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100% Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
Any impact on the temperature observation from self-heating effects from this configuration
should detailed.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
The Tendered equipment shall demonstrate that the following common sources of error have
been adequately compensated for:
a) Self heating of the thermometer element
b) Inadequate compensation for lead resistance
c) Inadequate Compensation for non-linearities in the sensor or processing instrument
d) sudden changes in switch contact resistance.
The sensor uncertainty shall be 0.2 ºC or better.

Response

1072

T.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1126

T.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

10

T.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
Installation Height

11

T.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Installation in Screen

12

T.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Actively or Passively
Aspirated Screen

If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements]
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The sensor/instrument for Air Temperature measurements shall be mounted inside the
radiation screen at a height between 1.25 and 2.0 m above ground level.
The sensor/instrument for Air Temperature measurements shall be mounted in a
radiation/thermometer screen. The screen (and other contained/attached sensors) shall not
affect the measurements more than 0.5 ºC under any condition.
If ice rime accretion is expected to significantly reduce the air circulation in the instrument
screen in which the Temperature Measurement is made, then artificial/forced ventilation may
be used.
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Verification
Method
Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Response

Response
Inspection
Analysis

Demonstration

13

T.SS.4

Sensor Siting

14

T.SS.5

Sensor Siting

24

T.SS.6

Sensor Siting

380

T.SS.7

Sensor Siting

Installation in Screen
[Grass Minimum
Temperature]

381

T.SS.8

Sensor Siting

382

T.SS.9

Sensor Siting

Non-Aspirated Screen
[Grass Minimum
Temperature]
Installation Height [Grass
Minimum Temperature]

2

T.MR.1

Units

3

T.MR.2

5

T.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

20

T.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Output Characteristics

7

T.OS.1

Calculated Parameters

8

T.OS.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

9

T.OS.3

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Minimum Data

34

T.OS.4

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Rate of Change Check

36

T.OS.5

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Jump Check

37

T.OS.6

Stuck Sensor

1012

T.OS.7

15
16

T.OM.1
T.OM.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation/Site Metadata
Observation/Site Metadata
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Airflow in an Aspirated
Screen
Monitoring Actively
Aspirated Screen
Shade Angle

Reporting Resolution
Sampling Frequency

Observation Extremes

NMHS Calculated
Parameters
Serial Number
Calibration Certificate

If an aspirated screen is used the airflow across the sensors shall be 3 m/s and shall not be
outside the range of 2.5 - 10 m/s under normal conditions.
If an aspirated screen is used, sufficient monitoring parameters should be provided to monitor
the health and status of the ventilation device.
The temperature sensor should be sited so as to not be in shadow from other instruments or
obstructions outside the enclosure. To maintain less than 1 °C additional uncertainty, the
temperature sensor/screen should not be in shadow when the sun is above 7 degrees above
the horizon
If the sensor is for measuring grass minimum temperature, the sensor shall be mounted in a
horizontal position in a special small radiation/thermometer screen with sufficient
dishes/louvres to shield the sensor from external solar radiation. The presence of the screen
shall not affect the measurements in any way.
If the sensor is for measurement of Grass Minimum Temperature, the radiation screen shall be
passive, active ventilation shall not be applied.

Test

If the sensor is installed for the measurement of Grass Minimum Temperature, the
sensor/instrument shall be mounted inside the radiation shield on suitable supports 25 to 50
mm above the ground and in contact with the tips of the grass.
When the ground is covered with snow, the sensor shall be supported immediately above the
surface of the snow, as near to it as possible without actually touching it.
Whatever physical quantity measured, Air Temperature shall be presented in/by the
instrument/system in degrees Celsius (°C).
The resolution of reported temperature shall be 0.1 °C.

Inspection

The air temperature should be sampled at least 4 times over the interval of the sensor time
constant. For example, if the sensor time constant is 20 seconds, then there should be a
sample at least every 5 seconds.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
Averages of all valid samples of Air Temperature shall be produced over 1-minute intervals.
The 1-minute average shall be used as the instantaneous value for air temperature.
The maximum and minimum temperature one minute (average) temperature values measured
over a 24-hour period shall be determined [=daily maximum/minimum]. The time of
occurrence shall also be stored
At least 66 % of the air temperature samples in one minute should be available to enable the
computation of the instantaneous air temperature value. If insufficient data, the data should be
marked as invalid/missing.
After each signal measurement, the current value should be compared to the preceding one. If
the difference between two samples is more than 2 °C, the current sample is identified as
suspect and is not used for the computation of an average.
If the difference between consecutive 1-minute averages (calculated one minute apart) is
more than 3 °C, then the data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation. If the
difference is more than 10°C, then the data should be flagged as erroneous for further
investigation.
If over a 60-minute interval the value 1-minute values of air temperature have not changed by
0.1°C, then the data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation.
Additional Air Temperature Statistics may be requested by the NMHS, to meet local or RA
requirements. These may be inserted here.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an

Test

Test
Analysis

Analysis

Demonstration

Demonstration
Test

Test

Test
Test

Test

Test

Test

Test
Test
Inspection
Inspection
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85

T.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Excitation Power

accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].

Test

B.2.2

Pressure

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

27

P.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range

29

P.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

31

P.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Performance
Constant
Operational Conditions

The measurement range shall be 500 – 1080 hPa (for both station pressure and mean sea
level pressure).
[[The NMHS may adapt this range in response to expected pressure range for the installation
region]].
The instrument time constant, under controlled conditions shall be 2 s or shorter.

40

P.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty

42

P.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Static Head

53

P.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

54

P.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

502

P.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

508

P.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

524

P.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Temperature Correction
in Calibration

1062

P.SP.11

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1080

P.SP.12

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1134

P.SP.13

Sensor/Hardware Performance

1138

P.SP.14

Sensor/Hardware Performance

41

P.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
General Installation
Features

86

As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 %, Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
Maximum difference: 0.3 hPa/year [Normal Use].
No more than 0.3 hPa/30 °C temperature change.
Hysteresis less than 0.3 after change of 50 hPa and back again
To achieve the required uncertainty of the pressure measurements, a static head, should be
used. If used, the static head should be located in an open environment, not affected by the
proximity of buildings. The Supplier should provide documentation specifying any additional
uncertainty introduced by the use of their static head.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
The sensor/instrument for measuring P shall be based on an electronic barometer. However,
any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section shall be considered.
The sensor uncertainty shall be 0.15 hPa or better.
For the tendency it shall be equal or better than 0.2 hPa
If the instrument is applying a correction for the ambient air temperature (measured internally
or with a separate thermometer), the temperature compensation function should be fully taken
into account in the calibration procedure.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements].
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The instrument shall be mounted in a location taking into the following conditions:
•
shielded from direct sunshine at all times
•
kept at a constant temperature [or within a specified temperature range]
•
installed in a draught free location
•
vibration free mounting.

Verification
Method
Test

Test
Test

Test

Analysis

Test

Test

Test
Test
Analysis

Response

Response

Response
Response
Analysis

43

P.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Installation Height

28

P.MR.1

Reporting Resolution

30

P.MR.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

52

P.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Output Characteristics

56

P.MR.4

Units

32

P.OS.1

33

P.OS.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

35

P.OS.3

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Rate of Change Check

38

P.OS.4

Stuck Sensor

39

P.OS.5

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

514

P.OS.6

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Insufficient
Measurements for
Averages

949

P.OS.7

Derived Parameters

1015

P.OS.8

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

1123

P.OS.9

Derived Parameters 3

45
47

P.OM.1
P.OM.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation/Site Metadata
Observation/Site Metadata

Sampling Frequency

Calculated Parameters
Minimum Data

Jump Check

Derived Parameters 2

Serial Number
Calibration Certificate

•
shielded or kept away from sources of strong magnetic fields (for example,
transformers, computers, radars)
The sensor/instrument for P measurements should be installed at a height between 1.2 and
2.0 m above ground level.
The resolution of reported measurement and tendency shall be 0.1 hPa.
The pressure should be sampled at least 4 times over the interval of the sensor time constant.
For example, if the sensor time constant is 2 seconds, then there should be a sample at least
every 0.5 s.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
Whatever physical quantity measured, Pressure shall be presented in/by the
instrument/system in hectopascals (hPa).
Averages of all valid samples of Pressure shall be produced over 1-minute intervals. The 1minute average shall be used as the instantaneous value for pressure
At least 66 % of the pressure samples in one minute should be available to enable the
computation of the instantaneous air temperature value. If insufficient data, the data should
be marked as invalid/missing
After each signal measurement, the current value should be compared to the preceding one. If
the difference between two samples is more than 0.3hPa, the current sample is identified as
suspect and is not used for the computation of an average.
If over a 60-minute interval the value of 1-minute values of pressure have not changed by
0.1hPa, then the data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation.
If the difference between consecutive 1-minute averages is more than 0.5 hPa, then the data
should be flagged as suspect for further investigation. If the difference is more than 2 hPa,
then the data should be flagged as erroneous for further investigation.
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
The pressure tendency should be determined using the difference between the current
pressure measurement, and the pressure values over the previous 3 hours
The NMHS may request that QFE and QNH be calculated by the sensor, as well as statistics
(maximum, minimum, standard deviation) to meet local or RA requirements. These should be
outlined here.
A Mean Sea Level should be determined, and WGS-84/EGM96 be applied to determine the
altitude (to which the station pressure relates) with respect to Mean Sea Level.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
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Inspection
Test
Test

Test

Demonstration
Test
Test

Test

Test
Test

Test

Test
Test

Test
Inspection
Inspection

1017

88

P.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Excitation Power

•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].

Test

B.2.3

Wind Direction

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

71

WD.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

For Mechanical Wind Sensors, the Sensor Damping Ratio shall be > 0.3.

105

WD.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Performance
Constant
Multiple Outputs

107

WD.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

157

WD.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

650

WD.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

657

WD.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

973

WD.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Sampling Frequency

1070

WD.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1074

WD.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1128

WD.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

76

WD.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
Installation Height

90

WD.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Sensor location in Mast

952

WD.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Distance to Obstacles 1

955

WD.SS.4

Sensor Siting

Distance to Obstacles 2

89

Verification
Method
Test

If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment (and supporting infrastructure) installed outdoors shall be
capable of operating in a Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 %
Non-condensing] and Wind Speed up to maximum wind speed required to be observed.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks and lightning protection shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
The sensor/instrument for measuring WD shall be an electrical recording wind direction
instrument. The most common instruments in use are vanes, combined propeller
anemometers/vane and ultrasonic instruments for measuring both wind speed and wind
direction. However, any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section shall be
considered.
[[NMHS may edit if they have a preference for a particular sensor type]].
The sensor uncertainty shall be 5°.

Test

If the sensor is to be used to report wind gust, then wind speed should be sampled at 1Hz or
greater. 4Hz is preferred.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements]
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The Wind Direction Sensor shall be sited at a standard height of 10 m above open terrain
[roughness length <=0.03 m]. Open terrain is defined as any area where the distance between
the anemometer and the obstructions is at least 10 times the height of the obstruction.
The WD sensor is preferably installed on top of the mast. If this is not possible, the sensor
shall be installed on a cross arm with a length of at least three mast or tower widths, attached
to the mast at 10 m height.
The Wind Direction sensor shall be installed so as to not impact the Wind Speed
measurement.
The wind sensor shall be sited so that any obstacle taller than 4 m shall be at a distance equal
to 10 times its height. For example, if an obstacle is 6 m tall, it shall be no closer than 60 m to
the wind sensor.
The wind sensor shall be sited so that any obstacle taller than 8 m shall be at a distance of
more than 15 times its width. For example, there is a tower that is 9m tall and 10 m wide, then
the wind sensor shall be sited more than 150 m away.

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Response

Response

Response
Inspection

Test

Analysis

Analysis

1124
59

WD.SS.5
WD.MR.1

Sensor Siting
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Installation
Units

63

WD.MR.2

66

WD.MR.3

103

WD.MR.4

651

WD.MR.5

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Wind Direction Sensor
Orientation

654

WD.MR.6

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Practical Range

665

WD.MR.7

Installation in Mast

78

WD.OS.1

83

WD.OS.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

87

WD.OS.3

Stuck Sensor

93
95

WD.OM.1
WD.OM.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation/Site Metadata
Observation/Site Metadata

109

WD.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Excitation Power

B.2.4
ID

90

Test
Demonstration

Measurement Range

The Wind Direction Sensor shall be mounted so that WD=0 complies to true North.
Whatever physical quantity measured, Wind Direction shall be presented in/by the
instrument/system in degrees clockwise from true north.
The maximum measurement range shall be 0-360 degrees.

Reporting Resolution

The Reporting Resolution for Wind Direction shall be 1 degree.

Test

Output Characteristics

The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has
a preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
Wind direction is defined as and shall be reported as the direction from which the wind blows,
and it is measured clockwise from geographical north, namely, true north (referred to the
World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS-84) and its Earth Geodetic Model 1996 (EGM96)).
The maximum measurement range shall be 0 – 360°. If two successive samples differ by
more than 180°, the difference is decreased by adding or subtracting 360° from the second
sample to obtain a wind direction between 0 – 360°.
The sensor/instrument for WD measurements shall be installed in a mast. The mast shall be
stable and installed vertically.
Vector averaging should be used for the average values of wind speed and direction.

Test

At least 75 % of the wind direction samples should be available to enable the computation of
both the 2-minute and 10-minute averages. If insufficient data, the 2- and/or 10-minute
average should be marked as invalid/missing
If the average values of wind direction do not vary by more than 10 degrees over a 60-minute
interval, the data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].

Test

Requirement

Verification
Method

Vector Averaging
Minimum Data

Serial Number
Calibration Certificate

Test

Test

Test

Test
Test

Test
Inspection
Inspection

Test

Wind Speed
WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

70

WS.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

73

WS.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Performance
Constant
Sampling Frequency

104

WS.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

106

WS.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

158

WS.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

613

WS.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

619

WS.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

1071

WS.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Exposure Uncertainty

1075

WS.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1129

WS.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

88

WS.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
Sensor location in Mast

953

WS.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Distance to Obstacles 1

954

WS.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Distance to Obstacles 2

60

WS.MR.1

Units

64

WS.MR.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

65

WS.MR.3

Reporting Resolution

102

WS.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

91

Measurement Range

Output Characteristics

For a mechanical wind speed sensor, the distance constant shall be in the range 2-5 m. [A
distant constant is not required for an ultrasonic sensor].
If the sensor is to be used to report wind gust, then wind speed should be sampled at 1 Hz or
greater. 4 Hz is preferred.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment (and supporting infrastructure) installed outdoors shall be
capable of operating in a Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 %
Non-condensing] and Wind Speed up to maximum wind speed required to be observed.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
The sensor/instrument for measuring Wind Speed shall be based on an electrical
anemometer. The most common instruments in use are cup anemometers, propeller
anemometers and ultrasonic anemometers. However, any sensor type compliant with the
requirements in this section shall be considered.
The sensor uncertainty shall be
• 0.5 m/s for WS 5 m/s.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements]
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The WS sensor is preferably installed on top of the mast. If this is not possible, the sensor
shall be installed on a cross arm with a length of at least three mast or tower widths, attached
to the mast at 10 m height.
The wind sensor shall be sited so that any obstacle taller than 4 m shall be at a distance equal
to 10 times its height. For example, if an obstacle is 6 m tall, it shall be no closer than 60 m to
the wind sensor
The wind sensor shall be sited so that any obstacle taller than 8 m shall be at a distance of
more than 15 times its width. For example, there is a tower that is 9 m tall and 10 m wide,
then the wind sensor shall be sited more than 150 m away.
Whatever physical quantity measured, Wind Speed and Wind Gust shall be presented in/by
the instrument/system in metres per second (m/s).
The maximum measurement range shall be 0-75 m/s. In regions of extremely high winds, an
extended range of 0-100 m/s may be requested.
Wind Gust, may reach 150 .m/s
The Reporting Resolution for Wind Speed shall be 0.5 m/s.
The Reporting Resolution for Wind Gust (if measured) shall be 0.1 m/s.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
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Installation Height

Minimum Data

Installation Height

Averages of all valid wind speed samples over 10-minute intervals shall be produced. This 10minute average shall be used as the instantaneous value for wind speed. A standard deviation
of wind speed shall also be calculated. If the wind sensor is in support of an aerodrome, then
an additional 2-minute average shall be calculated.
If an observation of wind gust is required, then this shall be the running mean of all valid wind
speed samples in a 3-second period.
The Wind Speed sensor shall be sited at a standard height of 10 m above open terrain. Open
terrain is defined as any area where the distance between the anemometer and the
obstructions is at least 10 times the height of the obstruction.
[A roughness index of 0.03 m or less may also be used as a definition for Open Terrain].
Vector averaging should be used for the average values of wind speed and direction.

Test

At least 75 % of the wind speed samples should be available to enable the computation of
both the 2-minute and 10-minute averages. If insufficient data, the 2- and/or 10-minute
average should be marked as invalid/missing
If the difference between a wind speed sample and the preceding one is more than 20 m/s,
then the data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation and not used for the
calculation of the average.
If the difference between consecutive 2-minute wind speed averages is more than 10 m/s the
data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation. If the difference is more than 20
m/s it should be flagged as erroneous for further investigation.
If the average values of wind speed do not vary by more than 0.5 m/s over a 60-minute
interval, the data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation.
The Wind Speed sensor shall be sited at a standard height of 10 m above open terrain. Open
terrain is defined as any area where the distance between the anemometer and the
obstructions is at least 10 times the height of the obstruction.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].
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Precipitation Amount

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

110

PA.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Collecting Gauge Orifice
Area

120

PA.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

121

PA.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

159

PA.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

531

PA.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

538

PA.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

541

PA.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Heating

In case the sensor/instrument for measuring Precipitation is based on collection of
precipitation, the area of the collector orifice shall be at least 200 cm2 and no larger than 500
cm2. The area of the orifice shall be known to the nearest 0.5 %, and the construction shall be
such that this area remains constant while the gauge is in normal use.
The construction shall be such as to minimize wetting areas. The container shall also have a
narrow inlet and be sufficiently protected from radiation to minimize the loss of water by
evaporation.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range (-40 °C to 55 °C), Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
The sensor/instrument for measuring Precipitation shall be based on an electronic recording
instrument. Any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section shall be
considered.
The sensor uncertainty shall be the larger of 5 % or 0.1 mm
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PA.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

General Installation
Features
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PA.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Excitation and Power
Supply

1063

PA.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1079

PA.SP.11

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1133

PA.SP.12

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
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If appropriate for local conditions, the precipitation sensor should be equipped with rim heating
and funnel heating (tipping bucket). The heating should be controlled by a thermostat and it
should be switched on below an ambient temperature of 5 ºC. The heating should avoid snow
and ice building up at the rim, and it should melt solid precipitation falling into the funnel. The
heating should keep the rim and funnel above 0 ºC, but the heating should be as little as
possible to avoid evaporation of the precipitation. For other types of instruments, heating
should be offered as required for the local conditions.
The instrument shall be mounted in a location optimized for taking precipitation
measurements:
• Minimal wind disturbances by nearby structures
• Non-splashing ground surface around the gauge installation location.
If the sensor requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. Where possible, extra-low and low power equipment should
be used, both to increase electrical and enable the use of solar power.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements]
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
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Measurement Range
Reporting Resolution

The collecting orifice of the precipitation gauge shall be installed at [[local precipitation gauge
height]].
The WMO makes no recommendation on installation height, but WMO Guide to Instruments
and Methods of Observations (WMO-No. 8) notes heights level with local ground surface [0
m] and then 0.5-1.5 m are commonly used.
In case a precipitation gauge is offered, to achieve the highest accuracy of the precipitation
measurements, a wind screen may be installed around the precipitation gauge to minimize
errors due to wind. The top of the wind screen should be at the same height as the orifice of
the precipitation gauge. For other types of instruments this requirement may not apply.
The precipitation sensor shall be sited such that obstacles are at a distance of at least twice
the height of the object above the sensor. That is, if the sensor is 2 m taller than the
raingauge top, it shall be at least 4 m away.
The precipitation sensor shall be sited such that any obstacle does not occupy more than 10
degrees of arc around the sensor.
Whatever physical quantity measured, Precipitation Amount shall be presented in/by the
instrument/system in millimetres.
The maximum measurement range shall be 0-500 mm/day. This may be increased to meet
local conditions
The Reporting Resolution for Precipitation Amount shall be 0.1 mm.
If reporting daily totals, 0.2 mm may be used.
If reporting weekly or monthly totals, 1 mm may be used.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
The individual measurements are providing the instantaneous readings. The system shall
calculate/make available:
• amounts over 1 minute,3 hours and 24 hours.
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
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U.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Performance
Constant
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U.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs
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U.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port
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U.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

475

U.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type
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U.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
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U.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Excitation and Power
Supply
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U.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty
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U.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
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Sensor/Hardware Performance
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U.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
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U.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Actively or Passively
Aspirated Screen
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U.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Monitoring Actively
Aspirated Screens

The instrument time constant under controlled conditions shall be 40 s or better over the entire
operational range. If used for Dewpoint Temperature measurement, then the sensor time
constant shall be 20 s. For field measurements in non-actively aspired radiation screens this
may not be achievable.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
The sensor/instrument for measuring RH should be based on an electrical capacitance
measurement probes.
Sensors for measuring Dew Point directly are usually based on dewpoint mirror.
However, any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section should be
considered by Customer.
The sensor measurement uncertainty shall be better than +/- 3 %RH.
If the sensor reports directly a Dew Point Temperature, the sensor uncertainty shall be
0.25 °C.
If the sensor requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. Where possible, extra-low and low power equipment should
be used, both to increase electrical and enable the use of solar power.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements]
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The sensor/instrument for RH measurements shall be mounted in a radiation/thermometer
screen. The presence of the screen shall not affect the measurements in any way.
If ice rime accretion is expected to significantly reduce the air circulation in the instrument
screen in which the RH measurement is made, then artificial/forced ventilation may be used.
The Tenderer shall demonstrate that the RH measurements are not influenced by wet
deposition and then evaporation during precipitation, drizzle or fog.
The Tenderer shall also demonstrate that screen provides sufficient protection from pollution
that the sensor is not affected.
If an aspirated screen is used, sufficient monitoring parameters should be provided to enable
the health and status of the ventilation device to be checked.
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Measurement Range

Sampling Frequency
Output Characteristics

Minimum Data

Dewpoint Temperature
calculations from Air
Temperature and RH

The sensor/instrument for RH measurements shall be mounted inside the radiation screen at
a height between 1.25 and 2.0 m above ground level
Whatever physical quantity measured, U shall be presented in/by the instrument/system
in %RH.
The maximum measurement range shall be 0-100 %RH.
If presented as Dew Point Temperature, the maximum temperature range shall be -80 °C to
35 °C.
The Reporting Resolution for Relative Humidity shall be 1 %RH (or better). If reported as Dew
Point Temperature, the reporting resolution shall be 0.1 °C.
The humidity should be sampled at least 4 times over the interval of the sensor time constant.

Inspection

The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
Averages of all valid samples of Relative Humidity shall be produced over 1-minute intervals.
The 1-minute average shall be used as the instantaneous value for relative humidity
At least 66 % of the relative humidity samples in one minute should be available to enable the
computation of the instantaneous relative humidity value. If insufficient valid data, the
instantaneous humidity value should be marked as invalid/missing.
After each signal measurement, the current value should be compared to the preceding one. If
the difference between two samples is more than 5 %RH, the current sample is identified as
suspect and is not used for the computation of an average.
If the difference between consecutive 1-minute averages if more than 10 %RH, then the data
should be flagged as suspect for further investigation. If the difference is more than 15 %RH,
the data should be flagged as erroneous for further investigation.
if over a 60-minute interval the value of the 1-minute values of RH have not changed by
1 %RH and RH < 95 %, then the data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation.
If Dewpoint Temperature is calculated from RH and Air Temperature, the 1- and 10-minute
averages of Dewpoint Temperature should be calculated from the instantaneous RH and Air
Temperature measurements, after which the averages for Dewpoint Temperature can be
calculated. It is not allowed to calculate averages for Dewpoint Temperature from averages of
Air Temperature and RH.
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
If relative humidity is measured, then a Dew Point Temperature should also be calculated,
using the formula from WMO Guide to Instruments and Methods of Observations (WMO-No.
8), Volume I, Chapter 4, Annex 4.B
Additional Relative Humidity Statistics may be requested by the NMHS, to meet local or RA
requirements. These may be inserted here.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
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U.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Excitation Power

•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].
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G.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Environment: EMC

967

G.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Availability of System
Components
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G.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Initiate information
request at start-up

128

G.MR.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Information transmission
at start-up

130

G.MR.3

131

G.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Error messages must be
unambiguous
Effectiveness of system
parameter changes

EMC susceptibility is according to EC-regulations, but special care must be taken to withstand
static electric shocks, as well as the use of handheld radio and telephone equipment in the
vicinity of the systems.
The availability of the single hardware components is as follows:
Component Availability
Instruments 99.98%, based on a MTBF of 12 months and a MTTR of 1 hour.
When a system component or system part starts up, it will initiate information request from all
other system components or system parts that are supposed to supply data/information to it.
At least the most actual information is requested. Historical information can also be requested
from the AWS Network Controller, up to 7 days old, and the period over which historical data
is requested, is configurable
When a system component or system part starts up, it will send information to all other system
components or system parts that are dependent on (data from) the starting system
component or system part. The starting system component or system part should at least
inform the other dependent system component or system part that it is available again.
An error message must unambiguously explain the cause and condition of the error.
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G.MR.5

Identical software

134

G.MR.6

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

135

G.MR.7

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Data retrieval when
communication has been
lost

136

G.MR.8

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Data retrieval when data
was not yet available

137

G.MR.9

165

G.MR.10

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Maintenance on ‘Hot
Standby’ systems
Configuration of access
to data

98

Data storage when
communication has been
lost

Changed configuration parameters should come into effect immediately unless explicitly
stated otherwise. The system component or system part should notify the user when the
parameter change comes into effect. When parameters are changed by other means than
from the AWS Network Controller (for example by direct access to equipment), the AWS
Network Controller should also be notified.
[[NMHS may insert additional consultation/authorisation process]]
The software for the same type (AWS, MIPS, etc.) of system should be identical. Differences
in the individual systems should be established by means of configuration parameters.
When a system component or system part sends data to another system component or
system part while a communication error occurred, the data should be stored/buffered by the
sending system component or system part. When storage is full, the oldest data should be
overwritten first. After recovery of the communication, the system component or system part
should send the stored data again, the newest data should be sent first. The period for which
data should be stored is configurable but should be at least 365 days.
[[NMHS May change storage duration to meet local requirements]].
When a system component or system part has tried to retrieve data from another system
component or system part while a communication error occurred, the retrieving system
component or system part should retrieve the missing data when communication has restored
again. The newest data is retrieved first. The period for which missing data should be
retrieved, is configurable. The AWS Network Controller should be notified of the
communication error.
[[The Customer may request additional redundancy/checksum/error checking]].
When a system component or system part tried to retrieve data from another system while the
data was not yet available, the system component or system part should try to retrieve all
missing data the next occurrence of data retrieval, if time allows. The newest data should be
retrieved first. The AWS Network Controller should be notified of the communication error.
It may be possible to do maintenance on software and hardware on ‘hot standby’ systems,
without disrupting the operational status of the system.
It should be possible to arrange access and access levels to all types of data by configuration
by a data/system manager
The following access levels will be distinguished:
• Access to data from within a process (e.g. batch environment)
• Interactive access to data using a search and request facility
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Power/Site Infrastructure
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Power/Site Infrastructure

Mains power
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G.PSI.4

Power/Site Infrastructure

Lightning Protection
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G.PSI.5

Power/Site Infrastructure

Electrical power supply
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• Unrestricted access to the data by an authorised data/system manager [[NMHS to determine
of this allows modification of Observation/Raw Data]]
The data/system manager should have:
• The possibility to define the specific users groups
• The possibility to arrange a specific access level for each user group.
When deviations from normal operation (sensor, communication, software problems) are
detected, the AWS or Sensor shall analyse the exception, time stamp it, and store them in log
file. At least time, sensor location, sensor type, instrument ID, percentage of missed samples
and status are logged. The AWS/Sensor start-ups/shutdowns and AWS/Sensor-exceptions
shall be logged as well.
The AWS/Sensor shall only log status changes. For example, if a sensor changes status from
‘normal operation’ to ‘instrument malfunction’, it will be logged once, and if it shall return to
‘normal operation’ again, this shall also be logged only once. When an AWS/sensor performs
a start-up or reset, all status shall be logged once.
The AWS or sensor should contain all required other (meta)data that is required to process
the “raw” observation data into meteorological parameters. Such (meta) data may include (but
not limited to) station lat/long, station altitude above MSL, calibration factors of the
instruments, installation heights of instruments, etc. It should be possible to change this
(meta)data from a remote site with minimal interruption of the AWS/sensor main tasks.
The status of each (sub-) system is determined based on status information from the
(sub-)systems.
All installed equipment should comply with applicable local requirements for electrical safety.
In the absence of local requirements, IEC 60950-1 may be used.
The equipment and installation shall conform to the latest editions or regulations of local
authorities. The most common international standards are (latest versions shall be
applicable):
• CE marking
• FCC Declaration of Conformity
• ISO 9001: Quality management systems and quality assurance.
In addition, local standards and regulations apply, the supplier to define which ones are valid
for the installation region (latest versions):
• Safety regulations for low voltage installations, including supplements and alterations
• Lighting conductor installations
• Telecommunication colours of cores of cables for use inside buildings and for mounting wires
• Telecommunication regulations for wireless (data)communication, use of available
frequencies
• Factories built low voltage switch gear and control cabinets
• Safety transformers
• Electrical symbols.
The supplier shall be responsible for the correct application of local standards (latest editions)
and regulations necessary to achieve conformity with local legislation.
In the absence of local requirements, IEC 60950-1 may be used.
The supplier shall confirm the mains power that is used in the installation region. All
equipment that is supplied in this project that uses mains power, shall work with the local
mains power without the use of (external) power converters. The correct power cables shall
be supplied with all equipment.
If a wind mast or another high structure is supplied and installed in the field, it shall be
equipped with a lightning protection system. This includes a lightning conductor at a height of
two meters above the top of the mast (or high structure).
For Europe the lightning protection system shall comply with IEC 62305 (EN 62305) standard
‘protection of structures against lightning’. For other installation, other regulations may apply,
the supplier shall be responsible for correct application of the regulations.
All equipment shall operate at a mains supply voltage applicable to the installation region: xxx
VAC ± yy%, aa Hz ± bb%. [[Customer to insert local/regional values]].

Test

Analysis

Analysis
Test
Test

Demonstration

Test

Test

80

G.R.1

Regulatory/Standards

Electromagnetic
Compatibility

359

G.R.2

Regulatory/Standards

Regulations

960

G.R.3

Regulatory/Standards

Workmanship Rules

1086

G.R.4

Regulatory/Standards

ISO 9001

290

G.HSE.1

Health, Safety & Environment

291

G.HSE.2

Health, Safety & Environment

Equipment can be
physically disconnected
from any power supply
Minimising risk of injury
and damage

100

Installed equipment should have suitable electromagnetic compatibility for operation in the
installed environment. In the absence of a local standard, IEC 61326:1997 + A1:1998 +
A2:2000 + A3:2003 can be used.
The equipment and installation shall conform to the latest editions or regulations of local
authorities and the customer.
The supplier shall be responsible for the correct application of valid European/US/applicable
standards (latest editions) necessary to achieve conformity with the local legislation on
machinery safety.
For electrical and control systems particularly, all relevant components, apparatuses, panels,
boards, systems and installations, which are part of the scope of work, have to comply with
the applicable standards. The work of the supplier will be in conformity with the applicable
standards.
Cabinets are assembled by the supplier. High-qualified workmanship and extreme care should
be applied when assembling the equipment. At least the following aspects should reflect this:
•
All process specification steps should be rigorously followed.
•
All quality assurance specifications should be rigorously followed.
•
High quality soldering with a good reflow, it should be free of excessive solder,
pits and cracks, and is not subjected to mechanical stress.
•
All cabling should be properly guided and bundled, and attached every 30 cm (no
loose cables, no free hanging cables). Unnecessary extra cable loops should be avoided.
Cables have always to be installed as close as possible to grounded surfaces. All cable
connections in cabinets should be terminated on connector plugs with metal enclosures. The
cabling inside cabinets should be routed in an orderly manner in fixed traces, and tied up. The
presence of loose cabling over lengths of more than 30 cm is not permitted.
•
Bolts should be properly torqued and sealed.
•
All parts should be properly attached by screws, adhesive or brazing (no loose
parts).
•
Painting and coatings should be applied smoothly and with constant thickness,
without the presence of drops and non-treated areas.
•
All equipment should be adequately cleaned and free of dust and dirt.
Cabinets, enclosures and housings should be free of scratches and dents.
All Tenderers, and their subcontractors were appropriate, should have ISO 9001 certification.
Documentary evidence of this certification should be included with the Tender documents.
When equipment is switched OFF, e.g., by means of a physical ON/OFF switch, the total
equipment can be physically disconnected from the power supply. If not so, provisions will be
supplied enabling a physical disconnection.
The system shall be designed in such a way as to prevent or minimise the risk of personal
injury or system damage.

Test

Analysis

Test

Response
Demonstration

Analysis

B.2.8

Cabling & Wiring

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

251

CW.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Maximum amount of
cables in ducts

252

CW.PSI.2

Power/Site Infrastructure

Cables shall comply to
local standards,
regulations and norms

253

CW.PSI.3

Power/Site Infrastructure

254

CW.PSI.4

Power/Site Infrastructure

255

CW.PSI.5

Power/Site Infrastructure

256

CW.PSI.6

Power/Site Infrastructure

257

CW.PSI.7

Power/Site Infrastructure

258

CW.PSI.8

Power/Site Infrastructure

259

CW.PSI.9

Power/Site Infrastructure

260

CW.PSI.10

Power/Site Infrastructure

Cables shall support one
voltage or power supply
Cables shall be of
uninterrupted length
Wiring in trunked
systems is not allowed
Clamps are not allowed
for single-core cables
Cable saddles shall be of
isolating material
Adhesive saddles are not
allowed
Single-core cables shall
be separated from other
circuits
Sufficient cable supports

New cable ducts should not contain more cables than 75 % of their maximum capacity existing cable ducts should not contain more cables than 100 % of their maximum capacity
after completion of the works.
All cables that are used in the systems delivered by the supplier, shall comply to local
standards, regulations and norms. It is the responsibility of the supplier to find out what local
standards, regulations and norms are applicable and that all cables are compliant with these
regulations.
Only a single voltage or power supply shall be supported by a cable. It is not allowed to have
two different voltages or power supply from two different circuit breakers in one cable.
Cables between two terminations should be of one uninterrupted length.

261

CW.PSI.11

Power/Site Infrastructure

262

CW.PSI.12

Power/Site Infrastructure

263

CW.PSI.13

Power/Site Infrastructure

264

CW.PSI.14

Power/Site Infrastructure

265

CW.PSI.15

Power/Site Infrastructure

266

CW.PSI.16

Power/Site Infrastructure

267

CW.PSI.17

Power/Site Infrastructure

268

CW.PSI.18

Power/Site Infrastructure

269

CW.PSI.19

Power/Site Infrastructure

101

Junction and terminal
boxes with glands
Protection for entry
glands of cables
Cable cores should be
terminated according to
applicable regulations
Conduits should be only
used for cable protection
Conduits shall not be
used for wiring
Conduits shall be of
synthetic material
Local control panels shall
be made of metal diecasting aluminium
Junction boxes of
aluminium shall be
stroke-proof and dripwater-proof
Conduits shall be free of
burrs and sharp
projections

Verification
Method
Inspection

Demonstration

Test
Test

Wiring in trunked is not allowed.

Inspection

Clamps are not allowed for single-core cables. Where clamps are used, these should be of the
claw type fixed on slotted a channel and suitable for horizontal or vertical mounting.
Cable saddles should be of isolating material.

Demonstration

The use of adhesive saddles is not allowed.

Inspection

Circuits employing single-core cables should be kept well separated from other circuits, and
non-magnetic clamps should be used.

Test

Cable supports or clamps shall be spaced at adequate intervals to eliminate excessive sag or
mechanical tension of the cables.
Where a cable enters a junction box or terminal box the correct size and type of the entry
gland should be used.
Provisions may be made to protect cables against being pulled out of an entry gland.

Demonstration

Cable cores should be properly terminated, as directed by applicable regulations, by means of
lugs, except where an alternative arrangement is applied in the design of the equipment.

Demonstration

Conduits should only be for cable protection.

Inspection

Conduits should not be used for wiring.

Inspection

It is preferred to use conduits of a stroke-proof synthetic material, e.g., Hostalit. No elbows and
tees may be used. The conduits may be open-ended.
Local control panels should be made of die-cast aluminium.

Demonstration

Junction boxes of aluminium material should be vandal proof, dust resistant and drip-waterproof and be provided with glands. Junction boxes should have protection IP 55 (or better).

Test

Conduits should be free from burrs and sharp projections and should be of sufficient capacity.

Test

Demonstration

Demonstration
Demonstration

Inspection

270

CW.PSI.20

Power/Site Infrastructure

271

CW.PSI.21

Power/Site Infrastructure

272

CW.PSI.22

Power/Site Infrastructure

273

CW.PSI.23

Power/Site Infrastructure

274

CW.PSI.24

Power/Site Infrastructure

275

CW.PSI.25

Power/Site Infrastructure

276

CW.PSI.26

Power/Site Infrastructure

277

CW.PSI.27

Power/Site Infrastructure

278

CW.PSI.28

Power/Site Infrastructure

Cables shall be
separated in trunking
compartments

279

CW.PSI.29

Power/Site Infrastructure

All wires shall be labelled

280

CW.PSI.30

Power/Site Infrastructure

All cables shall be
labelled

281

CW.PSI.31

Power/Site Infrastructure

All panels shall be
labelled

282

CW.PSI.32

Power/Site Infrastructure

Grounding shall comply
with applicable
regulations

283

CW.PSI.33

Power/Site Infrastructure

1116

CW.PSI.34

Power/Site Infrastructure

1117

CW.PSI.35

Power/Site Infrastructure

Each enclosure shall
include grounding
facilities
Cable Protection of for
local conditions
Site Drawings

102

Bends, tees, blank ends
shall be standard-made
units
Screws, nuts, and
washer material
Cable runs shall be
approved by the
Customer
Cable cores shall be
protected
Cable trunking shall be
mounted according to
manufacturer
specification
Exposed cable runs shall
be of a matching colour
Perforated cable trunking
is not allowed for vertical
runs of cables
Cable trunking shall
consist of sections

Bends, tees, blank ends etc., shall be standard-made units. Efficient means of bonding lengths
of trunking and accessories together shall be provided to ensure that trunkings are
mechanically and electrically continuous throughout.
All screws, nuts, washers in the electrical installation shall be of stainless steel or galvanised
steel.
Cable runs to the main power supply panel should be approved by the customer. The supplier
should indicate his preferred cable routing. Where possible existing cable runs should be
used.
Cables that are less than 2,500 mm above floor level, down drops to switches, etc., and all
other cables liable to mechanical damage should be protected.
To mount the cable trunking original mounting, fittings as specified by manufacturer should be
used.

Demonstration

Exposed cable runs should be of a matching colour matching with the rest of the installation
environment.
Vertical cable runs should not be made of perforated cable trunks.

Demonstration

Cable trunking should consist of sections, generally not less than 2 metres long, complete with
coupling plates, manufactured from sheet steel, protected against corrosion through
galvanisation.
As far as practical, the separation of cabling in trunking compartments and conduits should be
as follows:
• 400 and 230 V circuits
• control circuits
• data and communication cabling
• low tension and electronic circuits.
All wiring shall be identified at both ends by fixed markers giving wire number as shown on
supplier’s drawings. All cables shall bear identification in the form of numbered markers, they
shall, where applicable, be marked with markers with black text on yellow background.
All cables should be identified at both ends with non-corrodible cable markers giving the
amount and the cross-section of the conductors and the coding of the panels that are
connected at both sides. Near each cable run branch the cables should be labelled. The
cable-markers must be approved by the customer.
Labels should be provided for every panel to describe the duty of or identify every instrument,
relay, push button, indicator lamps, or items of equipment mounted internally. The labels
should be clear, concise and unambiguous and must be approved by the customer before
manufacture. Each label should be permanently secured to the panel surface immediately
adjacent to the item to which it refers. Internally and externally fitted labels should be finished
white with black engraved letters and numbers.
Grounding shall be according the latest version of applicable regulations. The metal frames
and casings of the cable runs and the remote-control stations shall be bonded together and
earthed to the earth bars. The grounding shall not be connected to the building earth, but to
the installation grounding system as provided by the customer. Armoured cables shall only be
earthed at the power feeding side.
Each enclosure includes a copper earth bar, running along the full length of the panel with
provision for connecting to the central grounding system and connected to the earth bar of the
cable compartments.
The NMHS may specify additional cabling requirements to reflect local climatic/soil conditions
or regulations - for example, on cabling depth, or protection from humidity or vermin
Where the Tenderer provides AWS/Smart Sensor Site design, clear drawings showing the
location of cables shall be provided to the Customer for each site.

Test

Inspection
Test

Test
Demonstration

Demonstration

Test

Demonstration

Test

Test

Test

Demonstration

Test
Inspection

305

103

CW.HSE.1

Health, Safety & Environment

All equipment shall meet
a specified installation
protection factor

Degree of protection between panels and between cable compartments and cabinets should
be IP 30. When doors are opened protection should be IP 20. Degree of protection between
cable compartment and main bus-bar compartment should be IP 40 after extension. For
cabinets and equipment not installed in cabinets, protection should be IP 55. For the AWS
cabinet, see AWS_029.

Test

B.2.9

AWS Network Management

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

127

ANM.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

132

ANM.MR.2

211

ANM.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Initiate information
request on request of
system operator
System parameter
change registration
MIPS shall show
progress of data
acquisition

227

ANM.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Presentation of system
status of remote systems

230

ANM.MR.5

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Map display 1: overview

231

ANM.MR.6

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Map display 2: Station
Information

The system operator can give a command to initiate information request to system
components or system parts supplying information to other system components or system
parts.
All changes to system parameters shall be logged by the Measuring System and the AWS
Network Controller.
The ANM may have a feature to show (to the system operator and technicians) the progress of
the data acquisition from all AWSs. The following items may be shown:
• The station accessed
• The status of the connection
• The number of attempts to set up a connection before the connection was been made
• The connection time
• The number of retries on the data acquisition
• The progress in % received data
• The performance status of the data communication.
A graphical display should show the operational status of all system components.
AWS:
• Status of AWS
• Status of all connected sensors
• Status of all housekeeping information [for example power, door open, clock]
• Status of data communication connection.
The ANM should have screens with map overviews of all stations in the observation network. If
all stations can be shown on one map, only one screen is required, if the number of stations is
so large that one map is not sufficient, additional screens should be added.
For every station the station ID (WMO code) should be shown as text next to the station.
The stations should be colour coded, where the colours have the following meaning. The
status of the instruments is related to the AWS internal meteorological parameter validation
(AWS data validation Requirement), and in case an instrument does not output any data at all.
On the map display it should be possible to click on any station, which will zoom in on the
station, showing additional information in a graphical manner:
• WMO station ID, WMO name [and “normal” name, if required]
• graphical presentation using colour coding (icon, button), of all meteorological parameters
assessed at a station, measured or derived/calculated (for example dewpoint temperature)
if the parameter is OK the icon/button will be green, if the data is not qualified OK, it should be
yellow, if the data is unavailable, the it should be red.
• at least one but up to the latest 10 numerical values of all parameters assessed at a station,
measured or calculated (for example dewpoint temperature)
• graphical presentation using coloured buttons, of all housekeeping parameters assessed at a
station, measured or calculated
- if the parameter is OK the button will be green,
if the data is not qualified OK, the button should be yellow,
if the data is unavailable, the button should be red.
• at least one but up to the latest 10 numerical values of all housekeeping parameters
assessed at a station, measured or calculated.
This display should be automatically updated every time new data from the AWSs is received
in the MIPS.
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Verification
Method
Test

Test
Test

Demonstration

Test

Test

B.2.10 Measurement Data Archive
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

164

MDA.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

167

MDA.MR.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Management of
configuration parameters
for data archiving
Manual access to data

185

MDA.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

The Measurement Data
Storage shall request
data from AWSs

186

MDA.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

The Measurement Data
Storage shall request log
data from AWS/Sensor

203

MDA.MR.5

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

MIPS shall have a data
acquisition module

204

MDA.MR.6

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Simultaneous acquisition
of data

205

MDA.MR.7

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Acquisition of data from
AWS stations

207

MDA.MR.8

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

MIPS data storage
requirements

It should be possible to configure the process of archiving by configuration parameters. An
example of such a parameter is:
• Default storage period.
The data/system manager shall have the possibility to intervene in the running processes
related to stored data. Such actions shall mainly focus on correction of inconsistencies. The
required functions for this manual type of management are, for example.:
• Removal of data from the different data sets and/or databases
• To set the parameters for the management of archive issues for each database. Such change
to overrule the default setting of the storage periods will be temporarily and in case of specific
weather circumstances (e.g., in cases of calamities).
• To carry out consistency controls.
The AWS/Sensor should have the capability to have the Measurement Data Storage system
retrieve (pull) data from the AWS/Sensor on request. The Measurement Data Storage should
contact the AWS/Sensor via the selected data communication method and request data by
specifying the meteorological parameters, a start and end time and a start and end date.
However, if due to whatever reason the Measurement Data Storage is missing data for a
certain period of time, the period of retrieval should be configurable by the Measurement Data
Storage up to a maximum of ([NMHS to set limit).
The AWS/Sensor should have the capability to have the MDS retrieve log data, on request.
The MDS should connect to the AWS/Sensor and request the log data specified by a start and
end time and a start and end date. The log data should be stored on the MDS and be available
for technicians and administrators.
The MIPS shall have a module (Measurement Data Storage) that acquires data from the
supplying systems, the AWS stations. Acquisition shall be done via the chosen data
communication system, the configuration of which is done in the MDS. The MDS shall be able
to buffer acquired data for at least one hour.
The MDA (which may be part of a combined MIPS or separate) should be able to acquire data
simultaneously from various AWS. There is a time window for creating and disseminating of
reports, and all required AWS data should be acquired in time for this report generation.
The Measurement Data Archive (MDA) may acquire and store data from AWS/smart sensor
stations. Acquisition may take place by specifying a start and end time and a start and end
date, and the parameters/data that may be acquired. For the regular acquisition, this may be
arranged through configurations for each station. The MDA may acquire data from all AWSstations every (NMHS to define frequency, for example, every 10 minutes). The newest data
may be collected first.
(The NMHS should also define whether the MDA pulls/requests data from the AWS, or whether
the AWS pushes the data).
The Measurement Data Archive (MDA) can store meteorological data in files or databases in
various manners. The data that is acquired by MDA may not be identical to the data that will be
stored.
At least the following data should be stored for a period of at least 7 days:
• All 1-minute moving averages from the AWSs from the observations taken once every minute.
• All 10-minute averages from the AWSs from the observations taken once every minute,
including the 10-minute minimum, the 10-minute maximum, standard deviation, # of good
measurements used for the averages.
• All reports.
• Log files from the AWSs and the MDA itself.
Storage capacity should only be limited by available disk space, which should be dimensioned
adequately. The MDA operations should not be affected when the above-described quantities
are exceeded.
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Verification
Method
Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

216

MDA.MR.9

232

MDA.MR.10

233

206

106

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Changing the system
time
Map display 3:
diagnostics and actions

MDA.MR.11

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Request AWS data for
technical diagnostics

MDA.OS.1

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Processing module

There are no specific requirements on how the data will be stored. However, for many reasons
it would be convenient if data is stored in a relational database, which provides many of the
data management tools as standard features. Storage in files is possible, but many of the
required tools will have to be provided separately.
Disk space should be dimensioned so that at most 50 % of the capacity is used during normal
operation. Storage structure should be defined in detail by the supplier.
A system administrator should have the possibility to set/change the system time.
(The Customer may add additional security requirements to avoid errors or malicious use.)
It should be possible to right-click on the meteorological parameters from Map Display 2:
Station Information, which will provide access to the following information or actions (through
sub menus or text boxes/windows):
• detailed information on the data quality, including but not limited to station/parameter
description, status (fatal fault, data unavailable, range error, rate of change error, source of a
problem (bad power supply, broken data cable, etc.).
• a parameter can be forced to a particular value, a numerical value or to an error state. This
action will be logged and can only be executed by a technician or meteorological system
parameter.
• at least the latest alarm but also up to the latest 10 alarms related to the parameters
• if the system can assess the reason for an alarm, it may provide a short description of this
reason.
The MDA can request an AWS for the real time data from a selected meteorological parameter.
There are two ways to request AWS:
• Real time AWS data
The MDA requests the latest real time AWS data. When data becomes available in the AWS,
the AWS sends it directly to the MDA. This data communication should not interrupt or interfere
with the regular data communication between MDA and AWS.
• Historic AWS data
The MDA requests historic AWS data. In the request, the start and end date/time are specified
and the parameters from which data are desired. The AWS sends the MDA the requested data.
If the data are not available, the AWS should notify the MDA of this.
The header of the data displayed should show the selected AWS and parameter(s). The
received AWS data should be displayed from the latest to older data as (ASCII) text. It should
be possible to scroll back and forward in the data.
The MIPS/MDA may have facilities to perform computations on acquired ‘raw’ data, which will
lead to the production of so-called ‘derived quantities’. The calculations can be simple (e.g.,
calculation of measured air pressure to mean sea level pressure), or more complex (e.g.,
deriving cloud cover from the combination of time averaged lidar measurements in combination
with satellite data and some additional algorithms).
For the computations, at least the following arithmetic functions must be available: adding,
subtracting, multiplying, power, square root, exponent, logarithm, sine, cosine.
It may be possible to implement new calculations by the user, through configuration or by an
embedded programming tool. Adding additional or new algorithms may not require coding on
the main program.
Algorithms from this module may be invoked not only to convert ‘raw’ data to those stored, but
also if data from has to be converted to quantities suitable for insertion in reports.

Test
Test

Test

Test

B.2.11 National Message Generation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

124

NMG.MR.1

Messaging Requirements

209

NMG.MR.2

662

NMG.OS.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

663

NMG.OS.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Wind Direction in BUFR

The system is capable of handling (coding, decoding, automatic generation, manual
generation) all nationally and internationally defined reports defined in Manual on the Codes.
The NMG should automatically remove old meteorological reports, the number of days after
which the reports are removed is configurable by the NMHS.
In Synoptic Observations wind direction should be reported
• in degrees to the nearest 10°, using a 01 ... 36 code (for example, code 2 means that the
wind direction is between 15 and 25°),
• WD in the SYNOP is based on a 10-minute average.
If BUFR generation is included, the wind direction should be reported
• in degrees with at least 1° resolution,
• WD in BUFR code is based on a 10-minute average.

Removal of old
meteorological reports
Wind Direction for
Synoptic Observations

Verification
Method
Test
Test
Test

Test

B.2.12 GUI
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

200

GUI.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

MIPS components shall
have a Graphic User
Interface (GUI)

201

GUI.MR.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

MIPS Resolution

202

GUI.MR.3

MIPS displays

236

GUI.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

237

GUI.MR.5

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

User Display Resolution

238

GUI.MR.6

240

GUI.MR.7

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

242

GUI.MR.8

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Size and number of
displays
Data to display via
Ethernet, LAN/WAN or
WIFI
Scaling of graphical
presentations

All aspects of the MIPS should have a graphical user interface. It should work with windows to
show information in a structured and configurable manner. MIPS displays can be shown in web
browsers or in dedicated client applications manner. MIPS displays can be shown in web
browsers or in dedicated client applications.
(In the above, Windows=a region on a display, not necessarily the Microsoft Operating System
of the same name)
The physical resolution of graphical presentations should be such that all information on the
screens is clear and readable at a distance of 1 m from the screen. If the windows are scaled
to their smallest dimensions, it should still be possible to see and read all the information on a
standard size terminal.
If displays for any aspect of the MIPS are part of the delivery, they shall be at least (NMHS to
insert size, for example 21 inch)
All aspects of the MIPS should have a graphical user interface. It should work with windows to
show information in a structured and configurable manner. MIPS displays can be shown in web
browsers or in dedicated client applications manner. MIPS displays can be shown in web
browsers or in dedicated client applications.
(In the above, Windows=a region on a display, not necessarily the Microsoft Operating System
of the same name.)
The physical resolution of graphical presentations shall be such that all information on the
screens is clear and readable at a distance of 1 m from the screen. If the windows are scaled
to their smallest dimensions, it shall still be possible to see and read all the information on a
standard size terminal.
Any size of display should be supported, but in general the size should at least be 21”.

243

GUI.MR.9

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Physical units of
displayed data

107

The displays shall have a
graphical user interface
(GUI)

Verification
Method
Demonstration

Test

Test
Demonstration

Test

Demonstration

The displays should communicate with the relevant part of the MIPS via Ethernet, LAN/WAN or
WIFI.

Demonstration

The size (width, height) of a graph may scale with the window size, i.e., if the horizontal
dimension of the window becomes twice as large, so may the vertical dimension of the graph.
The minimum size of the window is defined by the readability of the text on the screen.
For some meteorological quantities it shall be possible to choose the physical units to be used
in the graphs. For example, wind speed can be displayed in m/s or knots, pressure in hPa,

Demonstration

Demonstration

244

GUI.MR.10

245

GUI.MR.11

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Up-dating graphs in
minimised windows
Trend graphs, time series

246

GUI.MR.12

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Other display elements

247

GUI.MR.13

Colours

248

GUI.MR.14

361

GUI.MR.15

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

108

Text size
Dimensions of the display
system

mmHg, temperature in ºC and ºF.
(The default shall be to SI units unless designated by the Customer.)
The graphs in minimised windows should be updated continuously in the same manner as they
would be if the window was ‘open’.
It should be possible to display meteorological and housekeeping data in trend graphs, i.e.,
measurements as function of time. The following items can be selected for a graph:
• The data to be used.
For each graph the data to display can be selected. The available data is selectable from a list
in a pop-up menu. In each graph a maximum of four elements can be displayed, i.e., at most 4
curves per graph. Each element should have its own scale along the vertical (y) axis. If 4
curves are displayed, two y-axes are displayed on the left side of the graph and two on the
right side.
• Line type
• Colour of the curve.
• Time scale
The time scale is defined by either:
• Historic data: start and end time/date. In this case the horizontal axis starts at the start time
and ends at the end time.
• Start time/date and a period of time. The period of time can be 1, 3, 6, 12 or 24 hours.
• The end time as the latest measurement and the period before, which can be 1, 3, 6, 12 or
24 hours.
It should be possible to zoom in or out in a simple manner. The legends for the displayed data
should be shown in the graph. A cross-hair cursor can be moved over the graph, showing the
time and the measured values on the display. It should be possible for users to apply the
above-mentioned tools to configure their own graph set-ups (and also save these
configurations).
It shall be possible to display data in:
• Text boxes, numerical values and text, updated automatically as new data becomes available
in the MIPS
• Wind roses for wind direction and variation in wind direction. The arrow form, the direction the
wind is blowing from, points towards the centre of the wind rose. Variation can be shown as a
circle section around the outside/inside of the wind rose. Main tick at every 30º minor ticks
every 10º.
It may be possible to freely select the colour for each element on the screen, as well as for
text.
Text size may be scaled automatically with the dimensions of the text boxes on the screens. A
separate tool to scale text size is not required.
The dimensions of a display system (if part of the project delivery) should not exceed the size
of a standard PC (desktop or tower).

Demonstration
Test

Test

Demonstration
Demonstration
Demonstration

B.2.13 IT Infrastructure
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

285

IT.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Standard internal
transport/network
protocol

307

IT.MR.2

309

IT.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

General purpose
industrial computers
General system
environment

310

IT.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Office systems
environment

311

IT.MR.5

324

IT.MR.6

325

IT.MR.7

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Database Management
System Language
Split hardware over
separate computer rooms
Systems will hold data on
power failure

The systems should use TCP/IP as standard transport/network protocol for internal interfaces
whenever possible. This enables systems to exchange data on the same hardware platform or
via LAN/WAN. Exception: interfaces with instruments may not be able to use TCP/IP, but can
use another protocol.
The system should use general purpose industrial computers as the main platform component
for process control.
One system environment shall be used. The system shall use UNIX, Microsoft Windows,
Linux, or a system of equivalent functionality as an overall general system environment. The
use of other system environments than Windows, UNIX or Linux shall be motivated.
[[The Customer should designate a time period (suggestion 5 years) for which the software will
guaranteed on the offered OS.]]
The desktop systems (if part of the project) environment shall be the latest stable version of the
OS, or equivalent.
[[The Customer should designate a time period (suggestion 5 years) for which the software will
guaranteed on the offered OS.]]
All Database Management System(s) used within the system should be ANSI SQL-based.
Options can be offered- industry standards should be preferable.
Redundant hardware may be split-up over separate rooms.

354

IT.MR.8

969

IT.PSI.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Power/Site Infrastructure

NMHS Specified
keyboard layout
UPSs for AWSs and
MIPS

Verification
Method
Demonstration

Demonstration
Demonstration

Demonstration

Inspection
Inspection

The system shall be built in a way to prevent data loss at power failures. Data shall be copied
to permanent storage as soon as it is ingested by the system and not be kept in volatile
memory.
Keyboards supplied with systems may have a NMHS Specified keyboard layout. Software may
support the use of keyboards with a NMHS Specified keyboard layout.
UPS should be supplied for all components of the MIPS to guarantee proper shutting down in
case of mains power failure or brownout. In case the customer already is using a UPS at
certain locations, it should be assessed if it can be re-used for the new systems.

Test

Verification
Method
Test

Demonstration
Test

B.2.14 Communications
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

174

C.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Communication protocols
for communication with
MIPS

314

C.MR.2

Network technology

979

C.MR.3

980

C.MR.4

981

C.MR.5

317

C.R.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Regulatory/Standards

Communication protocols should preferably not require any user configuration other than
hardware configuration. In case of serial communication configuration of standard parameters
such as baud rate, parity, etc, are allowed. In case of TCP/IP, configuration of IP addresses
and related parameters are allowed, as well as configuration of routers and other
communication hardware.
[NMHS may determine whether data is 'pushed' for AWS site to MIPS, or 'pulled'].
The systems should use TCP/IP over Ethernet as network technology. TCP/IP over serial lines
should also be possible.
Messages are stored at the AWS/Smart Sensor during a communication problem. After
communication is restored the messages are sent.
Error handling on protocol level is covered by the TCP/IP implementation.

109

Recovery after
communication problem
Error handling on
protocol level
Physical Connection
Communication
equipment approval

The systems may be connected through an Ethernet network complying with IEEE 802.3 with
a foiled twisted pair cable. The connector may be a RJ45.
All communication equipment used for communication via the public telephone network or
fixed (hired) lines, wireless telephone or radios, shall be approved by the local

Demonstration
Test
Demonstration
Demonstration
Demonstration

362

C.R.2

Regulatory/Standards

Wireless communication

982

C.R.3

Regulatory/Standards

Transport/network
protocol used

110

telecommunication authorities. If licenses are required for equipment offered, the supplier shall
inform the customer for approval.
In case wireless communications is applied, local permit restrictions may apply related to the
use of particular frequencies to be used. The supplier shall conform with the customer and
local telecommunication authorities which permits are required and whether the supplier or the
customer shall arrange these permits.
The interface should use TCP/IP as network/transport layer protocol

Test

Demonstration

B.2.15 AWS/Intelligent Sensors
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

199

AS.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

AWS cabinet

1059

AS.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1084

AS.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1089

AS.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Operational Wind Speed
Maximum

177

AS.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Housekeeping data

The AWS/Smart Sensor and the electronic equipment required for the AWS/Smart Sensor,
should be installed in an outdoor cabinet with a protection category of IP 55, IP 56, IP 57,
IP65, IP66 or IP 67 (IEC 60 529).
The material the cabinet is made of should be chosen so that the cabinet can survive at least
10 years in the environment of the installation without physical damage. The outer layer of the
cabinet should be UV resistant, and not show external or internal corrosion in case it is made
of metal. If powder coated or painted, the coating may have changed colour, but it should not
be cracked or damaged in any other way. If glass fibre or other synthetic materials have been
used, it may have changed colour, but it should not be cracked or damaged in any other way.
It should be possible to supply the cabinet in any RAL colour.
The cabinet should have at least one lock and should open/close with a key. Depending on
the dimensions of the cabinet door, multiple door locks may be required.
If required due to environmental conditions, the cabinet should be double-walled and/or
equipped with heating with a thermostat and a hygrostat.
At the bottom of the cabinet glands should be built in for incoming and outgoing cables.
The cabinet should be supplied with all necessary pole mounting brackets or wall mounting
brackets, as required.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements].
When a Tenderer is supplying a system [for example a mast and sensors, or an AWS cabinet
with solar panels], they should provide details of the maximum wind speed sustainable by the
combined system. This would be expected to be lower than the wind tolerances of the
separate components.
The AWS shall be able to measure and record at least the following so-called “housekeeping”
data, which can be inspected by technicians, and can be used to generate technical alarms:
• cabinet door open/closed status
• cabinet temperature and relative humidity
• power supply voltage for all instruments
• power supply voltage to all auxiliary equipment in the cabinet (network, data communication,
ventilation units, heating, etc.)
• heaters on/off status
• ventilation units on/off status
• output voltage of back-up batteries (if present)
• broken cable occurrence for data cables of all instruments.
Housekeeping parameters that indicate a status only (on/off, open/closed), shall not generate
alarms. For housekeeping parameters that return a value that shall be within a particular
range, for example a power supply voltage shall be between 8 and 12 VDC, it shall be
possible to generate alarms for that parameter.
Housekeeping data shall be stored on the AWS for 7 days.
It shall be forwarded to the AWS Network Controller as regular observation data and used to
generate alarms for technicians if these parameters exceed the configurable threshold
indicating that normal operation is interrupted or at risk of being interrupted (various alarm
levels possible).
The Tenderer may also offer a local display for this information.

111

Verification
Method
Test

Response

Response

Response

Test

179

AS.MR.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

AWS shall time-stamp
incoming data

190

AS.MR.3

191

AS.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

AWSs first priority is data
acquisition
AWS storage
requirements

192

AS.MR.5

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

AWS watchdog

193

AS.MR.6

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

AWS-operations shall be
monitored by a watchdog
process

194

AS.MR.7

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Changes in an AWSconfiguration may not
disturb its operation

298

AS.MR.8

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Environment:
temperature

360

AS.MR.9

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Dimensions of the AWS
system

1115

AS.OS.1

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Measured/Calculated
Parameters

1091

AS.OM.1

Observation/Site Metadata

Calibration Certificate

112

The AWS shall timestamp the meteorological observations, calculated parameters, and data
from other sources when it is stored. The timestamp and the time of the actual observation
shall not deviate more than 1 s.
[[timestamp in UTC or local time to be determined by Customer]].
The first priority of an AWS is to ingest and store data from the meteorological instruments no other processes running on AWS may disturb this function.
The AWS/Smart Sensor shall be able to store the following data for a maximum of all
connected instruments and other sources:
• All the observations, calculated parameters, and data from other sources for [[NMHS to days
specify, but at least 7 days]],
• log data for [[NMHS to days specify, but at least 7 days]].
The AWS should have a hardware and/or software watchdog that should be triggered by an
autonomous process.
If a time-out occurs for the watchdog, the AWS should receive a software and/or hardwarereset.
All processes within the AWS/Smart Sensor should be monitored by a watchdog process.
This process monitors the ingestion of data and the statuses of running processes at regular
intervals. If a process is not running properly, an attempt to recover/reinitialise it must be
made. If recovery fails, the system must be reset. If a software-reset fails, a hardware-reset
should be applied. Anomalies and errors will be reported and stored in a log data archive.
Activation of new or adapted AWS/Smart Sensor parameters and/or configuration settings,
may not cause a decrease of the AWS/Smart Sensor performance for longer than 10
seconds.
The AWS/Smart Sensor configuration parameters and/or settings can be changed through the
AWS Network Controller.
For changing parameters and/or configurations and activation of the new parameters, a
system operator password [or another method as determined by the NMHS to ensure
security] is required.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors should be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range (-40 °C to 55 °C), Humidity Range [0-100 %] and wind speed up to 50
m/s.
[[A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet the meteorological conditions normally
expected.]]
[[NMHS may choose to allow cabinet heating or stipulate electronics components with an
extended temperature range depending on power considerations at AWS sites and costs]].
The size of the AWS system (all equipment, except instruments) that has to be installed at an
observation site) should be of such a dimension that it can be mounted in a standard size
outdoor cabinet.
In the absence of guidance from the NMHS or WMO, the AWS/Smart Sensor shall calculate a
1-minute/instantaneous value, a 10-minute average, a max/min/standard deviation for all
observations.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be initially supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration
certificate that at least specifies:
• Manufacturer, brand
• Instrument type
• Serial number
• Initial calibration date
• Calibration range
• Traceability of calibration
• Calibration method

Test

Test
Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Analysis

Test

Inspection

350

AS.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

UPSs for AWSs and
MIPS

1095

AS.PSI.2

Power/Site Infrastructure

Solar Power Option

300

AS.HSE.1

Health, Safety & Environment

301

AS.HSE.2

Health, Safety & Environment

Environment: shock and
vibration level
Environment: EMC

113

• Irradiance level
• Net long-wave irradiance for thermal offset correction
• Spectral distribution of irradiance
• Temperature at calibration
• Temporal variation of instrument output during calibration.
• Calibration factor/sensitivity and uncertainty
• Deviation from previous sensitivity (for recalibrations only)
• Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
• If at recalibrations more than the sensitivity is calibrated, all old and new values for the
respective parameters should be provided.
UPS should be supplied for all components of the MIPS to guarantee proper shutting down in
case of mains power failure or brownout. In case the customer already is using a UPS at
certain locations, it should be assessed if it can be re-used for the new systems.
The Tenderer may provide details on requirements for solar powering of equipment - ideally
using a low power consumption configuration.
If provided, this should include all the hardware/components required. It should also include
calculations showing the number of days without sunshine the system can power the
equipment.
The AWS should be able to operate in an environment with a shock and vibration level not
exceeding 0.1 kB (DIN 4150/ISO 4866).
EMC susceptibility is according to relevant national or international standards, but special
care must be taken to withstand static electric shocks, as well as the use of handheld radio
and telephone equipment in the vicinity of the systems.

Test

Analysis

Test
Test

B.2.16 MIPS All
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

170

MIPS.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Automatic data files or
database management

212

MIPS.MR.2

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

MIPS shall collect
statistics on the
acquisition processes

215

MIPS.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Displaying of data in the
database

217

MIPS.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Graphical User Interface

234

MIPS.MR.5

323

MIPS.MR.6

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Management of system
processes
Redundancy

327

MIPS.MR.7

348

MIPS.MR.8

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Adaptability in continuous
operational environment
Software installation from
central point

The data files or databases should be managed automatically by the system without human
intervention. For example, the system should automatically repair damaged data files or
databases, automatic correction activities should be implemented, automatic purging of data
files or databases for the configured storage periods, automatic database replication (if
applicable), etc.
The MIPS shall collect statistics on all acquisition processes. The MIPS shall have facilities to
display these statistics graphically (on a GUI display) as a function of time for all individual
systems that supply data, but also for groups of data supplying systems (e.g., to display
acquisition processes from all AWS-stations).
The MIPS shall have GUIs to display all the data in the system, meteorological data, log files,
status information, errors, reports, etc. Such displays shall contain as many screens as needed
to display the data in a structured manner. These screens and displays shall be configurable
by the user (system administrator).
The MIPS shall have a graphical user interface. It shall work with windows to show information
in a structured and configurable manner. MIPS displays can be shown in web browsers or in
dedicated client applications. The MIPS shall have a graphical user interface for maintenance,
configuration and support tasks. It shall work with windows to show information in a structured
and configurable manner. Displays can be shown in web browsers or in dedicated client
applications.
The MIPS shall be able to access system components to perform system management (such
as starting and stopping processes, file management, etc.).
All aspects of the MIPS should be a redundant system. The redundant systems should have a
hot standby relationship. Operation should be taken over within 1 minute. It is preferred to also
have a redundant LAN. Cabling should support redundant systems (no plugs have to change
to make operation of the standby system possible).
The system can be adapted in an operational environment, without compromising
requirements regarding availability, reliability, functionality or maintainability.
The system may provide facilities for the installation, for making new versions of the software
operational and for making new versions of the configurations operational, from a central point,
through the MIPS.

Verification
Method
Test

Test

Demonstration

Demonstration

Test
Test

Test
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B.2.17 Software
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

355

S.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Software and system
configuration supported

The software and configuration of the system must be supported by the customer’smaintenance groups. Standards and requirements of the customer’s-maintenance groups
should prevail over any standards recommended by the suppliers of the software/hardware.

114

Verification
Method
Response

B.2.18 Soil Temperature
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

422

ST.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

424
428

ST.SP.2
ST.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

430

ST.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

432

ST.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range
Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Sensor Performance
Constant
Operational Conditions

The sensor/instrument for measuring Soil Temperature shall be based on an electrical
thermometer, usually an electrical resistance thermometer. However, any sensor type
compliant with the requirements in this section shall be considered.
The measurement range shall be -50 °C to +50 °C.
The sensor uncertainty shall be 0.2 ºC or better.

446

ST.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple outputs

447

ST.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

977

ST.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sources of Error

1067

ST.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1076

ST.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1130

ST.SP.11

Sensor/Hardware Performance

435

ST.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
Siting

436

ST.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Cables

974

ST.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Installation Height

978

ST.SS.4

Sensor Siting

Shade Angle

115

The instrument time constant under controlled conditions shall be 20 s or better over the
entire operational range.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks and lightning protection shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
The Tendered equipment shall demonstrate that the following common sources of error have
been adequately compensated for:
a) Self heating of the thermometer element
b) Inadequate compensation for lead resistance
c) Inadequate Compensation for non-linearities in the sensor or processing instrument
d) Sudden changes in switch contact resistance.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements]
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The electrical thermometers for Soil Temperature measurements should be inserted
horizontally at the required depth into small holes with the same diameter as the instruments,
drilled in an undisturbed vertical soil face, which has been exposed by trenching.
Electrical connections are to be brought out through plastic tubes via the trench, which is then
refilled in such a way to restore, as far as possible, the original strata and drainage
characteristics.
Depending on the AWS Station Type, Soil Temperature sensors shall be deployed at depths of
5 cm, 10 cm, 20 cm, 50 cm and 100 cm.
The soil temperature sensor should be sited so as the ground above the sensor is not in
shadow from other instruments or obstructions outside the enclosure. To maintain less than
1 °C additional uncertainty, the temperature sensor/screen should not be in shadow when the
sun is above 7 degrees above the horizon.

Verification
Method
Test

Test
Test
Test
Test

Test

Test
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Response
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Inspection

Demonstration

Inspection
Analysis

423

ST.MR.1

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Units

426

ST.MR.2

431

ST.MR.3

444

ST.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Output Characteristics

433

ST.OS.1

Calculated Parameters

434

ST.OS.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

975

ST.OS.3

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Rate of Change Check

976

ST.OS.4

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Jump Check

1013

ST.OS.5

438
439

ST.OM.1
ST.OM.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation/Site Metadata
Observation/Site Metadata

NMHS Calculated
Parameters
Serial Number
Calibration Certificate

448

ST.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Excitation and Power
Supply

116

Reporting Resolution
Sampling Frequency

Minimum Data

Whatever physical quantity measured, Soil Temperature shall be presented in/by the
instrument/system in degrees Celsius (°C).
The resolution of reported temperature shall be 0.1 °C.

Demonstration

The soil temperature should be sampled at least 2 times over the interval of the sensor time
constant. For example, if the sensor time constant is 20 seconds, then there should be a
sample every 10 seconds.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
Averages of all valid samples of Soil Temperature shall be produced over a 1-minute interval.
The 1- minute average shall be used as the instantaneous value for soil temperature.
At least 66% of the soil temperature samples in one minute should be available to enable the
computation of the instantaneous soil temperature value. If insufficient data is available to
meet this requirement, the soil temperature should be marked as missing/invalid.
After each signal measurement, the current value should be compared to the preceding one.
If the difference between two samples is more than 2 °C, the current sample is identified as
suspect and is not used for the computation of an average.
If the difference between consecutive 1-minute averages is more than 0.5 °C [5/10/20 cm
observation], 0.3 °C [50 cm observation] or 0.1 °C [100 cm observation], then the data should
be flagged as suspect for further investigation. If the difference is more than 1 °C [5/10/20 cm
observation], 0.5 °C [50 cm observation] or 0.2 °C [100 cm observation], then the data should
be flagged as erroneous for further investigation.
Additional Soil Temperature Averages and additional Statistics may be requested by the
NMHS, to meet local or RA requirements. These may be inserted here.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
If the sensor requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].
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Test
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B.2.19 Sunshine Duration
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

900

SD.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

902
906

SD.SP.2
SD.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

907

SD.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

910
912

SD.SP.5
SD.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range
Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Sensor Performance
Constant
Spectral Range
Operational Conditions

The sensor/instrument for measuring SD shall be based on an instrument with an electrical
output. Any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section shall be considered.
The maximum measurement range shall be at least 0 – 24 h.
The sensor uncertainty shall be the larger of 0.1h or 2 %.

944

SD.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

945

SD.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

1065

SD.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1077

SD.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1131

SD.SP.11

Sensor/Hardware Performance

915

SD.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
Installation Platform

916

SD.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Stable foundation

917

SD.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Installation Height

918

SD.SS.4

Sensor Siting

Obstacle Free Installation

904

SD.MR.1

908

SD.MR.2

909

SD.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

117

Verification
Method
Test
Test
Test

The instrument response time shall be better than 20 s.

Test
Test
Test

Reporting Resolution

The spectral range shall be at least 400 nm to 800 nm.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements].
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The Sunshine Duration recorder should be mounted on a rigid, stable stand/base plate to
avoid shocks, vibrations, and movement due to wind. If a pyrheliometer is used, it should be
mounted on a solar tracker that tracks the sun across the sky during the day.
In case a pyrheliometer and tracker are used, the solar tracker shall be installed on a stable
foundation that shall prevent movement of the pyrheliometer other than movement caused by
the solar tracker.
The sensor/instrument shall be mounted at a height that minimizes effects/impacts of
obstructions. This may be at around 1.5 m above ground level, but a rooftop or other high
locations may be more suitable.
The Sunshine Duration recorder or pyrheliometer shall be installed with no obstacles in the
line of sight between the sun and the instrument during the day when the sun is 3 degrees or
more above the horizon.
The resolution of reported SD shall be 60 s or 1 minute.

Stability

The stability (change per year) of the instrument should be better than 2 % per year.

Analysis

Temperature Response

The temperature response of the instrument (that is, deviation due to change of ambient
temperature) shall be better than 0.1 %.

Test

Test

Test

Response

Response

Response
Test

Test

Inspection

Analysis

Test

913

SD.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements

Calculated Parameters

1002

SD.MR.5

Sampling Frequency

1003

SD.MR.6

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

914

SD.OS.1

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Insufficient
Measurements for
Averages

936

SD.OS.2

Serial Number

937

SD.OS.3

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms
Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

1004

SD.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Excitation Power

118

Output Characteristics

Calibration Certificate

The instantaneous measurements are used to calculate and make available:
• SD in minutes per 10-minute interval,
• SD in minutes per hour,
• SD in minutes per day.
For each calculated SD, at least 85 % of the instantaneous measurements shall be used. For
the SD per hour and per day, at least 90 % of the instantaneous measurements shall be used.
The measurement of Sunshine Duration should be done at least 2 times in the time interval of
the sensor time constant.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.

Test

Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be initially supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration
certificate that at least specifies:
• Manufacturer, brand
• Instrument type
• Serial number
• Initial calibration date
• Calibration range
• Traceability of calibration
• Calibration method
• Irradiance level
• Net long-wave irradiance for thermal offset correction
• Spectral distribution of irradiance
• Temperature at calibration
• Temporal variation of instrument output during calibration.
• Calibration factor/sensitivity and uncertainty
• Deviation from previous sensitivity (for recalibrations only)
• Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
• If at recalibrations more than the sensitivity is calibrated, all old and new values for the
respective parameters should be provided.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].

Inspection

Test
Test

Test

Inspection

Test

B.2.20 Direct Solar Radiation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

770

DSR.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

772
773
776

DSR.SP.2
DSR.SP.3
DSR.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range
Practical Range
Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty

777

DSR.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

778
779

DSR.SP.6
DSR.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Performance
Constant
Zero Offset B
Stability

The sensor/instrument for measuring Direct Solar Radiation shall be based on pyrheliometer
with an electrical output.
The maximum measurement range shall be at least 0 – 2,000 W/m2.
The practical measurement range shall be at least 0 – 2,000 W/m2.
The sensor measurement uncertainty shall be sufficient to achieve the following uncertainties
[95 % confidence level] in the calculated variables: 1-min totals [0.9 % / 0.56 kJ/m2], 1-hour
totals [0.7 % / 21 kJ/m2] and daily totals [0.5 % / 200 kJ/m2].
The instrument response time shall be better than 30 s.

780

DSR.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Temperature Response

781

DSR.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Non-linearity

782

DSR.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Spectral Selectivity

783
784

DSR.SP.11
DSR.SP.12

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Spectral Range
Tilt Response

787
788
789

DSR.SP.13
DSR.SP.14
DSR.SP.15

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Field of View
Slope angle
User Replaceable
Desiccant

790

DSR.SP.16

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Internal Desiccant

793

DSR.SP.17

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Installation Platform

824

DSR.SP.18

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

825

DSR.SP.19

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

119

The zero offset B, the response to a 5 K/h change in T, should be better than 4 W/m2.
The stability (change per year) of the instrument should be better than 0.5% of the full-scale
range per year.
The temperature response, the deviation due to change of ambient temperature within an
interval of 50 ºC, shall be better than 2 %.
The non-linearity, the deviation in responsivity at 500 W/ m2 due to a change in irradiance
from 100 to 1,100 W/ m2, shall be better than 0.5 %.
Spectral selectivity, the deviation of the product of spectral absorbance and spectral
transmittance from the corresponding mean within the interval 300 nm to 3,000 nm, shall be
better than 1 %.
The spectral range (50 % points) shall be at least 200 nm to 4,000 nm.
Tilt response, the deviation from the responsivity at 0° tilt (horizontal) due to change in tilt from
0º to 90º at 1,000 W/ m2 irradiance, should be better than 0.5 %.
The opening angle or field of view of the pyrheliometer shall be 5º.
The slope angle of the pyrheliometer shall be 1º.
If the instrument uses user replaceable desiccant, the instrument should have:
• visible indication of the state of the desiccant, preferably showing a 25 % level of remaining
usability
• in case the instrument is “smart”, an electronic output providing the state of the desiccant,
preferably showing a 25 % level of remaining usability
• the possibility to change the desiccant in the field without disturbing the measurements,
• desiccant provided in sealed bags or cartridges that are easy to exchange and that does not
cause desiccant “dust” particles to be released inside the instrument.
If the instrument uses internal desiccant that cannot be replaced by the user in the field, the
instrument should:
• have a visible indication of the state of the desiccant, preferably showing a 25 % level of
remaining usability
• In case the instrument is “smart”, an electronic output providing the state of the desiccant,
preferably showing a 25 % level of remaining usability
• be guaranteed to work under all humidity conditions for a period of at least 5 years without
replacing the internal desiccant,
• come with clear instruction when and how the internal desiccant has to be replaced.
The pyrheliometer should be mounted on an automatic/unattended solar tracker that tracks
the sun across the sky during the day.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do

Verification
Method
Test
Test
Test
Test

Test
Test
Analysis
Test
Test
Test

Test
Test
Test
Test
Test

Test

Test
Test

Test

986

DSR.SP.20

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

1060

DSR.SP.21

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1083

DSR.SP.22

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1137

DSR.SP.23

Sensor/Hardware Performance

794

DSR.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
Budget
Stable foundation

795

DSR.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Installation Height

796

DSR.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Obstacle Free Installation

771

DSR.MR.1

Units

774

DSR.MR.2

785

DSR.MR.3

991

DSR.MR.4

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements

791

DSR.OS.1

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Calculated Parameters

792

DSR.OS.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Insufficient
Measurements for
Averages

987

DSR.OS.3

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Minimum Data

988

DSR.OS.4

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Rate of Change Check

120

Reporting Resolution
Sampling Frequency
Output Characteristics

diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements].
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The solar tracker shall be installed on a stable foundation that shall prevent movement of the
pyrheliometer other than movement caused by the solar tracker.
The sensor/instrument shall be mounted at a height that minimizes effects/impacts of
obstructions. This may be at around 1.5 m above ground level, but a rooftop or other high
locations may be more suitable.
[NMHS may make additional specification on installation height or accessibility for
maintenance].
The pyrheliometer should ideally be installed with no obstacles in the line of sight between the
sun and the instrument during the day. To achieve Class 1 siting, there should be no shade
projected onto the sensor when the sun is at an angular height over 3 degrees.
Whatever physical quantity measured, DNI shall be presented in/by the instrument/system in
Watt per square meter, W/m2.
The resolution of reported DNI shall be 1 W/m2.
The measurement of direct solar radiation should be done at least 2 times in the sensor in the
time interval of the sensor time constant.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
The instantaneous measurements are used to calculate and make available:
• 1-minute averages,
• 1-minute radiant exposure,
• hourly radiant exposure,
• daily radiant exposure.
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
At least 66 % of the measurement samples in one minute should be available to enable the
computation of the instantaneous value. If insufficient data, the data should be marked as
invalid/missing.
After each signal measurement, the current value should be compared to the preceding one.
If the difference between two samples is more than 800 W/m2, the current sample is identified
as suspect and is not used for the computation of an average.

Test

Response

Response

Response
Test
Inspection

Analysis

Demonstration
Test
Test
Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

989

DSR.OS.5

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Jump Check

816
817

DSR.OM.1
DSR.OM.2

Observation/Site Metadata
Observation/Site Metadata

Serial Number
Calibration Certificate

992

DSR.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Excitation Power

If the difference between consecutive 1-minute averages is more than 800 W/m2, then the
data should be flagged as suspect for further investigation. If the difference is more than 1000
W/m2, then the data should be flagged as erroneous for further investigation.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90 % of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be initially supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration
certificate that at least specifies:
• Manufacturer, brand
• Instrument type
• Serial number
• Initial calibration date
• Calibration range
• Traceability of calibration
• Calibration method
• Irradiance level
• Net long-wave irradiance for thermal offset correction
• Spectral distribution of irradiance
• Temperature at calibration
• Temporal variation of instrument output during calibration.
• Calibration factor/sensitivity and uncertainty
• Deviation from previous sensitivity (for recalibrations only)
• Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
• If at recalibrations more than the sensitivity is calibrated, all old and new values for the
respective parameters should be provided.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].

Test

Inspection
Inspection

Test

B.2.21 Solar Tracker
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

798

STR.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Tracking accuracy

799

STR.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Minimum payload

800

STR.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Minimum torque

801

STR.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

GPS

802

STR.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Four quadrant sensor
(sun sensor)

803

STR.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Autonomous operation

The tracking accuracy shall be:
• 0.1º or better for passive tracking,
• 0.02° or better for active tracking with four quadrant (solar) sensor.
The minimum payload in a balanced situation should be 20 kg, but higher when required for
the particular application.
The minimum torque should be 20 Nm while tracking, but higher when required for the
particular application.
The tracker may be equipped with a GPS receiver. At the setup of the tracker, the GPS may
provide latitude and longitude and time to the system for the most accurate tracking possible.
The tracker should optionally be equipped with a four quadrant (sun) sensor. This sensor
should at regular intervals check the correct pointing of the tracker and, if necessary,
automatically adjust the pointing position for the most accurate tracking possible. The
adjustments initiated by this sensor should be logged and available as status information for
the tracker.
The tracker should have an internal CPU that can completely control the tracking process, use
the GPS location and time, use the sun sensor data for optimal positioning of the tracker, etc.
For the standard daily monitoring operation, a connection to an external computer should not

121

Verification
Method
Test

Test
Test
Test
Demonstration

Test

804

STR.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Configuration
communication

805

STR.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Log files

809

STR.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Mounting possibilities

810

STR.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Shading devices

811

STR.SP.11

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Drive mechanism

812

STR.SP.12

Sensor/Hardware Performance

External indicators

813

STR.SP.13

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Tracker data

814

STR.SP.14

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Tracker installation

990

STR.SP.15

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

807

STR.PSI.1

Power/Site Infrastructure

Power supply and
consumption tracker

808

STR.PSI.2

Power/Site Infrastructure

Power supply and
consumption heating

122

be required. The tracker should also have internal storage capabilities to store whatever is
required for normal operation and the recording of log files.
For configuration of the tracker, the tracker may have the possibility to communicate with a
computer. The configuration may be operating system independent and should be possible
through a web browser. The communication may be through a standard interface and protocol,
such as TCP/IP (secured if through Wi-Fi) or serial. The GUI to connect to the tracker may be
simple, intuitive, and contain built-in help. If additional hardware or software is required for
configuring the tracker, it may be supplied with the tracker.
The tracker should record relevant internal parameters such as (but not limited to) internal
temperature, internal humidity, lat/long, pointing position, UTC of data recorded, sun sensor
corrections, status information on power supply, planned and unplanned chances of pointing
position, data communication problems, heating on/off. All records should be time stamped and
stored in log files per day, for at least 30 days, configurable by the user. Automatic purging of
log files should be possible.
The tracker shall have at least the following mounting possibilities:
• mounting plates for one or more pyrheliometers, vendor independent,
• a top plate for the installation of pyranometers/pyrgeometers, vendor independent.
The tracker shall have the possibility to mount shading devices for the
pyranometers/pyrgeometers that are installed on the top plate. The geometry shall be such that
the shading field of view is 5º, and the shadow is continuously casted upon the domes of the
pyranometers/pyrgeometers.
The position of the shadow is controlled by the azimuth angle and solar zenith angle, as
calculated by the processor in the tracker.
If the shading devices are not needed, they can be removed without affecting the tracking
features for pyrheliometers.
The shading devices shall be stable, rugged, not affected by strong wind, made of UV resistant
material, but as small as possible to avoid or minimize obstructing effects of the sky.
The tracker should have a mechanism to move the azimuth and zenith axes either directly, or
by belt. The “direct drive” is preferred.
The tracker should have on the outside, easy visible for inspection, labelled indicators to show
the operational status of the tracker. Such indicators may be LEDs, showing the status by
different colours. Indicators should be available for at least power supply, heating power supply,
heating on/of, internal temperature, tracking status, and communication status.
The tracker shall be able to provide output to an external datalogger/automatic weather station.
The physical output of the tracker shall “smart” such as serial or Ethernet, LAN,… Serial
interfaces are preferred.
The NMHS has a preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]].
Outputs that require proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
The tracker should be supplied with all installation material to install it in a stable manner.
Requirements for a stable foundation should be provided by the manufacturer. The tracker
should be supplied with all tools and instruct ructions for the installation, including for proper
levelling of the tracker.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
The power supply for the tracker should work at least in the range:
• 18 – 30 VDC and/or 100-240 VAC @ 50/60 Hz,
The power consumption of the tracker should be:
• < 25 W for tracking operation-reduced to the required minimum when not tracking.
Where heating is required to keep the electronics in the operating temperature range, the
heating should be operated by a thermostat and it should work with a separate power supply.
The power supply for the heating should work at least in the range:

Test

Test

Demonstration

Test

Demonstration
Test

Test

Demonstration

Test

Test

Test

815

123

STR.R.1

Regulatory/Standards

IP rating

• 18 – 30 VDC and/or 100-240 VAC @ 50/60 Hz.
The power consumption of the heater should be:
• < 150 W for maximum heating.
The IP rating of the tracker may be at least IP 65.

Test

B.2.22 Global/Diffuse Sky/Reflected Radiation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

681

GDR.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

683
688

GDR.SP.2
GDR.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

689
690

GDR.SP.4
GDR.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range
Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Response Time
Zero Offset A

691
692

GDR.SP.6
GDR.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Zero Offset B
Stability

693
694

GDR.SP.8
GDR.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Directional Response
Temperature Response

695

GDR.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Non-linearity

696

GDR.SP.11

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Spectral Selectivity

697
698

GDR.SP.12
GDR.SP.13

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Spectral Range
Tilt Response

700

GDR.SP.14

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

701
702

GDR.SP.15
GDR.SP.16

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Field of View
Accuracy Bubble Level

703

GDR.SP.17

Sensor/Hardware Performance

User Replaceable
Desiccant

704

GDR.SP.18

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Internal Desiccant

The sensor/instrument for measuring Global, Diffuse or Reflected Radiation shall be based on
pyranometer with an electrical output. Any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this
section shall be considered.
The maximum measurement range shall be at least 0 – 2,000 W/m2.
The sensor measurement uncertainty shall be sufficient to achieve the following uncertainties
[95 % confidence level] in the calculated variables: 1-hour totals:3 % and daily totals: 2 %.
The instrument response time shall be better than 15 s.
The zero offset A, the response to 200 W/m2 net thermal exposure (ventilated), should be
better than 7 W/m2.
The zero offset B, the response to 5 K/h change in T, should be better than 2 W/m2.
The stability (change per year) of the instrument should be better than 0.8 % of the full-scale
range per year.
The direction response as defined in [ISO9060], shall be better than 10 W/m2.
The temperature response, the deviation due to change of ambient temperature within an
interval of 50 ºC, shall be better than 2 %.
The non-linearity, the deviation in responsivity at 500 W/m2 due to a change in irradiance from
100 to 1,000 W/m2, shall be better than 0.5%.
Spectral selectivity, the deviation of the product of spectral absorbance and spectral
transmittance from the corresponding mean within the interval 300 nm to 3,000 nm, shall be
better than 2%.
The spectral range (50% points) shall be at least 285 nm to 2,800 nm.
Tilt response, the deviation from the responsivity at 0° tilt (horizontal) due to change in tilt from
0º to 90º at 1,000 W/m2 irradiance, should be better than 0.5%.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
The field of view of the pyranometer shall be 180º.
The bubble level, or other levelling device, shall make it possible to level the pyranometer and
the surface of its sensor, with an accuracy of at least 0.1º.
If the instrument uses user replaceable desiccant, the instrument should:
• have a visible indication of the state of the desiccant, preferably showing a 25% level of
remaining usability
• in case the instrument is “smart”, an electronic output providing the state of the desiccant,
preferably showing a 25% level of remaining usability
• the possibility to change the desiccant in the field without disturbing the measurements,
• desiccant provided in sealed bags or cartridges that are easy to exchange and that does not
cause desiccant “dust” particles to be released inside the instrument.
If the instrument uses internal desiccant that cannot be replaced by the user in the field, the
instrument should:
• have a visible indication of the state of the desiccant, preferably showing a 25% level of
remaining usability
• In case the instrument is “smart”, an electronic output providing the state of the desiccant,
preferably showing a 25% level of remaining usability
• be guaranteed to work under all humidity conditions for a period of at least 5 years without
replacing the internal desiccant,
• come with clear instruction when and how the internal desiccant has to be replaced.
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725
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754
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[[For applications in coastal areas, the Customer may request additional functionality to
respond to salinity]].
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
If used for Diffuse Sky Radiation Measurements, the dome of the pyranometer shall be
shaded. The preferred option is to shade the dome with a disk/sphere with a field of view of
5º. If a shading band is used instead, the measurements have to be corrected, see WMO
Guide to Instruments and Methods of Observations (WMO No. 8), Volume I, Chapter 7, Annex
7.E for details on the correction algorithms.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements].
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The pyranometer shall be mounted on a rigid, stable stand/base plate to avoid shocks,
vibrations, heating due to sunshine and movement due to wind. If the pyranometer is installed
on a solar tracker, nearby instruments shall not shade the pyranometer in any way.
In case a ventilation unit is applied:
• the ventilation unit should be constructed in a way and made of a material that will not affect
the pyranometer measurements in any way,
• the leveling of the pyranometer should not be more difficult than without the ventilation unit,
• the air flowing over the dome should be filtered and not cause additional contamination of
the dome,
• filter replacement should not be required for at least 3 months for any type of atmospheric
conditions,
• a dirty filter should not affect the operation of the ventilation unit in any way,
• the ventilation unit should prevent ice and snow building up around the dome, for
installations in both horizontal and tilted positions,
• the cables from the pyranometer and ventilation unit should be attached in a way to avoid
the building up of ice/snow at the connector, for installations in both horizontal and tilted
positions,
• the ventilation unit should not collect precipitation inside, for installations in both horizontal
and tilted positions,
• the ventilation unit should have the capability to electronically, via a datalogger, monitor their
operational health. Sufficient monitoring parameters should be provided to monitor the health
and status of the ventilation unit,
• when heating is applied, the heating should not in any way affect the measurements-heating
by thermostat is recommended,
• required power (ventilation and heating) should be as low as possible, with the possibility to
use a range of 12-48 VDC power supplies.
The sensor/instrument shall be mounted at a height that minimizes effects/impacts of
obstructions. This may be at around 1.5 m above ground level, but a rooftop or other high
locations may be more suitable.
If the Sensor is primarily installed for the measuring of reflected radiation, the
sensor/instrument shall be installed at a height between 1 to 2 m above ground level. During
snowfall the installation height shall be adjusted to maintain an equal distance between the
snow cover and the instrument.
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Reporting Resolution
Sampling Frequency
Output Characteristics

Serial Number
Calibration Certificate

The pyranometer shall ideally be installed with no obstacles in the line of sight between the
sun and the instrument during the day. To achieve Class 1 siting, there shall be no shade
projected onto the sensor when the sun height is higher than 5 degrees [3 degrees if latitude
<= 60 degrees]. There shall be no non-shading, but reflecting obstacles with an angular height
above 5 degrees and a total angular width above 10 degrees.
It should be possible for maintenance staff to access to the sensors for regular cleaning of the
domes.
If the Sensor is primarily installed for the measuring of reflected radiation, then there should
be possible to gain access to the instrument without disturbing the snow cover.
If the Sensor is primarily installed for the measuring of reflected radiation, the extra error in
measurements due to the construction required for the instrument installation, should not
exceed 2%.
If the Sensor is primarily installed for the measuring of reflected radiation, in summertime, the
ground below the instrument may be covered by short grass.
Whatever physical quantity measured, Global/Diffuse Sky/Reflected Radiation shall be
presented in/by the instrument/system in Watt per square meter, W/m2.
The resolution of reported GHI shall be 1 W/m2.

Analysis

The measurement of Global/Diffuse Sky Radiation should be done at least 2 times in the time
interval of the sensor time constant.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has
a preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
The instantaneous measurements are used to calculate and make available:
• 1-minute averages,
• 10-minute averages,
• hourly radiant exposure,
• daily radiant exposure,
• net shortwave radiation [Global Radiation Only].
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
At least 66% of the samples in one minute should be available to enable the computation of
the instantaneous value. If insufficient data, the data should be marked as invalid/missing.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90% of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
[[The Customer may request additional calibration traceable to WRR, Davos]].
Each instruments should be initially supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration
certificate that at least specifies:
• Manufacturer, brand
• Instrument type
• Serial number
• Initial calibration date
• Calibration range
• Traceability of calibration
• Calibration method
• Angular distribution of irradiance
• Directional response of the instrument
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• Inclination of instrument
• Irradiance level
• Net long-wave irradiance for thermal offset correction
• Spectral distribution of irradiance
• Temperature at calibration
• Temporal variation of instrument output during calibration.
• Calibration factor/sensitivity and uncertainty
• Deviation from previous sensitivity (for recalibrations only)
• Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
• If at recalibrations more than the sensitivity is calibrated, all old and new values for the
respective parameters should be provided.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].

Test

B.2.23 Long Wave Radiation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

827

LWR.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

829
833

LWR.SP.2
LWR.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

834
835
836

LWR.SP.4
LWR.SP.5
LWR.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range
Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Response Time
Window heating offset
Stability

837
838

LWR.SP.7
LWR.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Directional Response
Azimuth error

839

LWR.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

840

LWR.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Temperature
dependence
Non-linearity

841

LWR.SP.11

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Spectral sensitivity

842
845
847

LWR.SP.12
LWR.SP.13
LWR.SP.14

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Spectral Range
Field of View
User Replaceable
Desiccant

848

LWR.SP.15

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Internal Desiccant

850

LWR.SP.16

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Parameters needed to
calculate Long Wave
Radiation

854

LWR.SP.17

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Shading Device

The sensor/instrument for measuring Longwave Radiation shall be based on pyrgeometer
with an electrical output. Any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section shall
be considered.
The maximum measurement range shall be at least -250 to +250 W/m2.
The sensor measurement uncertainty shall be sufficient to achieve the following uncertainties
[95% confidence level] in the calculated variables: daily totals: 10%.
The instrument response time shall be better than 20 s.
The window heating offset @ 1,000 W/m2 solar irradiance, shall be better than 5 W/m2.
The stability (change per year) of the instrument should be better than 2.0% of the full-scale
range per year.
The cosine response error at 10º. shall be better than 3%.
Azimuth error at 10º elevation, additional to cosine error, the deviation from mean, should be
better than 3%.
The temperature dependence of the instrument sensitivity over the range -20 ºC to 40 ºC,
shall be better than 1%.
The non-linearity, the deviation in sensitivity in the range -250 to +250 W/m2 shall be better
than 0.5%.
Variation in spectral sensitivity integrated over 200 nm intervals from 300 to 75,000 nm should
be less than 2%.
The spectral range (50% points) shall be at least 4,500 nm to > 40,000 nm.
The field of view of the pyranometer shall be 180º.
If the instrument uses user replaceable desiccant, the instrument should have:
• visible indication of the state of the desiccant, preferably showing a 25% level of remaining
usability
• in case the instrument is “smart”, an electronic output providing the state of the desiccant,
preferably showing a 25% level of remaining usability
• the possibility to change the desiccant in the field without disturbing the measurements,
• desiccant provided in sealed bags or cartridges that are easy to exchange and that does not
cause desiccant “dust” particles to be released inside the instrument.
• be guaranteed to work under all humidity conditions for a period of 5 years without replacing
the internal desiccant.
If the instruments uses internal desiccant that cannot be replaced by the user in the field, the
instrument should:
• have a visible indication of the state of the desiccant, preferably showing a 25% level of
remaining usability
• In case the instrument is “smart”, an electronic output providing the state of the desiccant,
preferably showing a 25% level of remaining usability
• be guaranteed to work under all humidity conditions for a period of at least 5 years without
replacing the internal desiccant,
• come with clear instruction when and how the internal desiccant has to be replaced.
All parameters that are needed to accurately calculate Long Wave Radiation, shall be
provided by the instrument. The basic parameter is the output of the thermopile, and if the
body (house) temperature and dome temperature are needed to accurately calculate Long
Wave Radiation, the instruments shall contain these temperature sensors and output for these
parameters.
The dome of the pyrgeometer shall be shaded. The preferred option is to shade the dome
with a disk/sphere. Nearby instruments shall not be shaded by shading devices of the Long
Wave Radiation measurements in any way.
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855

LWR.SP.18

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Ventilation Unit

867

LWR.SP.19

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

868

LWR.SP.20

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

997

LWR.SP.21

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

1061

LWR.SP.22

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

1081

LWR.SP.23

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Sensor
Uncertainty

1135

LWR.SP.24

Sensor/Hardware Performance

846

LWR.SS.1

Sensor Siting

Sensor Uncertainty
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853

LWR.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Installation Platform

856

LWR.SS.3

Sensor Siting

Installation Height
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Pyrgeometers should be installed in a ventilation unit. Requirements:
• the ventilation unit should be constructed in a way and made of a material that will not affect
the pyrgeometer measurements in any way,
• the leveling of the pyrgeometer should not be more difficult than without the ventilation unit,
• the air flowing over the dome should be filtered and not cause additional contamination of
the dome,
• filter replacement should not be required for at least 3 months for any type of atmospheric
conditions,
• a dirty filter should not affect the operation of the ventilation unit in any way,
• the ventilation unit should prevent ice and snow building up around the dome, for
installations in both horizontal and tilted positions,
• the cables from the pyrgeometer and ventilation unit should be attached in a way to avoid
the building up of ice/snow at the connector, for installations in both horizontal and tilted
positions,
• the ventilation unit should not collect precipitation inside, for installations in both horizontal
and tilted positions,
• the ventilation unit should have the capability to electronically, via a datalogger, monitor their
operational health. Sufficient monitoring parameters should be provided to monitor the health
and status of the ventilation unit,
• when heating is applied, the heating should not in any way affect the measurementsheating by thermostat is recommended,
• required power (ventilation and heating) should be as low as possible, with the possibility to
use a range of 12-48 VDC power supplies.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements].
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
The bubble level, or other levelling device, shall make it possible to level the instrument with
an accuracy of at least 0.1º.
The pyrgeometer shall be mounted on a rigid, stable stand/base plate to avoid shocks,
vibrations, and movement due to wind.
The sensor/instrument shall be mounted at a height that minimizes effects/impacts of
obstructions. This may be at around 1.5 m above ground level, but a rooftop or other high
locations may be more suitable.
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Output Characteristics

If the sensor is being used for measuring upwelling Long Wave Radiation, it shall be installed
at a height of approximately 2 m or higher above the ground.
The pyrgeometer shall be installed in a manner with the least disturbance of obstacles for the
Long Wave Radiation measurements.
It should be possible for maintenance staff to access to the sensors for regular cleaning of the
domes.
If used to measure upwelling radiation, the extra error due to the construction required for
instrument installation, should be as small as possible but not exceed 2%.
Whatever physical quantity measured, Long Wave Radiation shall be presented in/by the
instrument/system in Watt per square meter, W/m2.
The resolution of reported Long Wave Radiation shall be 1 W/m2. The resolution of hourly and
daily totals shall be 1 J/m2.
The algorithm to calculate Long Wave Radiation from the output voltage of the thermopile, the
body (house) temperature and dome temperature, shall be provided by the manufacturer.
If the instrument contains an internal CPU, it is strongly recommended to calculate all output
parameters internally. However, it is still highly desirable to provide through the smart interface
the Long Wave Radiation in W/m2, J/m2, and the body and dome temperatures in K.
The measurement of Long Wave Radiation should be done at least 2 times in the time interval
of the sensor time constant.
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
The instantaneous measurements are used to calculate and make available:
• 1-minute averages,
• 10-minute averages,
• hourly radiant exposure,
• daily radiant exposure,
• net longwave radiation,
• net total radiation (only if net total shortwave radiation is available).
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
At least 66% of the Long Wave Radiation samples in one minute should be available to
enable the computation of the instantaneous value. If insufficient data, the data should be
marked as invalid/missing.
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90% of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be initially supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration
certificate that at least specifies:
• Manufacturer, brand
• Instrument type
• Serial number
• Initial calibration date
• Calibration range
• Traceability of calibration
• Calibration method
• Angular distribution of irradiance
• Directional response of the instrument
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• Inclination of instrument
• Irradiance level
• Net long-wave irradiance for thermal offset correction
• Spectral distribution of irradiance
• Temperature at calibration
• Temporal variation of instrument output during calibration.
• Calibration factor/sensitivity and uncertainty
• Deviation from previous sensitivity (for recalibrations only)
• Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
• If at recalibrations more than the sensitivity is calibrated, all old and new values for the
respective parameters should be provided.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].
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B.2.24 Precipitation Intensity
ID

WMO Tag
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Requirement Heading

Requirement

559

PI.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

560

PI.SP.2

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Collecting Gauge Orifice
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561
566

PI.SP.3
PI.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Units
Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty

568
569

PI.SP.5
PI.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Time Constant
Heating

573

PI.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

General Installation
Features

584

PI.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

585

PI.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

The sensor/instrument for measuring precipitation intensity shall be based on an electronic
recording instrument. Any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section shall be
considered. The Precipitation Amount and Intensity Sensor may be the same piece of
equipment.
In case the sensor/instrument for measuring precipitation intensity is based on collection of
precipitation, the area of the collector orifice shall be at least 200 cm2 and no larger than 500
cm2. The area of the orifice shall be known to the nearest 0.5%, and the construction shall be
such that this area remains constant while the gauge is in normal use.
Precipitation intensity shall be presented in mm/hour (based on a 1-minute average).
The sensor uncertainty shall be:
• Under constant flow conditions in laboratory:
o 5% for > 2 mm/h,
o 2% for > 10 mm/h.
• In the field:
o mm/h,
o 5% above 100 mm/h.
The instrument time constant under controlled conditions shall be better than 30 s.
The precipitation gauge should be equipped with rim heating and funnel heating (tipping
bucket) as appropriate for the local conditions. The heating should be controlled by a
thermostat and it should be switched on below an ambient temperature of 5 ºC. The heating
should avoid snow and ice building up at the rim, and it should melt solid precipitation falling
into the funnel. The heating should keep the rim and funnel above 0 ºC, but the heating should
be as little as possible to avoid evaporation of the precipitation. For other types of instruments,
heating should be offered as required for the local conditions.
The instrument shall be mounted in a location optimized for taking precipitation
measurements:
• Minimal wind disturbances by nearby structures
• Non-splashing ground surface around the gauge installation location
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
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1006

PI.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Installation Height

562

PI.MR.1

Measurement Range

564

PI.MR.2
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The resolution of reported measurement shall be: 0.1 mm/hour.
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diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
[[A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
Protection against sensor icing may be required.]]
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the field/operational performance of the
sensor uncertainty over time [at least a year]. This shall include sensor/calibration drift and
any factors that depend on the Customers' actions [for example, maintenance/cleaning/
inspection requirements].
The Tenderer should supply sufficient information to enable a calculation of the uncertainty
budget, as well as calibration/maintenance intervals.
In case a precipitation gauge is offered, to achieve the highest accuracy of the precipitation
measurements, a wind screen may be installed around the precipitation gauge to minimize
errors due to wind. The top of the wind screen should be at the same height as the orifice of
the precipitation gauge. For other types of instruments this requirement may not apply.
The collecting orifice of the precipitation gauge shall be installed at [[local precipitation gauge
height]].
The WMO makes no recommendation on installation height, but the WMO Guide to
Instruments and Methods of Observations (WMO-No. 8) notes heights level with local ground
surface [0 m] and then 0.5-1.5 m are commonly used.
The maximum measurement range shall be: 0.02 – 2,000 mm/hour.
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The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.
The individual measurements are providing the instantaneous readings. The system shall
calculate/make available:
• intensities over 1 minute, 10 minutes, hours, 24 hours.
In case there are insufficient instantaneous measurements to calculate the averages, or
measurements are unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for
example, be replaced by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient
data is not, for example //// or 9999>]].
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90% of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
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•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.
If the instrument requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. The electrical voltage required by any aspect of the system
should not exceed 36 volts. [[Voltages suitable for solar power (12 V) may be advantageous]].

Test

B.2.25 Snowfall/Snow Cover
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

587

SSC.SP.1

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Sensor Type

589
593

SSC.SP.2
SSC.SP.3

Sensor/Hardware Performance
Sensor/Hardware Performance

595

SSC.SP.4

Sensor/Hardware Performance

596

SSC.SP.5

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Measurement Range
Achievable Sensor
Uncertainty
Sensor Performance
Constant
Heating

The sensor/instrument for measuring Snowfall/Snow Cover (amount) shall be based on an
electronic recording instrument.
Any sensor type compliant with the requirements in this section shall be considered.
[[Customer may insert local/Regional requirements for equipment type [altimeter or distance
meter or snow gauge or water equivalent of snow]]].
The maximum measurement range shall be 0 – 25 m.
The sensor uncertainty shall be 1 cm or better.

610

SSC.SP.6

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Multiple Outputs

611

SSC.SP.7

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Service port

1009

SSC.SP.8

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Operational Conditions

1011

SSC.SP.9

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Excitation and Power
Supply

1066

SSC.SP.10

Sensor/Hardware Performance

Exposure Uncertainty

600

SSC.SS.1

Sensor Siting

General Installation
Features

601

SSC.SS.2

Sensor Siting

Installation Height

588

SSC.MR.1

Units

591

SSC.MR.2

1010

SSC.MR.3

Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
Measurement/Functional
Requirements
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Reporting Resolution
Output Characteristics

Verification
Method
Test

Test
Test

The instrument time constant under controlled conditions shall be better than 10 s.

Test

The instrument shall be equipped with sufficient heating as appropriate for the local
conditions. The heating shall be controlled by a thermostat and it shall be switched on below
an ambient temperature of 1 ºC. The heating shall avoid snow and ice building up on the
instrument.
If the instrument is equipped with both an analogue output and a smart interface, it should be
possible to connect both at the same time and collect data from both outputs without any
physical damage to the instrument’s electronics.
If the instrument is equipped with a (smart) service port/connection, it should be possible to
connect to the service [using PC/laptop/WIFI/...] while the instrument is collecting data.
Through the service connection it should be possible to perform instrument maintenance, do
diagnostics, configuration, to stop/start the regular data collection mode, etc.
Software tools to perform such actions should be supplied with the instruments.
As a minimum, the equipment installed outdoors shall be capable of operating in a
Temperature Range [-40 °C to 55 °C], Humidity Range [0-100 % Non-condensing] and Wind
Speed up to 50 m/s.
Resistance to (vibration) shocks shall be included.
A NMHS may modify this requirement to meet meteorological conditions normally expected.
If the sensor requires an excitation voltage or a permanent power supply, this should be
described fully by the Tenderer. Where possible, extra-low and low power equipment should
be used, both to increase electrical and enable the use of solar power.
If the Tenderer provides any items that affect the exposure of the sensor, [examples include, a
screen, an enclosure containing multiple sensors, a mounting post to which the sensor is
affixed] then the Tenderer shall provide documentation outlining the impact of the enclosure
on the sensor performance and uncertainty.
The instrument shall be mounted in a location optimized for taking precipitation
measurements:
• Minimal wind disturbances by nearby structures
• Measurements shall be done above a stable and controlled surface.
• The measurement site shall be clear of vegetation that may disturb the measurements.
The sensor/instrument shall be installed at a height appropriate for the local snowfall
conditions, according to the manufacturer’ recommendations.
Snowfall/Snow Cover measurements shall be presented in cm, with one decimal to the
nearest 0.1 cm.
The resolution of reported measurement shall be 1 cm.
[[Local requirements may reduce this to 0.1cm]].
The physical output of the instrument should be of a standard type and format, that can be
readily interfaced to equipment from other manufacturers than the Tenderer. The NMHS has a
preference/requirement for [[Required Sensor Output Protocol/format]]. Outputs that require
proprietary hardware/software are forbidden.

Test

Test

Test

Test

Test

Response

Analysis

Inspection
Demonstration
Test
Test

598

SSC.OS.1

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Calculated Parameters

599

SSC.OS.2

Observation
Statistics/Algorithms

Insufficient
Measurements for
Averages

602
603

SSC.OM.1
SSC.OM.2

Observation/Site Metadata
Observation/Site Metadata

Serial Number
Calibration Certificate
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The individual measurements are providing the instantaneous readings. The system shall
calculate/make available Snowfall/Snow Cover:
• at the end of 10-minute intervals.
For monitoring Snowfall/Snow Cover “real time”, the 10-minute readings are sufficient. Other
readings that are useful can directly be obtained from the 10-minute readings at observations
times at whole hours, 3 hours, 6 hours (00, 06, 12 and 18 UTC, also for Synoptic
Observations), and 00 hours (00 UTC). The 00 UTC hour readings can be used to obtain daily
Snowfall/Snow Cover.
In case there are insufficient measurements to calculate the averages, or measurements are
unavailable for other reasons, the averages should not be stored but for example, be replaced
by [[NMHS to insert code indicating instrument available, but sufficient data is not, for example
//// or 9999>]].
Each instrument shall be supplied with a unique serial number.
Each instrument should be supplied with a calibration valid for at least 90% of the calibration
period as recommended by the manufacturer. The initial calibration should be done by an
accredited calibration laboratory or at least be fully traceable to such an ISO/IEC 17025
accredited laboratory.
Each instruments should be supplied with a paper and electronic (pdf) calibration certificate
that at least specifies:
•
Manufacturer
•
Model
•
Instrument type/Principle of Operation
•
Serial number
•
Hardware/Software version [if applicable]
•
Calibration Date
•
Calibration range
•
Traceability of calibration (including applicable standard)
•
Calibration method
•
Calibration factor and uncertainty
•
Name and signature of calibration technician that performed the calibration.

Test

Test

Inspection
Inspection

B.3 MIPS
B.3.1

Definitions used in MIPS Sample Tender Requirements

B.3.1.1 AWS Network Controller
Component of the MIPS that provides remote control and monitoring of the AWS Network health, and of individual AWS. Functionality may
include:
- inspection of AWS observations, ‘housekeeping’ data (for example, cabinet door status (open/closed), internal temperature, supply
voltage) and logs.
- changing of parameter or configuration settings for AWS and attached sensors.
- Installation of AWS software and firmware.
- Installation of Sensor software and firmware
- Notification of alarms and warnings triggered on an AWS or attached sensors
B.3.2

General

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

296

G.IT.1

IT Security

Access security method

213

G.MFN.1

MIPS Functionality

Parameter and/or
configuration changes

289

G.MFN.2

MIPS Functionality

Number of MIPS systems
within the measurement
network

Access authorisation should be based on user identification in combination with a personal
password.
Activation of new or modified MIPS parameters and/or configuration settings, should not cause
a decrease of the MIPS performance for longer than 10 seconds. MIPS parameters and/or
configuration settings can be changed from the MIPS by a system administrator. For changing
parameters and/or configurations and activation of the new parameters, a system operator
password is required.
The number of MIPS systems in an observation network should not be limited. It should be
possible to set up several regional data collection sites that each have their own MIPS,
collecting data from their own set of AWSs. Each MIPS should be able to connect to the MSS
using TCP/IP, for dissemination of the meteorological reports.

B.3.3

Test

Analysis

AWS Network Management

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

129

ANM.AWL.1

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

All exceptions shall be
reported

125

ANM.MFN.1

MIPS Functionality

Recovery from error
situation

214

ANM.MFN.2

MIPS Functionality

Recovery mechanism

A system component or system part reports all operational and technical exceptions (e.g.,
failures) to the AWS Network Controller. An operational exception is a situation, which is
unusual for the system component or system part.
After an error situation the AWS Network Controller should automatically restore the situation
before the error occurred, if this does not lead to repetition of the error.
Unfinished actions will be completed as much as possible, before operations are started again.
When after a certain configurable number of retries recovery still fails [[configurable by the
NMHS]], the system component or system part should stop the recovery process and the place
the system into 'hold'.
The MIPS should have a recovery mechanism to recover data that is missing from the AWS.
For example, if due to data communication problems the MIPS was unable to connect to an
AWS for some time, the data buffered at that AWS should be recovered when data
communication becomes available again.
The recovery mechanism can work by identifying the time stamps of the last available data in
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Method
Test

Test

Test

218

ANM.MFN.3

MIPS Functionality

Tasks of administrators

286

ANM.MFN.4

MIPS Functionality

Number of AWSs in an
observation network

B.3.4

the MIPS. The MIPS should retrieve the data from the AWS from the current time back to the
time of the last available data in the MIPS. The newest data should be retrieved first, because
the most recent data may be required for generating and disseminating reports.
Recovery should not disturb acquisition of new data in any way [that is, recovery runs at a
lower priority to new data acquisition]. The period for which data should be recovered should
be configurable up to the storage period of data in the AWS. The recovery mechanism should
determine when no further data is available from the source, and then cease retrieval.
The list below shows the minimum set of tasks that should be the responsibility of the AWS
meteorological administrator:
• The number of days that data is stored
• The data to be stored
• Enabling and disabling of sensors
• Station configuration (what instruments present, parameters measured, calibration factors)
• Sampling rate
• Metadata (station ID, lat/long, station height, height of instruments,…)
• Switching on/off of logging information
• Choice of back-up sensors (if applicable)
• Algorithms for the basic processing of the (raw) data (for example, dewpoint temperature
from ambient temperature and relative humidity, station pressure from measured pressure and
height of barometer)
• Analysis of Inspection Reports.
The number of AWSs should not be limited in an observation network. To add or remove an
AWS in the network only ANM needs to be re-configured.

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

163

NMM.MS.1

Metadata Storage

Management of
configuration parameters
for the generation of
metadata

It should be possible to generate, store and manage metadata information. These data may
include:
• A table containing data types and classes with the companion properties
• The default values for all existing metadata fields.

Verification
Method
Test

Measurement Data Archive

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

168

MDA.AWL.1

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Logging of data use

It should be possible to record the requests for data, for example:
• Regarding requests for data: which users, what data, time of request
• Regarding requests for metadata: which users, what data, time of request
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Analysis

Network Metadata Management

ID

B.3.5

Test

Verification
Method
Test

B.3.6

National Message Generation

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

208

NMG.RMG.1

Message/Report Generation

Generation of
meteorological reports 1

210

NMG.RMG.2

Message/Report Generation

Distribution and storage
of meteorological reports

1125

NMG.RMG.3

Message/Report Generation

Generation of
meteorological reports 2

The NMG should generate standard meteorological reports and store them for a configurable
period of time. The contents and layout of reports should be configurable via templates that
should be managed by the system operator.
NMHS to define required standard meteorological reports. This may include alphanumeric
(FM12, FM15), CREX or BUFR from WMO Manual on Codes.
The NMG should distribute meteorological reports. It should be configurable if the report is
distributed automatically or manually, although ‘automatic’ should be the default. Every report
is stored separately. If, for example, an original report has been distributed followed by a
COR, both reports should be stored.
• Automatic distribution.
When it is time to distribute a report and it is available, it is distributed automatically.
• Manual distribution
When it is time to distribute a report and it is available, it should be distributed by human
intervention.
The destination of the reports is configurable. In general, the destination is a message switch
(MSS).
Disseminated reports cannot be changed anymore. If a corrected report has to be sent after
the original report (for example, if data that was missing in the original report has become
available), NMG should automatically generate and disseminate the corrected report. Both the
original report and corrected report should be stored.
In addition to functionality defined in Generation of Meteorological Reports 1, it should also be
possible to define reports of own composition consisting of arbitrary data that can be chosen
freely from the available data. The NMG should have a user-friendly tool to define such report
templates. This tool should include but is not limited to the following functionality:
• Definition of a report name.
• Definition of the structure of a report.
• The elements from the database.
• The format of the elements to be included.
• The order in which report elements are placed in a report.
The following report elements are required:
• Fixed text. All ASCII characters (also characters such as a carriage return and line feed) can
be entered
• Date and time
• Meteorological data
• Visual observations.
A limited amount of computation capacity may be required to generate reports from the
database. The location in the NMG (map, directory) where the reports should be stored is
configurable.
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B.3.7

GUI

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

239

GUI.MFN.1

MIPS Functionality

Data on display

241

GUI.MFN.2

MIPS Functionality

Multiple active display
windows

288

GUI.MFN.3

MIPS Functionality

Number of displays
connected to the MIPS

313

GUI.MFN.4

MIPS Functionality

Timeliness

335

GUI.MFN.5

MIPS Functionality

Transfer time data – to
display systems

It shall be possible for all the data that is available/stored on any aspect of the MIPS to be
displayed on the display. The data shall be displayed in client software or in a web browser. It
shall be possible to display information on as many systems as desired without additional
costs.
It should be possible to open multiple active display windows, where an active display window
is a window on the screen in which the presentation is updated with the latest available data.
The display-update frequency should be configurable per displayed meteorological element,
the highest frequency being ‘real-time’ presentation It should be possible to have at least four
active displays windows open at the same.
The number of display systems connected to any aspect of the MIPS, independent whether
used by a system administrator, meteorological administrator or a technician, shall not be
limited. This is valid for both options of a web-based system or client software.
Unless specified otherwise, actual information presented on-screen must be:
• in 95% of time, either current or not older than 60 seconds
• in 100% of time, not older than 70 seconds.
The time required from data becoming available on any aspect/part of the MIPS to being
displayed on the displays (web based or client software), should be no longer than 3 seconds,
independent of the numbers of displays that have to show the data.

B.3.8

Test

Analysis

Test

Test

IT Infrastructure

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

294
308

IT.IT.1
IT.IT.2

IT Security
IT Security

Strict access control
Spare capacity

312
318

IT.IT.3
IT.IT.4

IT Security
IT Security

Response time overviews
System Reliability

319

IT.IT.5

IT Security

320

IT.IT.6

IT Security

326

IT.IT.7

IT Security

Reliability protecting data
against loss
Reliability impact of
single component failures
Reboot of Systems
Components

328

IT.IT.8

IT Security

Activate a new software
release

329

IT.IT.9

IT Security

Activate a previous
software release

330

IT.IT.10

IT Security

Recovery from failure

Strict access control procedures will be implemented.
The system should be designed so that during events of peak loads, the resources of the
system (CPU, memory, external memory, network access) are not loaded for more than 50% of
the total capacity.
Response times for historic overviews/data retrievals should be 3 seconds or less.
The system should use general purpose industrial computers as the main platform component
for process control. The system should be designed for a yearly 99.97% availability (MTBF,
MTBR < 2 hours).
All data that cannot be reconstructed from external sources requires protection against loss.
[[The Customer may nominate a minimum time period for which data will be kept]].
The failure of any single hardware component should have no significant consequences for the
execution of the system’s primary function.
The system should use general purpose industrial computers as the main platform component
for process control. The reboot of any system component should not affect or disturb other
processes in the observation network.
All systems may be able to activate a new application software release within 10 minutes. The
activation period denotes the start-up of an installed software release up to the moment that the
software is ready for operational use. Application software does not include operating systems
and package-based software systems.
All systems may be able to activate a previously active software release within 10 minutes. The
activation period denotes the start-up of an installed software release up to the moment that the
software is ready for operational use. Application software does not include operating systems
and package-based software systems.
All system components may recover from failure without threatening the primary function of the
system within 10 minutes.
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Demonstration
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Test

Test

Test

349

IT.IT.11

IT Security

Installation tool

363

IT.IT.12

IT Security

Define system users

965

IT.IT.13

IT Security

Environment:
temperature

968

IT.IT.14

IT Security

Availability of System
Components

B.3.9

Software/configuration installation may be done by usage of a standard tool. The tool being
used may be generally accepted for the applied computer system environment, or the tool may
be built into the software supplied.
An authorised user (system administrator) should be able to add new users to the systems, to
configure permissions for users, and to remove users.
The MIPS and display systems shall be able to operate in an environment with temperatures
ranging from 5 ºC to 50 ºC. MIPS server equipment shall be placed in conditioned equipment
rooms.
The availability of the single hardware components is as follows:
Component Availability
MIPS
99,98%, based on a MTBF of 12 months and a MTTR of 1 hour.

Test

Test
Test
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Communications

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

983

C.DCA.1

Data Communications-AWS

The interface should use TCP/IP as network/transport layer protocol.

1113

C.DCA.2

Data Communications-AWS

Transport/network
protocol used
Communication
protection

173

C.DCO.1

Data Communications Other

Communication
equipment for
communication with
MIPS

316

C.DCO.2

Data Communications Other

Communication
protection

Verification
Method
Demonstration

Communication between all system components shall be protected against unauthorized
access. This especially applies to dial up connections and mobile data communications such
as GPRS/4G.
Data communication should at least be possible via fixed data communication cables (serial,
Ethernet), dial up connections, GPRS or the most recent versions of mobile data
communication, radio modems, satellite modems, WIFI. In case of wireless data
communication, the connection should be protected, i.e., unauthorized access should not be
possible.
Communication between all system components shall be protected against unauthorized
access. This especially applies to dial up connections and mobile data communications such
as GPRS/4G.
[The NMHS may specify additional Communications security protections including logging of
AWS/Smart Sensor Access, encryption.]

Test
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B.3.10 AWS/Intelligent Sensors
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

187

AS.AWL.1

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

The AWS/Sensor shall
notify the AWS Network
Control if an alarm
situation occurs

The AWS/Sensor should have the capability to notify the AWS Network Control if an alarm
situation (defined in the AWS NC) occurs.
It should be possible for the AWS/Sensor to actively initiate contact with the AWS NC to send
the alarm immediately when the alarm occurs.
Alternatively, alarm may be included in the regular data communication cycle if this cycle is
based on, for example, 10-minute communication.
[NMHS to determine method to silence the alarm].
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B.3.11 MIPS All
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

169

MIPS.AWL.1

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Logging of system
information

220

MIPS.AWL.2

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Exceptions

221

MIPS.AWL.3

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Alarm list

222

MIPS.AWL.4

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Exception filtering

223

MIPS.AWL.5

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Exception grouping

224

MIPS.AWL.6

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Notifications to user

225

MIPS.AWL.7

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Acknowledgement of
exceptions

226

MIPS.AWL.8

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Smart presentation of
exception

228

MIPS.AWL.9

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Access to log data

297

MIPS.AWL.10

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Logging of information
updates

Logging of system process and error correction, as provided by the computer operating
systems, shall be possible. It should be possible to turn this logging on or off by a system
administrator. The system administrator can select the relevant system information to be
logged (when logging is switched on).
“Exceptions” are states outside the scope of the “normal operational state” of the instruments,
AWSs, computers, data communication equipment and connections, the MIPS, software,
algorithms, etc. Each exception should be assigned an ID and a description, and each should
be time stamped and logged.
All exceptions should generate an alarm that should be presented in an “alarm list”, that
should be visible for all MIPS users.
The MIPS should have a tool to filter exceptions from the alarm list. It should at least be
possible to filter on station, meteorological parameters, housekeeping data, start date/time,
end date/time, alarm ID, unacknowledged alarms, acknowledged alarms. Filtering should be
possible per single filter criterion and for all possible combinations of the filter criteria. A
screen in which all possible filter criteria can be selected, should be used to initiate a filterbased search in the alarm list.
It should be possible to group and/or sort exceptions in a logical way (for example, per AWS,
per meteorological parameter) and to display the exceptions per these groups.
It should be possible to configure the MIPS to send notifications to users in case exceptions,
all notifications or for particular groups of notifications, occur. At least notifications per email
should be possible.
There are no specific requirements on how the data will be stored. However, for many
reasons it would be convenient if data is stored in a relational database, which provides many
of the data management tools as standard features. Storage in files is possible, but many of
the required tools will have to be provided separately.
Disk space should be dimensioned so that at most 50% of the capacity is used during normal
operation. Storage structure should be defined in detail by the supplier.
Each exception should have an “owner” group: the technician group, the meteorological
administrator group or the system administrator group. Individuals from the groups can
acknowledge only the alarms that are owned by their group. Acknowledgement should be
done when a problem is solved or when the reason for the exception does not exist anymore.
The MIPS may not present spurious exceptions. Repeated and duplicate exceptions from the
incoming exception stream in a smart manner. For example, if an instrument is not
operational, this may only be presented once every hour (configurable) and not every 10
seconds of the sampling cycle, and if the status of the alarm changes (instrument status from
“non-operational” to “repaired”), it may be presented. Note that this requirement is relevant for
presentation of alarms only, all alarms may be logged in the alarm log files, it may still be
possible to see and read all the information.
In the access to log data, it should be possible to show the data of the complete observation
network and/or of a selected sub-system. The presentation should be able to show the log
data sorted or by using filters such as time (most recent or last first), error ID, alphabetical,
etc. It should be possible to scroll back and forward in the data.
Headers should show all relevant information, such as the name of a selected sub-system,
time, date. Every line shows date/time and log message, flags, error ID, etc. For the complete
observation network overview, every line also should show the sub-system name.
The system should, whenever information is updated or deleted, log the following information:
• account [related to a person or group of people]
• terminal
• date and time
• the modifications made.
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340

MIPS.AWL.11

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Logging general
configurability

342

MIPS.AWL.12

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Logging of diagnostics

344

MIPS.AWL.13

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

345

MIPS.AWL.14

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Classification of
diagnostics
Logging of diagnostics
configurability

971

MIPS.AWL.15

Alarms/Warnings/Logging

Logging retention period

293

MIPS.IT.1

IT Security

Data access restricted by
authorisation

295

MIPS.IT.2

IT Security

Access rights

161

MIPS.CMS.1

Configuration Management for
MIPS

Management of the
configuration parameters
for data reception

162

MIPS.CMS.2

Configuration Management for
MIPS

Management of
configuration parameters
for data processing

142

The system may offer the possibility to specify for all logging facilities (without having to shut
down the system or a part of the system):
• whether logging is turned on or off
• how long the log should be retained
• where the log should be stored.
The system should log a diagnostic message for each unusual event within the system that
could affect the proper functioning of the system.
The system may subdivide diagnostic messages into classes, based on the severity of the
malfunction the diagnostic relates to.
Apart from logging general configurability, the system should offer facilities to specify for each
diagnostic message (without having to shut down the system or part of the system):
• whether information should be logged
• what message types, including unrecognisable incoming data, should be logged.
The system shall retain logged data for a period of [[Time period to be determined by
Customer, at least 7 days is recommended]]. The retention period shall be configurable.
In order to prevent unauthorised personnel from access or damaging information it is required
that authorisation take place. Access to security and privacy sensitive information shall be by
login procedure. Access authorisation is to be provided by the supplier; the customer shall
decide which systems shall require login access.
The system administrator should be able to define and control the following access rights for
each logical user:
• the applications, or application functions, that can be executed by the account
• the read and/or write access rights to system internal data.
It may be possible to configure and to manage the access and function of the storage system,
database or files, using the following parameters:
• Back-up location
• Access (i.e., who has access to provide data, buffer limitation authorisation).
It may be possible to configure the process of data transactions and processing of the
received data sets and/or data reports. Parameters that may be configurable are, for
example:
• Control data to check the supplied data (files),
• Adjustment of the default-priorities
• Overview of the waiting queue
• Changing manually the default priority settings concerning data processing.
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Test
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B.4 MAINTENANCE/OPERATION
B.4.1

Air Temperature

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

17

T.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

18
19

T.MST.2
T.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Training

1099

T.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment,
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed,
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).

B.4.2

Response
Demonstration

Inspection

Pressure

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

48

P.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

49
50

P.MST.2
P.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1104

P.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate], software
and operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment,
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed,
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).
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Verification
Method
Inspection

Verification
Method
Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.3

Wind Direction

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

91

WD.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Access to the
Instruments

97

WD.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

99
101

WD.MST.3
WD.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Training

1111

WD.MST.5

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

It shall be possible for maintenance staff to have access to the installed sensors on top of the
mast in a safe manner. Possibilities are, for example, a method to safely climb the mast, or a
mast with a hinge so that the instruments can be lowered to ground level. If additional safety
equipment is required, it shall be offered with the mast.
Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment,
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed,
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).

B.4.4

Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

Wind Speed

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

89

WS.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Access to the
Instruments

96

WS.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

98
100

WS.MST.3
WS.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Training

1112

WS.MST.5

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

It shall be possible for maintenance staff to have access to the installed sensors on top of the
mast in a safe manner. Possibilities are, for example, a method to safely climb the mast, or a
mast with a hinge so that the instruments can be lowered to ground level. If additional safety
equipment is required, it shall be offered with the mast.
Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment,
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed,
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).
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Verification
Method
Demonstration

Verification
Method
Demonstration

Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.5

Precipitation Amount

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

116

PA.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

117
118

PA.MST.2
PA.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1105

PA.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate], software
and operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment,
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed,
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).

B.4.6

Response
Demonstration

Inspection

Relative Humidity

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

150

U.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

151
152

U.MST.2
U.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1110

U.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment,
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed,
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).
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Verification
Method
Inspection

Verification
Method
Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.7

General

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

321

G.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

322

G.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

The unavailability of either hardware or software parts that could prevent the execution of the
systems primary function should not go by unnoticed.
Failure of a subsystem should not lead to a breakdown of the total system.

337

G.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training

338

G.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

339

G.MST.5

Maintenance/Support/Training

346
347

G.MST.6
G.MST.7

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Reliability detection of
failures
Subsystem failure shall
not lead to overall system
breakdown
Equipment design shall
facilitate routine
inspections
The system shall provide
efficient maintenance
procedures
Replacement of
components shall in
general be possible
within 45 minutes
Off-line test
Pre-implementation test

358

G.MST.8

Maintenance/Support/Training

Standard components
currently in use

364

G.MST.9

Maintenance/Support/Training

On-line help

365

G.MST.10

Maintenance/Support/Training

Malfunction notifications

366

G.MST.11

Maintenance/Support/Training

Malfunction signalling

948

G.MST.12

Maintenance/Support/Training

1118

G.MST.13

Maintenance/Support/Training

Sensors not affixed to
cables
Recommended Spare
Parts List

146

Verification
Method
Test
Test

The design of equipment and cabinets shall facilitate routine inspections.

Demonstration

The system may be designed in such a way that no scheduled preventive maintenance task
requires more than four hours of reduced operation within one year.

Analysis

System components may be replaceable within 45 minutes of arrival on site.

Test

The system allows for off-line testing in an isolated environment before and after installation.
The system allows for testing in the operational environment before implementation, without
affecting the operation of the rest of the system.
It is customer’s policy to maintain uniformity in inspection and maintenance procedures for all
meteorological facilities, and to keep a minimum level of spare parts. Therefore, it is
recommended to consult the list of currently used makes for mechanical, electrical and
software components.
List of component types currently in use by the customer:
Item: Manufacturer:
Database management system
[[xxx]]
PCs
[[xxx]]
Servers
[[xxx]]
Network components
[[xxx]]
Modems
[[xxx]]
Routers
[[xxx]]
Cabinets
[[xxx]]
Rack equipment
[[xxx]]
[[xxx to be completed by Customer]]
The system should provide built-in help facilities which are able to replace user
documentation. The on-line help should be detailed enough to aid a user trained in the
general principles of the system.
In case of malfunction all delivered equipment should offer provisions for notification by
means of a potential free contact.
In case of malfunction, all delivered equipment contains sufficient signalling functions. These
functions enable the detection of malfunctioning parts.
To enable ease of maintenance, the sensor and associated cables should not be integrated
together.
The Contractor shall submit a Recommended Spare Parts List (RSPL) based upon the
Maintenance Conditions as specified in the Maintenance Conditions document and the
required availability (MTBF, MTTR) as specified in the Requirement Specifications document.
This list shall contain spare parts recommended by the Contractor to support/maintain the
System and System Components during their respective lifetimes regarding the following:
• For consumables the Contractor shall recommend an amount of spare parts sufficient for
two years for the System and System Components.

Demonstration
Demonstration
Analysis

Demonstration

Demonstration
Demonstration
Demonstration
Analysis

302

G.CPP.1

Capacity/Planning/Performance

303

G.CPP.2

Capacity/Planning/Performance

306

G.CPP.3

Capacity/Planning/Performance

332

G.CPP.4

Capacity/Planning/Performance

351

G.CPP.5

Capacity/Planning/Performance

352

G.CPP.6

Capacity/Planning/Performance

353

G.CPP.7

Capacity/Planning/Performance

356

G.CPP.8

Capacity/Planning/Performance

357

G.CPP.9

Capacity/Planning/Performance

1085
1088

G.TR.1
G.TR.2

Tender Requirements
Tender Requirements

B.4.8

New equipment in new
cabinets and racks
Filling rate for new
cabinets shall not exceed
70% of available space
Design life for the
systems is 10 years
Operational hours of
system components
COTS materials are
desirable and preferred
Use of multi-sourcing
products is desirable
Use of [[NMHS
Designated Character
Set]]
Standard software
Requirements for
materials and
components
Tender Language
Project/Tender Schedule

• For repairable System Components (or modules of System Components, if applicable), the
Contractor shall recommend a number of spares based on the mean time between failure
(MTBF) for that specific System Component.
• For modules that can only be replaced as a whole in case of malfunctioning, the Contractor
shall recommend a number of spares based on the lifetime of the System and on the MTBF
as provided in the Requirement Specifications document.
• The Contractor shall make a recommendation for COTS-items.
All new equipment that must be installed in cabinets or racks, shall be installed in new
cabinets and racks, unless the customer wants to re-use existing equipment racks/cabinets.
Filling rate for new cabinets should not exceed 70% of available space. The remaining space
should be available for future extensions.

Demonstration

The system should be designed for a life cycle of at least 10 years.

Analysis

Under normal circumstances, system components shall perform their primary functions 24
hours a day and 7 days a week.
The use of Commercial Of The Shelf products (hardware, software, network components,
etc.) is desirable and preferred.
The use of multi-sourcing products (like PCs) is desirable and preferred.

Analysis

The [[NMHS Designated Character Set]] character set shall be used for presentation.

Test

The use of standard software already in use by the customer is mandatory. Using nonstandard software is only allowed after written approval of the customer.
All materials and components furnished shall be new and designed to meet the customer’s
requirements. The supplier has to take into consideration that the installation shall not cause
any damage to installations and systems.
All Tender documents with be in [[insert Customers' preferred language]].
The Tenderer shall provide a Project Schedule/Implementation Plan with the offer.

Inspection

Demonstration
Inspection

Analysis

Inspection
Response

AWS Network Management

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

964

ANM.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Tasks of AWS
Technicians

287

ANM.CPP.1

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Number of AWSs on a
measurement site

The list below shows the minimum set of tasks that should be the responsibility of AWS
Technicians:
•Monitor the error reports
• Analyse all incoming errors and define corrective actions
•Solve all technical problems related to AWSs and instruments that can be solved via remote
access to the station
• Handle the alarm list administration, i.e., acknowledge alarms, change alarm status after
corrective action, etc.
The number of AWSs at one measurement site should only be limited for practical reasons.
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Inspection

Verification
Method
Demonstration

Analysis

B.4.9

Measurement Data Archive

ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

962

MDA.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Tasks of administrators

166

MDA.CPP.1

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Tools for data
management

341

MDA.CPP.2

Capacity/Planning/Performance

343

MDA.CPP.3

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Logging of external
interfaces
Logging retention period

The list below shows the minimum set of tasks that should be handled by a meteorological
administrator and system administrator.
MIPS, meteorological administrator:
• The structure of the reports
• For all regular reports the generation time
• The time window in which specific reports have to be disseminated, and the action to take
when there is delay
• The destination of reports. Multiple destinations should be possible, but at least to a MSS
• The number of days that reports are stored
• The levels, the algorithms and the actions for warnings
• The configuration of screen lay-out (this includes pre-defined graphs, the geographical map
and all screens for making reports)
• Structures of the data fields that can be filled in manually
• Algorithms for the further processing of the (raw) data (for example, hourly and daily totals of
radiant exposure, hourly totals of precipitation amount).
It should be possible to interactively access the data for data management tasks. The
data/system manager should be provided with tools to execute search routines with standard
queries or queries composed by the data/system manager himself, within all available data
(bases), such as original data, processed data, metadata and the logs.
The system should log all configured external interface data on the specified location.

Verification
Method
Test

Test

Test

The system shall retain logged data for a period of [[Time period to be determined by
Customer, at least 7 days is recommended]]. The retention period shall be configurable.

Test

Verification
Method
Test

B.4.10 National Message Generation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

336

NMG.CPP.1

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Report transfer time

The time required from reports becoming available on the NMG to being available on the
message switch (MSS), should be no longer than 3 minutes. Since the MSS is connected to a
LAN, this has to be arranged with the customer.
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B.4.11 Communications
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

333

C.CPP.1

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Data communication
capacity MIPS

334

C.CPP.2

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Data communication
capacity AWS

961

C.CPP.3

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Data Transferral to
Meta/Measurement Data
Stores

970

C.CPP.4

Capacity/Planning/Performance

315

C.F.1

Financial

AWSs consist of identical
hardware and software
components
Communication costs

1096

C.F.2

Financial

The AWN shall collect data from the AWS/Smart Sensor at regular intervals. Data selection
and the intervals shall be configurable. The NMHS shall specify whether data is pushed or
pulled from the AWS station/Smart Sensor. The supplier shall define the requirements for the
data communication speed and quantities to guarantee that the data will be available in the
AWN on time.
The data communication capacity requirement shall be provided for regular operation and for
peak load handling for the total number of AWS station in the observation network.
If data communication equipment is part of the project delivery, it shall be dimensioned so that
no more than 50% is in use for regular operations, or no more that 75% for peak operation,
whichever is more.
The AWS data communication equipment should be able to handle the transfer of regular
data to the MIPS in less than 1/10th of the data collection interval. For example, if the data
from the AWS is transferred to the MIPS at regular intervals of 10 minutes, the data transfer
itself should take no longer than 1 minute. If data recovery is necessary, the remaining time
can be used for that.
The NMHS may have a primarily PUSH or PULL AWS architecture.
If PUSH, then at [Interval determined by NMHS, but shall not more than 10 minutes] the
AWS/Sensor shall push all relevant Measurement and Meta Data to the relevant storage
locations.
If PULL, then at [Interval determined by NMHS, but shall not more than 10 minutes] the
AWS/Sensor shall have all measurements ready for a PULL request from the relevant
Measurement and Meta Data storage locations.
All AWSs should consist of identical hardware and software components. However, the data
communication equipment may be different for the AWSs depending on what data
communication is used for a particular observation site.
Communication between the AWSs and any aspect of the MIPS, should take place against
minimum costs. If the customer does not define what solution is to be employed, the Tenderer
should investigate and offer the most cost-effective solution.
The Tenderer will bear all communication costs during the initial testing/commissioning.
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Cost of communications
during set up

Verification
Method
Test

Test

Test

Analysis

Analysis

Response

B.4.12 AWS/Intelligent Sensors
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

195

AS.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

AWS/Smart Sensorconfigurations from a
remote location

196

AS.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

New AWS/Smart Sensorsoftware installed from a
remote location

197

AS.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training

Maintenance from a
remote location

198

AS.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Direct maintenance
access to the AWS

331

AS.MST.5

Maintenance/Support/Training

Availability of System
Components

1092
1093

AS.MST.6
AS.MST.7

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Instructions

1094

AS.MST.8

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Training

1098

AS.MST.9

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Training

1100

AS.MST.10

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

171

AS.CPP.1

Capacity/Planning/Performance

AWSs consist of identical
hardware and software
components

Configuration (or changes of a configuration) of an AWS/Smart Sensor should be possible
from a remote location and downloaded to the AWS/Smart Sensor.
In addition, they can be made on the AWS/Smart Sensor itself through a local service
connection. For both methods the AWS Network Controller should be used to actually perform
the configuration or changes of the configuration. [[The NMHS may add additional security
measures]].
It should be possible to install new software versions from a remote location, using the AWS
Network Controller. The old version of the software should not be removed until the newly
downloaded software has been tested on the AWS/Smart Sensor and proven to be working
correctly. To perform this action, a password [or other NMHS determined security] is required.
The AWS/Smart Sensor should support maintenance from a remote location using the AWS
Network Controller. At least the following functions are supported:
• inspection of the real time meteorological observations that are ingested/recorded by the
AWS at its input (raw data)
• inspection of the real time meteorological observations that are ingested/recorded by the
AWS as it is stored in the AWS
• inspection of log records
• AWS system operator functionality as included in the AWS operating system
• facilities to change parameter settings and/or station configuration.
To perform these maintenance functions, a system operator password [[or other NMHS
determined security]] is required.
When the AWS/Smart Sensor is accessed for maintenance, this access shall not in any way
interrupt the primary task of data acquisition, unless the data acquisition is explicitly stopped
as planned.
The AWS/Smart Sensor shall have a separate extra physical port/interface for local
connection to a computer for maintenance/configuration tasks. This may be a RS232, USB or
other serial port/interface based on a standard protocol. Other options are allowed as long as
all connection tools are supplied in case this port is not a standard port/interface.
The availability of the single hardware components is as follows:
Component
Availability
AWS/Smart Sensors
99.98%, based on a MTBF of 12 months and a MTTR of 2 hour.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed.
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).
All AWSs shall consist of identical hardware and software components. However, the data
communication equipment may be different for the AWSs depending on what data
communication is used for a particular observation site.
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Verification
Method
Test

Test

Test

Test

Analysis

Response
Inspection
Demonstration

Demonstration

Inspection

Demonstration

178

AS.CPP.2

Capacity/Planning/Performance

188

AS.CPP.3

Capacity/Planning/Performance

189

AS.CPP.4

Capacity/Planning/Performance

Interfaces for instruments
and other sources
The AWS shall be able to
handle data from multiple
instruments of the same
type
The AWS shall be able to
handle data from at least
N instruments

The AWS shall be equipped with all interfaces, physical interfaces and protocols, that are
required to connect the selected instruments and other data sources to the AWS.
In the most extreme case, all instruments connected to an AWS could be of the same type.
Unique identifiers should be used for all observed parameters.

Demonstration

The AWS should be able to process and store data for all specified sensors and have
additional capacity [[NMHS to specify here]] for additional sensors.

Analysis

Verification
Method
Demonstration

Demonstration

B.4.13 MIPS All
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

235

MIPS.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Access to the MIPS for
system management

963

MIPS.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

Tasks of administrators

1097

MIPS.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training

Training

1120

MIPS.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Patch Management

The MIPS has three types of users with the following access rights:
• Technician access rights
The technician is responsible for monitoring the technical status of the meteorological
equipment. The technician has access rights to view certain displays and to take limited
actions such as described in MIPS_014.
• Meteorological administrator access rights
The meteorological administrator is responsible for meteorological configuration of the AWS
and MIPS, the algorithms, the instruments, etc.
• System administrator access rights
The system administrator is responsible for the technical condition of all computer equipment,
data communication equipment, and the ICT configuration of the systems (IP configuration,
hardware and software configuration). The system administrator has access rights to all
functions within the MIPS, but he should not change the meteorological configuration without
approval from the meteorological administrator.
The list below shows the minimum set of tasks that should be handled by a meteorological
administrator and system administrator.
• MIPS, system administrator:
- Adding/removing of users
- Defining user permissions
- Definition of user-groups and user-profiles
- Options related to automatic or manual generation/dissemination of reports
- Configuration of all data communication equipment
- System level configuration of all computers in the observation network system.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on all aspects of operation of the MIPS systems installed by the Tenderer.
The Contractor may provide facilities for the management of patches to the operating system
of the MIPS.
[[NMHS to provide details of timeframe required]]
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Test

Demonstration
Response

B.4.14 Software
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

1090

S.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

1119

S.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

Software Updates/Bug
Fixes in Warranty Period
Software Support
Agreement

1087

S.TR.1

Tender Requirements

The successful Tenderer shall deliver Software Updates/Bug Fixes without charge during the
Warranty Period
The Contractor should supply a Software Support agreement, including pricing for a duration
of [[NMHS to specify time].
[[The NMHS may specify whether this is full software support, or (as simpler option) an
agreed hourly rate for work by the Contractor to address software issues not covered by
warranty]].
All software licences required for operation of the system delivered by the Tenderer shall be
supplied to [[Insert Customers Officer Responsible]]. The Tenderer shall be responsible for
any issues regarding software licences and licensing.

Software Licenses

Verification
Method
Demonstration
Inspection

Response

B.4.15 Soil Temperature
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

440

ST.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

441
442

ST.MST.2
ST.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1109

ST.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).

Verification
Method
Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.16 Sunshine Duration
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

919

SD.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

938

SD.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

Access to the
Instruments
Calibration Instructions

939
940

SD.MST.3
SD.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1107

SD.MST.5

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

It should be possible for maintenance staff to access to the sensors for regular cleaning of the
domes.
Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair)
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Verification
Method
Demonstration
Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.17 Direct Solar Radiation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

797

DSR.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

It should be possible for maintenance staff to access to the sensors for regular cleaning.

818

DSR.MST.2

Maintenance/Support/Training

Access to the
Instruments
Calibration Instructions

819
820

DSR.MST.3
DSR.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1101

DSR.MST.5

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Verification
Method
Demonstration

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate], software
and operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).

Inspection

Verification
Method
Inspection

Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.18 Global/Diffuse Sky/Reflected Radiation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

719

GDR.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

720
721

GDR.MST.2
GDR.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1102

GDR.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).

Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.19 Long Wave Radiation
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

861

LWR.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

862
863

LWR.MST.2
LWR.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1103

LWR.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).
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Verification
Method
Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.20 Precipitation Intensity
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

578

PI.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

579
580

PI.MST.2
PI.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1106

PI.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate] and
operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).

Verification
Method
Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.4.21 Snowfall/Snow Cover
ID

WMO Tag

Functionality

Requirement Heading

Requirement

604

SSC.MST.1

Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Instructions

605
606

SSC.MST.2
SSC.MST.3

Maintenance/Support/Training
Maintenance/Support/Training

Calibration Equipment
Calibration Training

1108

SSC.MST.4

Maintenance/Support/Training

Documentation

Each instrument should be provided with a paper and electronic (pdf) copy of clear calibration
instructions.
If requested, a proposal should be provided for equipment to execute calibrations.
Customer technicians should receive training onsite or at a location designated by the NMHS,
on calibration, installation, maintenance, software, QC/inspection [if appropriate], software
and operational procedures for the instrument.
The Tenderer should provide documentation in electronic format [with permission for the
Customer to reproduce for internal use] outlining:
- basic theory/principles of operation of equipment
- step by step instructions on the required maintenance and the frequency with which this
maintenance is recommended to be performed
- recommended spare parts and test equipment (for maintenance and repair).
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Verification
Method
Inspection
Response
Demonstration

Inspection

B.5 ADDITIONAL TENDER INFORMATION
B.5.1

Map Display Performance

Colour
Green
Flashing
Green
Yellow
Flashing
Yellow
Orange
Flashing
Orange
Red
Flashing Red
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Instruments
OK
One or more instruments
report problems
One or more instruments
report problems
One or more instruments
report problems
One or more instruments
report problems
Unknown

Housekeeping Information
OK
One or more housekeeping parameters
report problems
OK

AWS
OK

Data Communications
OK

OK

OK

One or more housekeeping parameters
report problems

OK

OK

Unknown
One or more housekeeping parameters
report problems
Unknown

AWS is reporting
problems
AWS is reporting
problems
AWS is reporting
problems
Unknown

OK
OK
No data communication is
possible

For more information, please contact:

World Meteorological Organization
7 bis, avenue de la Paix – P.O. Box 2300 – CH 1211 Geneva 2 – Switzerland
Communication and Public Affairs Office
Tel.: +41 (0) 22 730 83 14/15 – Fax: +41 (0) 22 730 81 71
E-mail: cpa@wmo.int
public.wmo.int

